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You can earn more money if you

Here's our famous CIE Warranty that you will get your License if you study with us at home

Not satisfied with your present income? The most practical thing you can do about it is to add to your Electronics know-how, pass the FCC exam, and get your Government License.

The demand for licensed men is enormous. Today there are over a million licensed broadcast installations and mobile transmitters on the air, and the number is growing constantly. And, according to Federal law, no one is permitted to operate or service such equipment without a Government FCC License or without being under the direct supervision of a licensed operator.

This has resulted in a gold mine of new business for licensed service technicians. A typical mobile radio service contract pays an average of about $100 a month. It's possible for one trained technician to maintain eight to ten such mobile systems. Some men cover as many as fifteen systems, each with perhaps a dozen units.

Opportunities in Industry

And there are many other exciting opportunities in the aerospace industry, electronics manufacturing, telephone companies, and plants operated by electronic automation. Inside industrial plants like these, it's the licensed technician who is always considered first for promotion and in-plant training programs. The reason is simple. Passing the Federal Government's FCC exam and getting your License is widely accepted proof that you know the fundamentals of Electronics.

So why doesn't everybody who "tinkers" with electronic components get an FCC License and start cleaning up?

The answer: it's not that simple. The Government's licensing exam is tough. In fact, an average of two out of every three men who take the FCC exam fail.

There is one way, however, of being pretty certain that you will pass the FCC exam. That's to take one of the FCC home study courses offered by the Cleveland Institute of Electronics.

CIE courses are so effective that better than 9 out of every 10 CIE graduates who take the exam pass it. That's why we can afford to back our courses with the ironclad Warranty shown above: you get your FCC License or your money back.

Mail Card for Two Free Books

Want to know more? Send the card at the left for a FREE copy of our school catalog, "How To Succeed In Electronics," describing opportunities in Electronics, together with our special book, "How To Get A Commercial FCC License." If card has been removed, just send your name and address to us.

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL

All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill. If you served on active duty since Jan. 31, 1955, or are in service now, check box on card for G.I. Bill information.
get a Government FCC License

These CIE men did it—so can you

Not too long ago, the men shown here had only limited prospects in Electronics. Most had no training beyond what they'd gotten on the job or in service. So these men decided to "train up" with CIE for the FCC License exam. Today, as a result, they hold important jobs, with salaries to match. If you'd like to join their ranks, see for yourself on the page at left how easily you can train for an FCC License the CIE way.

Senior Transmitter Operator for Radio Station WBOE. Says Matt Stuczynski: "I give CIE credit for my 1st Class FCC License. Even though I had only six weeks of high-school algebra, CIE's lessons made Electronics easy. I now have a good job in studio operation, transmitting, proof of performance... and am on my way up."

"Swamped with Job Offers from All Over." Thomas E. Miller, Jr., completed his CIE training and passed the 1st Class FCC License exam while in the Navy. "After discharge," he reports, "my only problem was to pick the best offer, and I did—engineer with Indiana Bell Telephone. CIE made the difference between just a job and a management position."

"My New Job Pays $228 a Month More!" Eugene Frost of Columbus, Ohio, was stuck in low-pay TV repair work before training with CIE and getting his 2nd Class FCC License. Today he holds an important job as an inspector with North American Aviation. He says, "I earn $228 a month more and have a new home, two good cars, and a color TV."

"A Real Fine Business and Income." That's how the FCC License he got with CIE training has paid off for him, says Donald E. Breidenbach of Ponca City, Oklahoma. "Since passing the 2nd Class exam, I've opened my own two-way mobile radio business, and now have one of the best-equipped shops in northern Oklahoma."

"Theory Man" at General Dynamics. Harry J. Remmert III, of Groton, Connecticut, passed his 1st Class FCC License exam less than 11 months after enrolling with CIE. Since then, he's had two pay raises within 10 months. And, he adds, "I'm getting to be known as a theory man in my job with General Dynamics Research and Development Division."

Associate Customer Engineer for IBM. Raymond Ott of Erie, Pennsylvania, trained with CIE when he was in the Air Force. "The day after leaving service, I passed my 2nd Class FCC License exam with Radar Endorsement. When I arrived back home, I applied to IBM—and am now an Associate Customer Engineer on computers and related equipment."

Owns His Own Two-Way Mobile Radio Business. Ed Dulaney of Scottsbluff, Nebraska, got his 1st Class FCC License with CIE training. "It's helped me realize my highest ambition—owning my own business," he writes. "Now I manufacture my own two-way radio equipment, with dealers who sell it in seven states, and have seven full-time employees on my payroll."

Mail postpaid card for complete information.
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Finco will work with you to plan your MATV installations *at no charge*. Send for FINCO’s 45-page illustrated catalog and layout information forms.

Mail this coupon today

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 W. Interstate St., Dept. ET, Bedford, Ohio 44146

Send FREE 45-page illustrated catalog of MATV Equipment and FINCO layout information forms.

Name

Company

Address

City ______State ______zip ______
It will pay you to find a CB dealer who features the PACE "live action" performance display. Here’s why: (1) He is a communications specialist. (2) He offers the finest (PACE) equipment to exactly fit your needs. (3) He can help you get the best possible performance from your rig. (4) He stands behind every sale with professional service. (5) He backs up the generous PACE warranty with his own reputation for honesty and fair play.

COME IN AND PUT OUR RADIOS THROUGH THEIR "PACES." See for yourself why PACE is the leader in solid state Citizen Band two-way radio.

Pace Communications Corp.
24049 Frampton Ave., Harbor City, Calif. 90710
Export Div.: 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N.Y.
Also available in Canada
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EICO Makes It Possible

Uncompromising engineering—for value does it!
You save up to 50% with Eico Kits and Wired Equipment.

Cortina Stereo

Engineering excellence. 100% capability, striking esthetics, the industry's only TOTAL PERFORMANCE STEREO at lowest cost.
A Silicon Solid-State 70 Watt Stereo Amplifier for $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3070.
A Solid-State FM Stereo Tuner for $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3200.
A 70 Watt Solid-State FM Stereo Receiver for $169.95 kit, $259.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3570.

Eicocraft

The newest excitement in kits
100% solid-state and professional.
Fun to build and use. Expandable, interconnectable. Great as "jiffy" projects and as introductions to electronics. No technical experience needed. Finest parts, pre-drilled etched printed circuit boards, step-by-step instructions.
Electronic Siren $4.95, Burglar Alarm $6.95, Fire Alarm $6.95,
Intercom $5.95, Audio Power Amplifier $5.95, Metronome $3.95,
Tremolo $9.95, Light Flasher $3.95, Electronic "Mystifier" $4.95,
Photo Cell Nite Lite $4.95, Power Supply $8.95, Code Oscillator $2.50,
FM Wireless Mike $5.95, AM Wireless Mike $9.95,
Electronic VOX $8.95, FM Radio $9.95,
AM Radio $9.95, Electronic Bongos $7.95.

EICO Trans/Match (Model 715) is a professional test set designed for complete checking of ham and CB equipment.
Kit $39.95; Wired $59.95.

Two years ahead! Model 7923
All Solid-State 23-Channel SW Transceiver. 4 exclusives:
dual-crystal lattice filter for razor-sharp selectivity; efficient up-converter frequency synthesizer for advanced stability;
precision series-mode fundamental crystals; Small: only 3"H, 8"W, 8 1/4"D. $189.95 wired only.
The best buy in tube-type CB—"Sentinel-Pro" 23-channel dual conversion SW Transceiver $169.95 wired only.

Citizen's Band

Automotive

EICO 888—Car/Boat Engine Analyzer
For all 6V/12V systems; 4, 6, 8-cyl. engines.
Now you can keep your car or boat engine in tip-top shape with this solid-state, portable, self-powered universal engine analyzer. Completely tests your total ignition/electrical system.
Complete with a Tune-up & Trouble-shooting Manual.
Model 888; $44.95 kit, $69.95 wired.

Test Equipment

100 best buys to choose from.

"The Professionals"
—laboratory precision at lowest cost.
Model 460 Wideband Direct-Coupled 5" Oscilloscope, DC-6.5mc for color and B&W TV service and lab use. Push-pull DC vertical amp., bal. or unbal. input. Automatic sync limiter and amp. $109.95 kit, $149.95 wired.
Model 232 Peak-to-Peak VTM. A must for color or B&W TV and industrial use. 7 non-skip ranges on all 4 functions. With exclusive Uni-Probe. $34.95 kit, $49.95 wired.

FREE 1968 CATALOG

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
283 Malta St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer.
Name_________________________
Address_____________________
City__________________________
State________________________
Zip__________________________
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Uncle Tom's Corner

By Tom Kneitel, K2AES/KQD4552

Uncle Tom answers his most interesting letters in this column.
Write him at Electronics Illustrated, 67 West 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

★ Radio Astronomy Dept. Remember Project Ozma? It was an attempt to monitor the hydrogen line frequency (1420.4 mc) for signals transmitted by other civilizations. It was abandoned for lack of funds and available time on radio-astronomy equipment. Radio astronomers are now excited about puzzling signals on the hydroxyl ion frequency, 1600 mc. Possibilities as to its source include a natural galactic maser or attempts at communication by a remote, highly advanced civilization. So it's listening time again.

★ I have a Hallicrafters SX-42 receiver that has problems. Most of the stations I hear on the short-wave bands below 4 mc are only harmonics of BCB stations. What can I do to eliminate these harmonics?

Eric Lebowitz
Jackson Heights, N.Y.

Sorry, Eric, but it looks like the best thing you can do is move out of Jackson Heights. You're right on top of the transmitting antennas of several of New York City's broadcast stations and their powerful signals are probably being rectified and rebroadcast by all manner of non-linear devices near your home (corroded or rusty fences, bolts, elevated subway tracks, building frames, etc.). Some of the harmonics may be caused by strong BCB signals that overload the front-end of your receiver, though. If so, a high-pass-filter with a cutoff frequency of 1600 kc in your antenna lead should help.

★ Low Power Dept. DX listeners who moan about the good old days of the 1920s and early '30s when there were scads of flea-power broadcasters to monitor will rejoice at the news that the FCC is now authorizing many broadcasters to operate extra presunrise (6 o'clock starting) hours at reduced power. Some of these stations are running less than 10 watts in the early a.m. For instance, 250-watters WBHT (Brownsville, Tenn., 1520 kc) and WUNN (Mason, Mich., 1110 kc) are both running about 5½ watts in the predawn hours. KTON (Belton, Tex., 940 kc) drops from 1000 watts to 5½ watts. One of the more dramatic power reductions is 10,000-watt station KLPR in Oklahoma City, which has been cut to 8½ watts. There are many others, too. Go get 'em, tiger!

★ I know something gets blitzed when you play a stereo disc on a mono phonograph. Is it the platter or the machine?

Nick Tarapolus
Buffalo, N.Y.

It's the disc that would get the fuzzy end of the bargain if it were played on an older machine because its mono stylus lacks the vertical compliance to track a stereo groove without damaging it. It's safe to play stereo records on most machines made in the last few years since modern mono cartridges are just about identical in this respect to their stereo siblings. In fact, some stereo recordings have been relabeled as compatible mono/stereo in the belief that either type of pickup can do the job these days.

★ I have a Zenith Model 25X8520 color TV that is causing problems. I occasionally find a giant fingerprint (about the size of a baseball) on the right side of the screen. I've had the service man over and it wouldn't show for him. I see it mostly when the background of the picture is dark. The face of the picture tube is clean. How can I make it appear for the service man so I can get it removed before my service contract expires?

Harry Von der Ahe
Arcadia, Calif.

[Continued on page 8]

Electronics Illustrated
NOW YOU CAN AFFORD TO EXPERIMENT WITH
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Motorola HEP breaks the price barrier on integrated circuits. With our new I.C. Experimenter Kit, containing 5 of the most popular RTL Integrated Circuits, you pay only 79¢ for each Integrated Circuit you buy.

The Motorola HEP Kit Includes:
- One J-K Flip Flop
- One Dual Buffer
- One 4-Input Gate
- Two Dual 2-Input Gates

which will function in many existing and new digital and linear applications

All Five Just
$3.95

Also


Check with your HEP Supplier now to get this new HEK-1 Kit, or if you can't find a HEP distributor near you, just drop us a line. We'll send you a list of HEP suppliers in your area.

MOTOROLA HEP PROGRAM
Hobbyist • Experimenter • Professional
P. O. BOX 13408 / PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85001
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FOR Success in Electronics
Get Your F.C.C. LICENSE and A.S.E.E. DEGREE.

Move up. Take advantage of the good pay and security offered by an electronics career. Grantham can train you—by Correspondence.

Our courses are approved for servicemen and veterans under the new G.I. Bill and accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council.

For free brochure, write:

Home Study
Grantham School of Electronics
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal. 90027

LOOK! A NEW ELECTRONICS SLIDE RULE WITH COMPLETE INSTRUCTION COURSE

Professional 10” all-metal Electronics Slide Rule. Designed specifically for technicians, engineers, students, hobbyists. Has special scales not found on any other rule. Enables you to solve electronics problems quickly, accurately. Made to our rigid specs by Pickett, Inc. Slide Rule plus four lesson AUTO-PROGRAMMED Instruction Course with grading service, and top-grain leather carrying case...a $50 value for less than $25! Send coupon for FREE booklet, Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Dept. E1-122, 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

SEND COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. E1-122,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send FREE Electronics Slide Rule Booklet. SPECIAL BONUS: Mail coupon promptly and get FREE Pocket Electronics Data Guide, too!

NAME: __________________________
ADDRESS: _______________________
CITY: _________________________ STATE: _______ ZIP: _______
COUNTY: ________________________

A leader in Electronics Training...since 1934
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UNCLE TOM’S CORNER

Continued from page 6

Give the service man a shot of whatever you’re having.

★ Other than price, is there any real difference between tube types 6AQ5, 6AQ5A, 6AQ5W, EL90, 6005, 6095, 6669? They all have the same characteristics.

Bill Day
Seven Hills, Ohio

The 6AQ5A is a version of the 6AQ5 with controlled heater warm-up time. The 6AQ5W is a military version, as is the 6095. The 6005 is a 6AQ5 with ruggedized construction, long life and special quality control. The 6669 is a mobile version. An EL90 simply is the overseas name for the 6AQ5. You’ll find this pattern is true of most popular tubes, some having more than ten variations on the theme.

★ Many department stores and restaurants these days play background music. I understand that much of it comes by radio. What frequency is used and how do they get away with transmitting no call-sign?

Kerry Richards
Cleveland, Ohio

The background music is transmitted as a hidden channel (a type of multiplexing) over some regular FM broadcast stations. To hear it you must have either a special receiver (not available to the public) or a thing called an SCA adaptor that attaches to any good FM receiver. SCA adaptors are advertised in the radio magazines. But the music they pick up is copyrighted by the broadcasters, who charge a fee for all commercial SCA installations. Use in homes without permission is regarded by the stations as something akin to stealing apples from a pushcart. Station IDs are heard on the main channel only.

★ What’s the latest guess on the location of the mysterious Radio Libertad, La Voz Anti-Comunista de America?

Michael Rodriguez
Waco, Tex.

Seems to boil down to two possibilities: Andros Island in the Bahamas or Vieques Island off the east coast of Puerto Rico. The

[Continued on page 10]
Learn I.C.'s...Build this new RCA Audio Amplifier Kit

RCA's new Integrated Circuit Experimenter's Kit, KD2112, is the first of its kind. You get a "short course" in integrated circuits, and you can build a 500-milliwatt audio amplifier or a variable-tone audio oscillator.

The heart of this new "all-parts-included kit" is an RCA linear integrated circuit — a multipurpose wide-band audio amplifier — containing the equivalent of 7 transistors, 11 resistors, and 3 diodes.

Each kit comes with a 20-page manual which gives complete step-by-step kit construction details. An extra I.C. "chip," with case removed, is also supplied so that its circuitry can be examined.

RCA's new Integrated Circuit Experimenter's Kit KD2112 is available from your RCA Distributor. Ask him for it, and learn more about I.C.'s.

RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N. J. 07029
POWERFUL WIRELESS TRANSMITTER

... the size of a package of cigarettes

ONLY $12.95
Completely Assembled Incl. 2 Microphones & Battery

Here's a compact marvel of transistorized electronics that does just about everything... yet is tiny enough to fit in a pack of cigarettes. Called the WIRELESS BROADCASTER, this battery operated transmitter picks up sound through its sensitive microphone and transmits (without wires) thru any nearby AM radio. Unlimited applications:

- Broadcasting
- Remote Recording
- Guitar amplification
- Sickroom Signal
- Baby minding
- Auto to Home

This Really Modern Wonder Package comes completely assembled, and includes two microphones (1 Xtra for broadcasting, 1 contact type for musical instrument amplifying) plus a 9-volt battery. Fully guaranteed.

Send Cash, Check or Money Order to:
IMPERIAL ELECTRONICS Dept. El
114 East 32nd. Street • New York, N.Y. 10016
CIRCLE NUMBER 35 ON PAGE 11

Learn APPLIANCE REPAIR PLUS AIR CONDITIONING

TRAIN AT HOME
Fix all kinds of Electrical Appliances, including refrigeration, air conditioning, small gas engines. Earn extra money in spare time, or have a full-time business. Earn extra money, get a new job, or save on your own repairs.

Make $4 to $6 an Hour in Spare Time
Over 800-million appliances are in use. Profit from this growing field. Appliance Tester included. Send for FREE catalog, No salesman will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016. Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

FREE CATALOG—MAIL TODAY

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Appliance Division, Washington, D. C. 20016
Send FREE Appliance Training Catalog
Name ___________________________ Age __________
Address _________________________
City ___________________________ State ________ Zip ___
☐ Check for facts on New GI Bill

UNCLE TOM’S CORNER

Continued from page 8

western end of Vieques contains a U.S. military compound, leading to speculation that R. Libertad is a black (secret) operation of the little-known Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).

★ Would you tell me how big an electric motor I would need to replace a 383 Mercury car motor? How much would it cost?

Gordon McDermott
Edmonton, Alta.

First worry about the price of the extension cord.

★ A few months ago you gave a report on our Army’s secret gas warfare experiments. Isn’t it true that the Army also is working on lethal bacteria and poisons—and also on chemicals that destroy plant life?

Arnold Paxton
Richmond, Va.

True! One of our most potent weapons for combating hostile plant life is a fungus called Rice Blast. Only a few well-placed spores could wipe out all the rice in Southeast Asia in a jiffy. On the human side of the festivities, we also are building up a reserve of something with the quaint name of Clostridium Botulinum Types A and B. Takes only six millionths of a milligram of the stuff to do you in—the entire population of the earth with less than 1/3000th of an ounce (diluted in a specially-prepared base). An anti-toxin is available.

★ Mid-East Broadcasting Dept. Probably the hottest electronic battleground for men’s minds today is the Middle East. Israel, which has always disdained TV as a bit of worthless fluff, quietly has set up recruiters in several Arab cities to hire a staff of crack TV technicians, directors and performers. The new Israeli station will carry 75 per cent of its programming in Arabic and will compete directly with Cairo and Beirut for the audience. The British, on the other hand, are vying to take over Radio Cairo’s audience with a new Arab station in the Persian Gulf. Staffed entirely by Arabs, it gives out with large doses of music and drama as an alternative to Cairo’s heavy politicking.
If you want more information about one or more of the products advertised in ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, this service is for your convenience. The product information you request will be sent to you promptly free of charge.

Just complete the name and address portion of the handy coupon below and circle the PRODUCT INFORMATION SERVICE number or numbers you find beneath the advertisements in this issue.

Mail the completed coupon to ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED at the address shown—We'll take care of the rest.
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Feedback from Our Readers

Write to: Letters Editor, Electronics Illustrated, 67 West 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036

● COP-IN

As a law-enforcement officer, I want to build your metal locator [May ’68 EI] for use in detective work.

G.R.
Chicago, Ill.

● NOW LISTEN

When is the best time to DX and will the summer be promising for SWLing?

K.R.
Fort Smith, Ark.

C’mon, K.R. Haven’t you seen the propagation forecast at the end of Notes from El’s DX Club in each issue?

● CARRYING A TORCH

Please send plans for turning my welding torch into a loudspeaker [Hi-Fi Today, May ’68 EI]. I’ve tried adding a good speaker to my transistor radio but it makes it too big to carry with me on the job.

John Henry
Pittsburgh, Pa.

● DJ FEVER

I am immensely interested in the article in your March ’68 issue about the fellow who makes like Murray the K on 100 mw. I’ve had experience going on the air with phono oscillators before but never got any “two-mi. radius.” How does he do it????

J. C. Kennedy
Fremont, Calif.

How well is his signal picked up toward the limits of his two-mi. radius?

Barry A. Lehman
Bethlehem, Pa.

The most I got was about 1½ blocks. I also had a hard time hooking up a microphone to the oscillator.

Todd Anderson
Iron Mountain, Mich.

How do you get a sponsor?

Steve Mausteller
Santa Clara, Calif.

Could I use the call-sign KMJK?

Michael Kupka
Denison, Tex.

I also operate an AM station: Radio V6A, the Voice of the Valley Green Apartments.

Ron Reimers
Cupertino, Calif.

I operate in the FM band with the same power.

Jesse D. Swisher
Newton, Ill.

I’m entertaining the idea of a network of such stations.

J. Fine
Montreal, Que.

Please send me plans for the wireless phono oscillator. I enjoy your magazine very much but could you please mail me the plans instead of putting them in your magazine because I only get 25¢ a month allowance.

Rey Ryzak
E. Hartford, Conn.

Thanks, Rey, for squandering a week’s income in postage to us. But it will take you a decade or more to save up enough to build the super-duper 100-mw broadcast station we’re preparing for publication as a project in a future issue. It’s got the works—multiple [Continued on page 14]
LAFAYETTE 23 Crystal Controlled Channels
All Crystals Supplied!

Comstat 23 Mark V

- Illuminated "S"/"PFI" Meter
- Tape Record Output Jack (Rear)
- CB/Public Address Switch
- Headphone/External Speaker Jack
- 14 Tube Performance with 9 Tubes, and 9 Diodes
- Dual Conversion Receiver Features 8/10 µv Sensitivity
- Pi-Network and Low Pass Filter for Maximum Power Output
- Internal Range Boost Circuitry for Greater Average Talk Power
- Built-in 117 VAC Power Supply, Operates Mobile with Optional 12 VDC Power Supply
- Variable Squelch Control with Standby Switch for Low Drain Instant Operation

A dynamic duo of complete 23 channel 5-watt 2-way radios at budget prices. No additional crystals are necessary for operation on all 23-channels in receive or transmit modes. Either model provides superb mobile or fixed station use and feature sensitive dual conversion superheterodyne receivers. The low cost Comstat 23 Mark V offers as a bonus a tape recorder output jack, Range Boost and power standby switch for low current drain and instant operation. The deluxe Comstat 25A features switchable Range Boost for improved "close-in" communication, fine vernier tuning and a Priva-Com® selective call socket. Both have Lafayette quality built-in and are outstanding instruments in their class.

FREE!
OVER 500 PAGES
1968 CATALOG NO. 680
Everything in Electronics for Home and Industry from the "World's Hi-Fi & Electronics Center"
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Feedback from Our Readers

Continued from page 12

inputs, three meters and adjustable output so you can get every bit of the allowable 100 mw of power.

These letters (only a sample out of the blizzard of paper that came our way when the story on Bob Brown's transmitter appeared) make us confident that the project will be one of the most popular we have ever published. They also prove that more needs to be said about what you can and can't do with 100 mw. For one thing, you can't expect to reach everyone within a two-mi. radius. It's true Bob Brown claims that coverage but we have yet to learn on what basis—perhaps an optimistic statement of the manufacturer of his phone oscillator.

So long as your output power is under 100 mw and your antenna is under 10 ft. long you're considered by the FCC to be too small to cause trouble and are exempt from their broadcast-station rules. But that doesn't mean you can sell commercials on your station. Nor can you use the call letters of a local station. In either case, the for-real broadcasters would have a legitimate bone to pick with you as a poacher in their legally established preserves.

● THE PRICE WAS WRONG

We are appreciative of the write-up you gave our Guardian rigs in the March El but a gremlin seems to have gotten into your typesetting machine and made the price a bit high. The correct price for the Guardian 23 and 23B is $269.90 each.

Ralph Asherman
Pearce-Simpson, Inc.
Miami, Fla.

Sorry about that, Ralph.

● WANT TO JOIN?

The Great Lakes Tape Club is a national organization of 75 teens who exchange conversation and music via tape recordings. Teens who would like to join our activities are welcome to apply for membership.

Bruce Sherman, director
The Great Lakes Tape Club
13346 Sherwood
Huntington Woods, Mich. 48070

Electronics Illustrated
Military specialties range from Helicopter Pilot to Microwave Radio Technician. There are over 300 courses of training you can choose from in the Army. And, if you qualify, your choice is guaranteed before you enlist.

You'll get the best training in the world in your specialty. You'll be doing something you like, in an outfit you can be proud of. There's no better way to become highly skilled. No better way to fulfill your military obligation. Your future, your decision...choose ARMY.

There are no "unskilled" soldiers!
Discover the ease and excitement of learning Electronics with programmed equipment NRI sends you

When you train at home with NRI, you train with your hands as well as your head. You learn the WHY of Electronics, Communications, TV-Radio the NRI pioneering "3-Dimensional" way. NRI training is the result of more than half a century of simplifying, organizing, dramatizing subject matter, and providing personal services unique for a home study school. You get the kind of technical training that gives you priceless confidence as you gain experience equal to many, many months of training on the job.

*NRI—The 53 Year Leader in Electronics Training*

**APPROVED UNDER NEW GI BILL** If you served since January 31, 1955, or are in service, check GI line in postage-free card.

*Electronics Illustrated*
Earn $5 or more an hour spare or full time in
TV-RADIO SERVICING

Color Television has arrived. Sales are soaring, along with the continuing popularity of other home entertainment equipment like portable radios, tape recorders, hi-fi sets, phonographs and auto radios. TV-Radio servicing is one of your best routes to spare-time earning, a good paying job or a business of your own. NRI not only trains you quickly and expertly, but also shows you how to get started in Servicing soon after you enroll, earning as you learn. NRI trains you in today’s methods of installing and repairing all Electronic equipment for the home—including booming Color TV. You even build, experiment with and keep to enjoy your own solid-state radio and your choice of black-and-white or Color TV receiver. Like thousands of others, you can be earning $5 or more an hour extra in spare time starting soon.

There's money and success awaiting you in
BROADCASTING—COMMUNICATIONS

The experience you gain from intensely practical NRI training in Complete Communications equals as much as two years of training on the job. With NRI, you can train for a choice of careers ranging from mobile, marine and aviation radio to TV broadcasting and space communications. You learn how to install, maintain and operate today's remarkable transmitting and receiving equipment by actually doing it. You build and experiment with test equipment, like a VTVM you keep. You build and operate amplifier circuits, transmission line and antenna systems, even build and use a phone-cw transmitter suitable for transmission on the 80-meter amateur band. Whichever of five NRI Communications courses you choose, you prepare for your FCC License exams, and you must pass your FCC exams or NRI refunds your tuition in full.

Move ahead in America’s fast growing industry as
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

Electronics touches everyone's lives. This vast field of opportunity is open to you with NRI training. Industrial/Military Electronics training—like all NRI courses—prepares you quickly, thoroughly the practical “hands on” way. You build with, and learn to understand the functions of, today's miracle solid-state components like printed circuits, diodes and transistors. You build and experiment with Electronic circuitry used in automation, data processing, ultrasonics, telemetry. Whatever your interest in Electronics, NRI training can fill your needs. Prove to yourself what nearly a million NRI students could tell you ... that you get more for your money from NRI. Check the postage-free card and mail it today for your FREE NRI Color Catalog. No salesman will call.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016.

YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY FROM NRI — Build, test, explore, discover. Everything you see here is included in one NRI course—including Color TV. Other courses equally complete. And you'll be surprised at the low tuition costs. Text for text, kit for kit, dollar for dollar—you get more for your money from NRI.

THE ONLY COLOR TV TOTALLY ENGINEERED FOR TRAINING

July, 1968
WELLER ELECTRIC CORPORATION, Easton, Pa.

**The original Dual Heat Soldering Guns**

Preferred by technicians for their fast heating copper tips, exclusive trigger-controlled dual heat, and high soldering efficiency. Available in 3 watt-amp sizes, each with spotlight.

- Model 8200PK includes 100/140 watt gun, extra tips, tip-changing wrench, flux brush, soldering aid, solder and solder
- Model D-550PK heavy-duty 240/325 watt gun with soldering, cutting and smoothing tips, wrench and solder

**Dependable MARKSMAN Irons in a size for every job**

Ideal for deep chassis work and continuous-duty soldering. Marksman irons outperform others of comparable size and weight. All five feature long-reach stainless steel barrels and replaceable tips.

- 25-watt, 1/4-oz. Model SP-23 with 1/4" tip (in kit with extra tips, soldering aid, solder—Model SP-23K)
- 40-watt, 2-oz. Model SP-40 with 1/2" tip
- 80-watt, 4-oz. Model SP-80 with 3/4" tip
- 120-watt, 10-oz. Model SP-120 with 1/2" tip
- 175-watt, 16-oz. Model SP-175 with 1/4" tip

**NOW a BATTERY OPERATED IRON for field servicing**

Use this lightweight service tool for automotive wiring, model planes, or mobile communications. Works from any 12 volt battery or 12-14 volt AC/DC supply. Supplied complete with long-life patented “Temperature Sensing” tip, 12-ft. power cord and terminal clips. Model TCP-12—12 volt; Model TCP-24—24-28 volts.

Complete Weller Line includes replacement tips and solder at your Electronic Parts Distributor

**Broadsides**

Pamphlets, booklets, flyers, application notes and bulletins available free or at low cost.

NEwcomers to short-wave listening—and even DXers with QSL wallpaper—will find Your Window On The World a handy reference guide. It includes concise discussions of SW signal properties, antennas, receiver features, some anatomy of the HF and VHF bands and a time-conversion chart. Amateur and CB radio also are described briefly. Copy 25c, Hammarlund Manufacturing Co., 73-88 Hammarlund Dr., Mars Hill, N.C. 28754.

It's not often that we can call attention to Canadian electronics parts distributors. But recent samples have come to us from two companies north of the border. For free copies, Canadians can write to Gladstone Electronic Supply Co., 1923A Avenue Rd., Toronto 12, Ont., and Eto Electronics, Mailorder Div., Dept. BC Box 796, Montreal 3, Que.


Antennas for CB base stations are described in catalog CB-68. There are single and dual beams, ground-planes and a universal antenna for CBing, SWiling, aircraft and emergency service monitoring, amateur radio and FM/TV reception. Free from Cush Craft, 621 Hayward St., Manchester, N.H. 03103.

Training is the name of the game if you've sights on a career in electronics. A sample lesson is offered by National Technical School along with their catalog to give you—literally—a free sample of what you can expect if you enroll. Write National Technical Schools, 4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037.

A catalog of automobile speakers and accessories features add-on speaker kits for mono or stereo. For a free copy write Arkay Products Mfg. Co. 1241 W. 134th St., Gardena, Calif. 90247.

If you're a designer type you can get dimensional and electrical information about SCRs, trigger diodes, uni-junction transistors, triacs and 4-layer diodes in the Thyristor Products Selector Guide. It's not a complete listing of the manufacturer's line but represents the most popular of its thyristor products. Free from Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., Box 955, Phoenix, Ariz. 85001.

Electronics Illustrated
IS THERE A WAY TO OPERATE
ON CB LEGALLY AT 11.9 WATTS??

You know the FCC strictly prohibits putting more than 5 watts of RF into your CB set's final amplifier or using a linear amplifier. But there is a way of making your CB system perform exactly as if your set had 11.9 watts of RF power. And it's completely legal!

Model M-117 omni-directional

SUPER MAGNUM citizens band base station antenna

HERE'S HOW. The Antenna Specialists' Super Magnum base station antenna gives you an unprecedented 3.75 omni-directional gain—at least 10% more true gain than any other omni-directional CB base antenna made. The Super Magnum will reach out—like you had a 11.9 watt transmitter. HERE'S WHY! Db antenna gain can be translated to input power equivalent by this chart.

Equally important is the Super Magnum's tremendous signal to noise improvement by 20 db. It's the world's most popular CB base antenna by far, and over 200,000 legal owners know why.

full 1/2-wave "solid state"

radials for maximum RF decoupling!

We simply mean solid aluminum, 10" radials (four of em!) for maximum RF decoupling of radiator.

SPRING TUNE UP TIME

Perfect Match for MAXIMUM RANGE

FAMOUS MAGGIE MOBILES

The world's most popular mobile antennas. (You'll see them everywhere you turn.)

the antenna specialists co.

Div. of Anzac Industries, Inc.

12435 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44106

"Stripes of Quality"®
That was no masked man, that was a

**Long Ranger**

fiberglass CB antenna from Shakespeare... the 176 "Big Stick" (18'6") antenna to be specific. The antenna that gives you maximum wind and weather protection. It's another performance-proven No. 1 Shakespeare fiberglass product.

You won't get a shining light, fancy gain claim, gizmo or a silver bullet. We let the antenna do the talking. With a "Big Stick" you don't have to shout. Speak softly.

---

**Swap Shop**

Individual readers (not commercial concerns) may swap electronic gear by sending one listing, name and address to Swap Shop, ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, 67 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036. Space is limited: only most interesting offers are published.

**SERVICE EQUIPMENT**

EICO 360 sweep generator. Want Supreme TV manuals TV-6, TV-7 plus best offer. Ted A. Pozyski, 1215 Thompson St., Houston, Tex. 77007.

HEATH HD-20 100-kc crystal calibrator. Want Joy-match antenna tuning unit. Alan Traganza, 7908 Chearview Dr., Citrus Heights, Calif. 95610.


AEI A-200 RF generator. Want electronics books, components or service gear. Tom Moran, 17238 Community St., Lansing, Ill. 60438.

EICO 368 sweep/marker generator. Want SWL gear. Derek H. Rout, 1347 Easy St. N., Glendale Heights, Ill. 60137.

HEATH oscilloscope. Want CB transceiver, communications receiver or best offer. Larry Griffith, 3010 Lillie St., Fort Wayne, Ind. 46806.


**AUDIO & HI-FI**


AM/FM RECEIVER. Want CB transceiver or best offer. L. Olson, 1510 Dunsmuir, Los Angeles, Calif. 90019.


WOLLENSAK T-1500 tape recorder. Will swap for best offer. Ernest H. Weaver, 32 Main St., Ashland, Maine 04732.


RCA YJH36 tape recorder. Want ham transmitter or best offer. John C. Tompkins, 8444 Oakwood Ave., Munster, Ind. 46321.


**GENERAL ELECTRIC** transistorized tape recorder, accessories. Want antenna rotator, CB beam antenna or best offer. Larry Stafford, 553 Victor Ave., Lebanon, Tenn. 37087.

**AMATEUR RADIO**

KNIGHT Span Master 40-meter CW transceiver. Want good ham gear. Carey Coggins, 7235 Hunters Branch Dr., Atlanta, Ga. 30328.

NATIONAL NCX-3 transceiver, power supply, ac-

---

**C/P CORPORATION**

R.F.D. 3, Columbia, S.C. 29205

Phone (803) 787-8710

a subsidiary of Shakespeare

---

**CIRCLE NUMBER 2 ON PAGE 11**
JOHNSON Challenger transmitter. Want Johnson Messenger III or similar CB transmitter. L. C. Askins, 2409 NE Florence, S.C. 29501.
SWL III receiver. Want Knight Star receiver or similar SWL gear. Mark S. Foster, 1515 Ave. B, Eau Claire, Wis. 54701.
A-300 AM transmitter with D-10. Will swap for best offer. R. J. Shumsky, 582 Spring St., Southington, Conn. 06489.
SURPLUS ARC-5 aircraft receivers. Want Swan 250 or other VHF transceivers. David T. White, 266 Main St., Irvine, Ky. 40336.
NATIONAL NC-88. Want Knight R-100A or similar communications receiver. Tim Bedgood, 710 Woodward St., Lakeland, Fla. 33803.
GONSET G-63 receiver—6, 60 meters. Want Regency 33B or VHF receiver. Phil Kurnick, 1729 S. Durango Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90035.
WRL TC-6A 6-meter transmitter, power supply, ground-plane antenna. Want electric guitar or bass. Mark Wright, BOX 800, Philadelphia, Pa. 19146.
HEATH DM-2 oscilloscope for 6-meter transmitter. Will swap for best offer. Sam Davis, WA1QGY, 128 Bainbridge, Malden, Mass. 01348.

SHORT-WAVE LISTENING
PHILMORE CR-5AC receiver. Want CB base or mobile transceiver or VTVM. William Via, 1870 Marshall Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21222.
LAFAYETTE Explore-Air receiver. Want Eico 232 VTVM, 324 RF signal generator or similar. Wayne Link, 10051 Arnold, Detroit, Mich. 48239.
HALLICRAFTERS S-38E receiver. Want 30-50 mc receiver. Donald Farris, Box 65, Miller City, Ill. 62962.
KAYKnight Star Roamer. Want Lafayette RK-12 or similar tape recorder. Michael Lonquist, 10523 Penn Ave., Bloomington, Minn. 55431.
KNIGHT Star Roamer. Want Bogen MX-6A-T or similar mixer. George W. Rigler, 2801 16th Ave., Sterling, Ill. 61081.
KAYKnight Star Roamer. Want Heath GR-64, Bruce Skyhouse, 24337 Ross, Dearborn, Mich. 48124.
KAYKnight Span Master, phone. Want Heath HK-11 or DX-60 transmitter. Jim Wheeler, 324 Robert St., Detroit Lakes, Minn. 56501.
GENERAL ELECTRIC SW/BCB receiver. Want VLF receiver. Dave Felix, 1741 Thames St., Clearwater, Fla. 33515.
KAYKnight Star Roamer. Want Heath GR-64, Bruce Skyhouse, 24337 Ross, Dearborn, Mich. 48124.
HALLICRAFTERS SX-28 receiver. Want transistorized CB transceiver or best offer. Thomas R. Porter, General Delivery, Silver Creek, Minn. 39663.
HALLICRAFTERS S-40B receiver. Will swap for best offer. Byron Tatum, Box 506, Alvin, Tex. 77511.
HOME BASE... A console with all the fixin's for base-station use is designed for use with electronics of the same manufacturer but will accept “most CB radios on the market today,” says the manufacturer. Clock (for timing contacts), output meter, monitor speaker, microphone gain control, power switch and fuses are mounted on the front panel of the Polyconsole; a PPI power supply is built into it. Standard installation would include the 23C transceiver and its selective-call accessory. AC or 12-VDC operation. $89 without transceiver, selective call or mike. Polytronics Communications. Box 536. Baltimore, Md. 21203.

Electronic Marketplace

For the Pro... The R-530 communications receiver tunes AM, SSB, CW and RTTY on all bands from 500 kc to 30 mc. Among its more sophisticated features are an adjustable RF attenuator, switchable selectivity-filter widths, AVC action control, choice of RF or AF metering and adjustable noise blanking. Frequency accuracy is listed as 1 kc, stability at 100 cps drift after turn-on. About $700. Galaxy Electronics, 10 S. 34th St., Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501.

Tubeless TV... The RA-23 is a VHF FM/TV portable receiver—for listening only. In addition to the regular FM stations you can tune in TV channels 2-13. It's portable (8 x 5 x 2 in. with a carrying handle), has a telescoping antenna and an earphone for personal listening. The receiver can be used as a tuner with a tape recorder or hi-fi system, according to its distributors. $39.98. Olson Electronics, Inc., 260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44308.
**Electronic Marketplace**

**Values...** The Handy 75 Model RC-146 substitution box permits substitution of 75 component values—including carbon and wire-wound resistors, capacitors (including electrolytics) and rectifiers. The circuit contains an electrolytic surge protector to prevent capacitor damage. $44.95. Sencore, Inc., 426 S. Westgate Dr., Addison, Ill. 60101.

Beat the Bands... The Star-Fire VI is a portable receiver covering AM and FM broadcast bands, VHF-FM police bands (with the regional Weather Bureau forecasts on 162.55 mc) and international short-wave bands. Features include AFC for FM reception, time-zone chart, tuning meter and earphone jack. Case is genuine black leather. Power is provided by four D cells (or AC with optional adaptor, $5.95). $79.95. Lafayette Radio Electronics, 111 Jericho Tpk., Syosset, N.Y. 11791.

---

**YOU EARN YOUR FCC FIRST CLASS LICENSE or your money back!**

_Electronic Marketplace_ features the Handy 75 Model RC-146 substitution box and the Star-Fire VI portable receiver.

---

**5 NRI COMMUNICATIONS COURSES INCLUDE FCC LICENSE TRAINING**

Earning an FCC License can be quick and easy the NRI way. You can concentrate on a short FCC License course—"specialize" by training in Mobile, Aviation, or Marine Communications—or go all-out with the job-simulated NRI course in Complete Communications. It is the only home-study training plan that includes professional lab equipment specifically designed to give you on-the-job, "hands on" experience as you train.

Whichever NRI Communications course you choose, with an FCC License you're ready to operate, service and install transmitting equipment used in broadcasting stations, aviation, on board ships, and in mobile and Citizens-Band radio. And you MUST PASS your FCC exams or NRI refunds your tuition in full. Can you do it? The NRI record of success is outstanding. 87% of NRI graduates pass their FCC exams.

Get full details today about five courses that include FCC License preparation, plus seven other training plans offered by NRI, the oldest and largest school of its kind. Mail coupon. No obligation. No salesman will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Div., Washington, D.C.

---

**MAIL NOW for FREE CATALOG**

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016

Please send complete data about FCC License training, other NRI courses checked below. (No salesman will call)

☐ FCC License
☐ Complete Communications
☐ Aviation Communications
☐ Marine Communications
☐ Mobile Communications
☐ Math for Electronics
☐ TV-Radio Servicing (with color)
☐ Advanced Color TV
☐ Industrial Electronics
☐ Basic Electronics
☐ Electronics for Automation
☐ Electrical Appliance Repair

☐ CHECK FOR FACTS ON NEW GI BILL

Name
Address
City State Zip

APPROVED UNDER GI BILL. If you served since January 31, 1955, or are in service, check 11 line on coupon.
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Electronic Marketplace

CW Filter. . . The CWF-1 is a narrow-band audio filter that increases effective selectivity in reading CW. Bandwidth is listed as 120 cps at the 6db points, 200 cps at 10db. The unit is connected to the low-impedance (2-3 ohms) phone jack on a receiver or transceiver; 2,000-ohm headphones are plugged into the CWF-1. Only control is an in/out switch. $19.95. Main Electronic, Inc., 353 Pattie, Wichita, Kan. 67211.

Sound Brother. . . Two recent hi-fi kits are the KG-795 stereo FM tuner (top) and the KG-865 stereo amplifier (bottom). The tuner's RF and IF stages come factory-assembled. Specifications for the tuner include 3-μv sensitivity (IHF), 30-15,000 cps frequency response, less than 1 per cent harmonic distortion. Amplifier output (both channels) is rated at 50 watts (IHF) or 34 watts continuous sine-wave; frequency response is 18-30,000 cps and power bandwidth (1 per cent harmonic distortion) is 20-20,000 cps. $69.95 each. Optional walnut case, $14.95 each. Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill., 60680.
can keep your subscription copy of EI from reaching you. You never miss an issue when you let the postman do his job. And it saves you money to boot—you can get ten issues for only $3.98!
JOHNSON'S Spring Gold Rush

You may have already Struck It Rich!

- Gold Award Messenger III's. Every CB call area will have a winner. YOUR call number may be lucky! See your Johnson dealer and find out if you have already won.
- PLUS! Participating Johnson dealers in most areas will also give away Gold Award Messenger III's. See your dealer to find out how you can strike it rich! You have two chances to WIN!

In commemoration of Johnson's production of its 100,000th Messenger III, the E. F. Johnson Company is releasing a limited number of 24-carat gold-plated Messenger III's to be given away free! Incorporating all the famous features that have made the Messenger III the standard of the industry, these Gold Award models will truly become CB collectors' items!

Gold Rush Accessory Sale!

Antenna Meter-Matchbox (Expires June 30, 1968)
Combination ($30.90 value)
Get maximum range from your CB unit—eliminate mismatch between transceiver and antenna. Either of above with purchase of Messenger I or 110; both with purchase of any other Johnson 5 watt transceiver—for only $1.00.

AC Power Supply ($32.95 value)
Converts any transistorized Johnson transceiver into a full-power base station. Mounts beneath transceiver. With your purchase of Johnson Messenger III, 100, 300, 320 or 323—for only $1.00.

See Your Johnson Dealer Today

E. F. Johnson Company
6565 Tenth Ave. S.W., Waseca, Minnesota 56093
Providing nearly a half-century of communications leadership
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Electronics Illustrated
Pocket VTVM

By CLARE GREEN, W6FFS

MOST versatile test instrument on practically every serviceman's and experimenter's bench is the VTVM. It has few peers in measuring DC voltages in high-impedance circuits which a VOM would load down like a dead short (ever try to measure an oscillator's grid voltage with a VOM?).

Because the VTVM requires AC operating power, its use is pretty much restricted to the shop or lab. EI's Pocket VTVM changes this picture. It operates anywhere on batteries and has a high input impedance to boot. To keep its cost down to around $15, we did not design it to measure AC or resistance; you can measure these with your VOM.

Our VTVM is built in a pocket-size cabinet as you see above. It uses only one tube (9.8- and 1.4-V batteries are required) and has VDC ranges 5, 50 and 500 volts. A 1-megohm resistor in the probe provides isolation and an offset zero-adjust potentiometer permits center-scale meter positioning for aligning discriminator and ratio detector circuits.

Construction. Our model is built in a 5¼ x 3 x 2½-in. Minibox but you could get things into a smaller cabinet. All of the components are mounted in the main section of the box; the U-section serves as a cover. Parts placement is not critical, but because of the small size, construction will be easier if you follow our arrangement.
Make sure that there is no direct connection between the circuit ground and the box. The box is normally floating to allow both positive and negative measurements to be made. C1 and C2 tie it to circuit ground.

Best way to start is to lay out and cut the holes for the panel components—the meter, potentiometer, switch and pin-tip jacks. Mount the parts on the panel as shown. Cut a 2¾ x 1¾-in. piece of perforated board and mount it at the bottom of the cabinet with two ½-in. long metal spacers. Install two ground lugs under the spacers' screw heads. The socket for V1 is mounted on the perforated board by soldering its lugs to push-in terminals (flea clips) installed in the board. Mount all components where shown on push-in terminals.

Cut a 2 x 2½-in. piece of perforated board and position it over the rear of M1. Locate

Pocket VTVM

Parts placement is not critical and you can rearrange things to squeeze them into an even smaller cabinet. Do not use miniature potentiometers. Because of the shorter length of their resistance elements, you may find it difficult to set them precisely. Note in pictorial below that the circuit is grounded to cabinet through capacitors C1 and C2, at inputs, only. B1 is held in place with battery holder. B2 is strapped in place; the connectors are made by cutting in half connector for 9-V battery.
and cut holes for M1's terminal screws, then mount the board behind the meter with an aluminum angle bracket. Mount B1 and B2 on the perforated board. We used a battery holder for B1 and a small metal strap for B2. Install R1 in the probe of the red test lead.

**Calibration.** Set R3 full counterclockwise and set S1 to on. Adjust R7 for zero indication on M1. Connect the meter leads to a DC voltage source such as a power supply. If you use a battery, connect a potentiometer across it to provide a variable voltage. Connect an accurate voltmeter across the variable voltage source and adjust the potentiometer until the voltmeter indicates 5 V. Now, carefully adjust R3 until M1 indicates exactly full scale. Mark the position of the knob pointer on the front-panel dial.

Set R3 full counterclockwise and adjust the DC voltage source to 50 V. Carefully adjust R3 for a full-scale indication on M1 and mark the knob's position on the dial.

Set R3 counterclockwise again. If you have 500 VDC power source, connect the leads to it and adjust R3 until M1 indicates full scale. Mark the position of the knob on the dial. If you don't have a 500-V source, the 500-V range can be calibrated using 100, 200, 300 or 400 V by adjusting R3 until M1's indication is equal to the applied voltage. Then mark the knob position on the dial. For example, if a 200-V source is used, adjust R3 until M1 indicates 20 µA (equiv. to 200 V). The 30 µA, 40 µA and 50 µA, markings will correspond to 300, 400 and 500 V, respectively. (You get greater accuracy if you calibrate with a high voltage.)

**Operation.** Because J1 and J2 are insulated from the metal cabinet, you can measure negative voltages such as oscillator grid voltages. To measure a negative voltage, plug the red lead with 1-megohm resistor in J2 (—) jack and connect the black lead to J1 (+) jack.

For adjusting discriminators and balancing stereo amplifiers, turn R7 for a mid-scale meter-needle position. The meter will then indicate positive and negative swings at each side of zero.

If the 5-V range cannot be set with R3, try a different value for R2 to compensate for a difference in resistance of R3.

---

**Parts List**

- B1—1.4 V mercury battery (Mallory ZM9 or equiv.)
- B2—3.8 V mercury battery (Mallory TR177 or equiv.)
- C1,C2—.01 µf, 1,000 V ceramic disk capacitor
- J1—Insulated phone tip jack (red)
- J2—Insulated phone tip jack (black)
- M1—0-50 µA DC microammeter (Lafayette 99 H 5049)
- Resistors: 1/2 watt, 10% unless otherwise indicated
- R1—1 megohm, 5% (mounted in probe)
- R2—8.2 megohms, 5%
- R3—1 megohm linear-taper potentiometer
- R4—1 megohm
- R5,R6—10,000 ohms
- R7—1,000 ohm linear-taper potentiometer
- R8—680 ohms
- S1A,S1B—DPST miniature toggle switch (Lafayette 99 H 6162 or equiv.)
- Y1—3S4 tube
- Misc.—5 1/4 x 3 x 2 1/4-in. Minibox, red and black test prods, perforated board, printed-circuit-type 7-pin socket for V1, metal spacers, knobs
IN SPITE of an occasional ad plugging a hi-fi short-wave receiver, no DXer would expect great sound from the international bands. But don’t let that blind you to the opportunities for unique music that are available only to the DXer. Most of the SW music programming—aside from the stuff you can hear a lot better in commercial LPs or on FM—is, of course, folk music. Some exotic folk music, particularly that of India, is in these days. And what could be closer to the horse’s mouth (so to speak) than a short-wave broadcast direct from the stable?

Fortunately, folk music doesn’t depend on hi-fi sound to be enjoyed. Nor does it matter what language is used in the broadcast. All that matters is when and where to tune in. Quality and quantity will vary a great deal with the station—and the calendar.

For example, the commercial service of R. Ceylon beams programs to India mornings (EST) on 9667 and 11800 kc. These transmissions consist mostly of East Indian music. (Often you’ll hear the sitar, a stringed instrument that has suddenly made it big on the western pop scene in the last year.) Reception in North America will range from good to poor, with West Coast SWLs having the edge, of course. Best period east of the Mississippi will be around 0800 EST, probably on 11800 kc. You might also be able to hear R. Ceylon evenings (sign-on at 2000 EST) on 15230 kc. Despite its limitations, R. Ceylon is the best source of folk music from the Far East.

Also somewhat in is Japanese music. You can hear a little of it over R. Japan’s broadcasts to North America (15135 and 17825 kc). Times are listed in our guide. Elsewhere in the Far East, most international stations devote most of their schedules to talk. R. Peking does air an occasional Chinese piece, however—party-line lyrics added, sometimes complete with English translation—during its North American transmission evenings on 15060 or 15095 kc.

R. Cairo is tops in the Near East’s music department. When the North American transmission is concluded on 9475 kc at 2200 EST the U.A.R. home service appears on the channel. It can also be heard on 7050 kc but there you will have to buck intermittent ham QRM as this is 40-meter amateur territory here. Daytime frequencies of 15050 and 15475 kc might also be used after 2200. You also will want to hear R. Ankara’s Turkish home service relay (15160)
and R. Tehran’s hour of Persian music (11750 and 15105).

Many African home-service relays have strong signals on both 40 and 49 meters between 1700 and 1900 and again between 0000 and 0200 EST. The list includes Radiodiffusion du Senegal at Dakar (7210), Radiodiffusion Nationale at Conakry, Guinea Republic (6155) and R. Abidjan (Radiodiffusion Television Ivoirienne) in the Ivory Coast (6015). All are in West Africa. East African music is somewhat different, of course, and much more difficult to hear in North America. You might try R. Ethiopia (7209) and the station at Lubumbashi in the Democratic Republic of Congo (11865). Also Kenya and Tanzania are currently testing new high-power international transmitters.

In most of Latin America the music aired by stations in the smaller centers has a less polished, more primitive flavor than that emanating from major cities. Small-town Mexican stations (such as R. Acapulco) occasionally can be heard in many areas of the U.S. right on the MW band. In other parts of Latin America such stations have regional short-wave outlets.

The music of the Andes is particularly interesting. Possibly the most consistently-heard Andean regional station (all of which are low-power) is R. Progreso at Loja, Ecuador (approximately 4740 kc). Both frequency and modulation level vary and the station is in 60-meter territory where reception will be poor in summer due to static. A couple of Andean stations that are a little higher in frequency—and therefore less subject to static—are La Voz del Norte (5900) and R. Cuzco (6240). All three can be heard during the evening. And, strange as it may seem, sitar music can also be heard from Latin American—over R. Demerara (5980 kc) at Georgetown, Guyana, where there is a large East Indian population.

You should have no trouble hearing a variety of European folk music. R. Moscow (evenings EST on many frequencies), the Swiss Broadcasting Corp. (9535 kc at 2030-2215), R. Sweden (1185 at 1900-2130, 11705 at 2200-2330) and the BBC (almost any time on many frequencies) should provide the SWL with all he could possibly want. You’ll even find some Australian folk music—most of it essentially European—in R. Australia’s transmissions to North American (2000-2200 on 15320 and 17840). The European fare is, to Americans ears, less exotic than that of other continents and is often presented in arrangements for concert orchestra—hardly the genuine article.

And one last note: If you find that this kind of SWLing is to your taste why not consider connecting a tape recorder to your receiver? If you watch for first-rate openings you can build up an enviable collection of music that could not be duplicated in any other way.

July, 1968
"He's a good worker. I'd promote him right now if he had more education in electronics."

Could they be talking about you?

You'll miss a lot of opportunities if you try to get along in the electronics industry without an advanced education. Many doors will be closed to you, and no amount of hard work will open them.

But you can build a rewarding career if you supplement your experience with specialized knowledge of one of the key areas of electronics. As a specialist, you will enjoy security, excellent pay, and the kind of future you want for yourself and your family.

Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a full-time job and family obligations. But CREI Home Study Programs make it possible for you to get the additional education you need without attending classes. You study at home, at your own pace, on your own schedule. You study with the assurance that what you learn can be applied to the job immediately.

CREI Programs cover all important areas of electronics including communications, radar and sonar, even missile and spacecraft guidance. You're sure to find a program that fits your career objectives.
You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in electronics and have a high school education. Our FREE book gives complete information. Airmail post-paid card for your copy. If card is detached, use coupon at right or write: CREI, Dept. 1707G, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010.

The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
A Division of McGraw-Hill, Inc.
Dept. 1707G, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010

Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs. I am employed in electronics and have a high school education.

NAME
AGE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

EMPLOYED BY

TYPE OF PRESENT WORK

□ G.I. BILL

I am interested in □ Electronic Engineering Technology
□ Space Electronics □ Nuclear Engineering Technology
□ Industrial Electronics for Automation
□ Computer Systems Technology

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW G.I. BILL

July, 1968
FROM one scrounger—who gets his kicks from salvaging old phonographs, radios and tape recorders—to another, here's just the accessory you need to update some of that junk into decent-sounding hi-fi gear. It's a $7 solid-state phono/tape preamp.

The preamp is a two-transistor device which provides RIAA (phono) and tape equalization, and about 40db of gain. This will permit magnetic cartridges and tape heads to be fed into radios, PA amplifiers or budget hi-fi amplifiers whose inputs have only enough gain for high-output ceramic or crystal cartridges. Feed a magnetic cartridge into one of these inputs and you'll have to sit right in front of the speaker to hear anything.

Or suppose you decide to purchase a tape player rather than a tape deck to play pre-recorded tapes. A tape deck includes record and playback electronics. You can connect its output to the high-level inputs of your amplifier.

But a tape player has no such electronics. The signals come directly from the heads and must be fed into the low-level, equalized tape-head inputs of an amplifier.

To use a player with an amplifier which does not have tape-head inputs you need our preamp. Using a standard 9-V battery, the preamp provides about a 0.5-V output with an input signal of 6 millivolts. Noise level is low—nominally 60db down from maximum output. While it is best to feed the preamp into a load of 10,000 to 50,000 ohms, it will work into virtually any high-impedance load. However, there could be some hum pickup if you use a long connecting cable to an amplifier or radio and have a load impedance greater than 50,000 ohms.

The Circuit

Transistors Q1 and Q2 function as straight amplifiers. To provide a little temperature stabilization, the base bias for Q1 is taken from the emitter of Q2. Capacitor C4, which bypasses Q2's emitter resistor (R8), prevents negative feedback from getting to Q1's base.

Depending on the feedback network—C6, C7, R9 or C8, R10—selected by switch S1B, the preamp will be equalized for records (RIAA) or for tape by frequency-correcting feedback which goes from Q2's collector to Q1's emitter.

The equalization for the phono input is within 2db of the RIAA curve. Since tape equalization depends on tape speed and equalization during recording, the preamp's tape equalization is a compromise to provide best sound.

Actually, it is closer to correct equalization for 7½ ips but an amplifier's tone controls can be used to compensate for noticeable variations such as excessive highs or reduced bass.

Construction

The unit shown here is a mono version. For stereo, simply build two units or construct two circuits on a single circuit board.
View of top of circuit board. Note how components are mounted on end to save space. Board is supported by lugs on switches and input jacks.

If you need only a tape-head preamp, eliminate S1, C6, C7 and R9, connect C8 to Q2's collector and connect C1 to the input jack.

If you need only a phono preamp, connect C1 to the input jack, eliminate C8 and R10 and connect C7 to Q2's collector.

Most parts values are critical so make no substitutions unless specified. It is not even necessary to use flea clips for tie points. Parts will get enough support by passing their leads through holes in the board and pulling them tight until soldered.

A flea-clip tie point at Q1's base is required for the connection of R1, which is the last resistor to be installed. If you can eliminate the tie-point without making the construction difficult, by all means do so.

The preamp components will fit on a

Our circuit board is 1&frac12; x 3&frac34; in. Use flea clips for tie points; wires may be run above or below board.

Underside of circuit board. Resistor at left is R1. You have the option of running wires under board as shown or putting them on board's top.
Equalisation is provided by feedback from Q2's collector to Q1's emitter. With input selector switch S1 in phono position (shown) RIAA equalisation is provided by C6, C7 and R9. When S1 is set to tape head, SIB changes equalisation by putting C8 and R10 in feedback loop. Overall gain of preamp is about 40 db.

Parts List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistor</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>9 V battery</td>
<td>Burgess 2U6 or equiv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>10 µF, 6 V electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>30 µF, 6 V electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3, C5</td>
<td>30 µF, 15 V electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>100 µF, 6 V electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6, C8</td>
<td>0.05 µF, 75 V ceramic disc capacitor (see text)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>0.01 µF, 75 V ceramic disc capacitor (see text)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9, C10</td>
<td>100 µF, 12 V electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1, J2, J3</td>
<td>phono jack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1, Q2</td>
<td>2N2613 transistor (RCA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>1 kΩ, 1/2 watt</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>22,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>470 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>100,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>1,000,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>22,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>4,700 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>1,200 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>1,200 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>DPDT slide switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>SPST slide switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.</td>
<td>1/4 x 1/4 x 4-in. Minibox, perforated board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phono/Tape Preamp

1½ x 3½-in piece of perforated board. It is held in position in the 2¼ x 2¼ x 4-in. aluminum Minibox by the lugs on switches S1 and S2.

Before installing any components on the board, mount S1, S2 and the three jacks. The centers of the switches are ¾ in. from each side of the cabinet directly in the cabinet’s centerline. Position the board so it lies on top of the switches' wiper terminals. Insert a flea clip next to S1B’s wiper and S2’s top terminals, wrap the terminals around the flea clips, and then solder. Wire the connections from jacks J1 and J2 to S1A and then install all other parts. Mount the battery in the cabinet’s cover so it will slide under the board without touching any components. Since the circuit’s current drain is only 1.5 ma, the battery will last several months in intermittent service.

Using the Preamp

High-impedance tape heads can be connected directly to preamp jack J2. Some low-impedance heads might produce some unusual sound. Magnetic phono pickups should be connected without the usual 47,000-ohm load resistor across the pickup’s terminals—feed the pickup directly to J1. If your preamp is a stereo job, in addition to duplicating all parts for the other channel, replace S1 with a four-pole, double-throw switch.

Depending on the equipment you’re scrounging the sound might not be exactly to your liking; you can get wide frequency variations by changing the values of the capacitors in the equalizer networks. For example, suppose you are upgrading an old ceramic-cartridge phonograph by installing a magnetic pickup. These phonographs were not noted for their outstanding bass response. Therefore, to boost the bass increase the value of C7 from .01 µF to .015, µF or .02 µF. Similarly, the low-frequency response from a tape head can be boosted by increasing the value of C8. If you get excessive highs from your conversion job, increase the value of C6 to .01 µF. Reduced lows from a tape head (which will be most unusual) will require some bass boost at the amplifier.
Every few years a rash of exposé articles appears in magazines telling how TV repairmen gyp the public. This is one of those times. I am a TV repairman and have been for 20 years. When I do house calls later today I'll be on my guard. For these exposés seem to stimulate some customers to revenge. Let me tell you about some of the sneaky methods they've come up with in a few cases from the last month or two.

"The on/off switch on my color TV is broken," a woman told me on the phone recently. "We know because my husband shorted it out and the TV is working. The only way we can turn it off is to pull the plug out of the wall."

Sounded logical. I asked her for the model number and told her I'd be there in about an hour. The parts house is only a few miles out of the way. I whistled when the counterman told me the price of the switch. It was his last one; he must have had a run on them.

As I pulled into the customer's neighborhood a friend of mine from another TV company was directly ahead of me. He waved. He must have had a call nearby. I made a left turn and he made a right. When I reached the correct address there were two other TV trucks in front of the house. One of the guys must have been inside. The other was standing in the doorway gesticulating wildly. Then, from the other end of the block, came my friend.

It was a race case. She had called four companies and the first one there won. (No wonder there had been a run on that on/off switch.) And not even a service charge for the rest of us to cover the cost of the fool switch!

Calculating a service charge for a house call is easy. You take into consideration the salary of the dispatcher who receives and routes the call to a serviceman, the truck expense, driving time, general overhead, the serviceman's pay for the time in the house and, I hope, a fair profit. It's normal routine to collect our minimum fee on every house call.
How to Gyp the TV Repairman

The customer obligates himself for the service charge when he places a service request and a man walks in his front door. But some people try to duck the charge. Take, for example, a call I made on an unsmiling blonde set-owner. I looked over the TV. The tubes were lighting and the pilot light was on. But there was no sound or brightness. I moved the TV away from the wall and then I made my mistake. Instead of first taking off the back I began by resetting the circuit breaker. The sound and picture came back on.

“What did you do?” she hollered.

I showed her the little red button and how it is reset by pressing it. She shouldered me away from behind the TV and fingered the button. Then she shoved the TV back against the wall.

“I’m not finished yet,” I said. Circuit breakers just don’t open all by themselves. Nine times out of ten it’s because of some kind of trouble.

“Oh yes you are,” she snarled. “I’m not paying you any service charge for pressing a button.” And she pointed to the door. Just then a large man in an undershirt walked in from the other room. Something told me I wasn’t going to get anywhere arguing so I packed up to leave. As I started the truck she came running out. “Hey fellow,” she called sweetly, “it went dead again.” But I kept right on going.

In roughly one out of every five calls a TV technician must take the set back to the shop. An auto mechanic can change tires, batteries and spark plugs on the spot but not take time for a ring job. Likewise, a TV repairman can change tubes, fuses and other components in the house but must remove the TV to his bench for more complex work. Some unscrupulous customers see this as an opportunity to make money.

I did one repair job for a man who sounded like a side-show Barker. The set was a 21-in. three-way color console and there was no brightness. Minor repair measures didn’t work and I received permission to pull the chassis and take it to my shop. I left the picture tube in the cabinet with the radio and phonograph that are the other two parts of the three-way system.

On the bench, I found a defective flyback transformer. I installed a new one and returned the chassis the next day. It performed beautifully in the console and I handed the gent the bill. He examined it without complaint but insisted that I stick around to check out the TV.

“Sit down and watch the ball game. Don’t be in such a hurry. Haste makes waste.” I sighed and sat down. After five minutes of faultless black-and-white, it happened. The screen slowly turned light shades of green-and-white.

He jumped up. “See! The TV isn’t working right.” I reached around in back and turned the green control down a hair. That did it. I sat down again. As the ball game went on the screen gradually developed pinkish tones. He said indignantly, “You don’t call that right, do you?”

My heart sank. He had a bad color picture tube. I was sure I had left the picture tube in the house. I tried to break the news gently. “That changing color is due to movement of the shadow mask.” You need a new picture tube. It’s been that way a long time hasn’t it?”

“What are you talking about?” he snarled. “If there is any trouble in that TV you caused it!” My attempts to explain that I didn’t touch his tube and that
this trouble only could occur over months and months did nothing but make him still angrier. He showed me the door without paying the $50 repair bill. I didn’t receive his check till he was served a summons from our small-claims court a few months later.

I guarantee my repair jobs according to normal industry practice—90-day warranty on any new parts we install. I also supply any labor that is needed to locate and replace these parts should they go bad. The only exception is a one-year warranty on picture tubes. Since there are over 2,000 parts and connections in the average TV set it’s economically impossible to extend guarantees any further although we often do more than the guarantee calls for in order to clear up a misunderstanding. Sometimes, however, people want a bit more than we can supply.

A nice looking young couple brought a late-model 19-in. portable into the store for repair one morning. I examined it on the service counter and found it was dead. I took off the back, ran some quick checks and discovered the heater resistor, a large object resembling a dog bone, had burnt open. It was an orange one with a flocked finish. I soldered in a new one in shiny sky blue. The TV came on. I wrote up a bill. They paid it and were on their way. But about five minutes before closing that evening they were back again with the same complaint. From the back of the store I could hear them talking to the night man. They both looked up startled as I walked up to the service counter. Then they gave me a big hello. I took over from the night man and found that they were right—the set behaved just as it had that morning.

Perplexed, I removed the back of the TV and went searching for the blue heater resistor I had installed. It was gone! In its place was the orange flocked job I had removed. It's common in multiple-TV households for the owners to wait until all their TVs have conked out before they call for service. When identical sets failed from what appeared to be the identical complaints these folks saw a chance to chisel.

Fortunately most people are great to deal with and make a guy feel like a hero when he puts the picture back in their tubes.
**El Kit Report**

**Eico Cortina**

**Budget Stereo FM Tuner**

As you watch the price of stereo equipment soar these days you begin to feel second-rate performance is about all that can be expected from budget-priced gear. Not so! The Eico Model 3200 Cortina stereo FM tuner delivers quality performance, common to higher-priced equipment, at low cost. Priced at $99.95 ($139.95, wired) all cost-accumulating frills have been eliminated.

The front panel has only four controls: a tuning knob, Mono-Auto/Stereo, AFC and Power rocker switches. There is a signal-strength tuning meter and a stereo indicator lamp.

The tuner is self-switching. That is, when put in the Auto-Stereo mode and tuned to a stereo station, left- and right-channel signals will appear at the left and right output jacks. A mono station's signal will automatically be fed to both output jacks. In the Mono mode, the tuner will feed a mono signal to both output jacks even if the received signal is stereo. (The stereo lamp always comes on when a stereo signal is received.)

Because the tuner has virtually no drift AFC is almost unnecessary. Distortion was lower when the tuner was tuned for a peak meter indication rather than when tuning depended on the AFC for pull-in. From 106 to 108 mc, the AFC tended to pull the tuning off center.

You don't have to be an experienced kit builder to get the 3200 working perfectly. Our man, who was a novice at kit building, took about ten hours. But he was extra careful: normally it should take only about half that time.

The front-end, IF and multiplex boards are supplied pre-wired and factory aligned. All that's left is chassis assembly, power-supply wiring, and the interconnections between the front-end, IF and multiplex boards.

The frequency response in both the mono and stereo modes was within ±2dB from 30 to 12,000 cps. Mono noise checked out at better than 70dB down with a standard 1,000 µv input signal. (This is 10dB better than claimed by Eico.) Stereo noise level was 60dB down on both channels.

Channel separation was 28dB at 1 kc and 12dB at 12 kc. Instrument alignment of the multiplex circuit (instructions are included for this but you need test equipment) increased separation to 35dB at 1 kc and better than 14dB at 12 kc.

Total harmonic distortion (THD) on a mono signal was 0.75 per cent (within specs), and 1 per cent for stereo.

The Cortina's sensitivity (1HF) was 6.5 µV at 92 mc. We made no attempt to improve sensitivity since a front-end and IF-strip alignment procedure are not provided in the instruction manual.

While not a DX champion, the Cortina delivered sound quality equal to that from tuners priced much higher. If you're not out in a fringe area you'll be hard pressed to find a low-cost stereo tuner which can equal the 3200.

*Electronics Illustrated*
A SHORT history of the radio waves covering the last several years would have to include an awful lot of downright boring incidents and little controversy, the latter perhaps being highlighted by ruckuses involving the ownership of a certain station in Austin, Tex., the hullabaloo about international broadcasters shouldering hams around in the 40-meter band... and the strange assortment of facts and fantasies surrounding the Caribbean broadcasting station calling itself Radio Americas.

Way back in 1961, when the station was known as Radio Swan and sent what appeared to be coded messages ("the moon is red") during the Bay of Pigs invasion, charges that it was a secret operation of the Central Intelligence Agency were made in the press. Then secondary complications arose when respected members of the DX fraternity began doubting that the station was located where it said it was—namely on Swan Island, a lonesome little pinpoint 125 mi. north of the Honduran coast and 185 mi. southwest of Grand Cayman Island. As the years went by there were more and more DXers who seemed bent on uprooting Radio Americas and moving it to such varied Caribbean islands as Navassa and Cozumel, to Venezuela or...
El Visits Radio Americas

even aboard a ship or aircraft. The hot speculation about the real location of the station continued long after the question of whether it was a CIA operation seemed to be settled to everybody's satisfaction—in the affirmative.

When it bothered to comment at all, the management of R. Americas maintained that it knew where its station was—and that it was on Swan. But such statements seemed only to confirm the suspicion that R. Americas must be somewhere else.

It was a hopeless puzzle that could not be solved with accuracy because almost nobody seemed ever to have been to Swan, except for those few people who belonged there. Rumor had it that the island was off limits to anybody not actually working for or authorized by the government or one of its contractors. So far as anyone could determine, the only outsiders to see Swan in recent years were an elderly couple from New England who went there to count birds.

In view of all this, El's editors decided that a small DXpedition to Swan Island would be sportingly difficult to pull off but just the thing to solve the controversy. Those chosen to go were El editor Bob Beason and
The author makes like an announcer in the 1-desk, 2-position Radio Americas booth. News and some station IDs are done live but most programs are taped. RA's announcers weren't seen on visit.

The island once was the site of a thriving, though small, cocoanut and guano (bird droppings) exporting industry. In 1912 the United Fruit Co. established a powerful wireless relay station there, erecting four giant transmitting towers at the west end of the island. The station was abandoned 20 years later and in the late 1930s the U.S. Government sent Weather Bureau and Civil Aeronautics Administration (now FAA) personnel to Swan to establish a weather and aeronautical radio station. In 1955 Swan was levelled by a hurricane but was rebuilt and still is the site of Weather Bureau and FAA operations.

Wildlife on Swan includes large numbers of iguanas (a fearsome looking but harmless lizard), booby birds and man-of-war (frigate) birds. Vegetation, though heavy and thick, is commonplace with the exception of some machinieel trees, which can give the

Swan is a mile-and-three-quarter speck of coral overrun with tropical vegetation, except for clearings, that is almost as remote as the Mountains of the Moon. Its ownership long has been disputed by the United States and Honduras, though for the last century the U.S. has counted it as a possession. The island once was the site of a thriving, though small, cocoanut and guano (bird droppings) exporting industry. In 1912 the United Fruit Co. established a powerful wireless relay station there, erecting four giant transmitting towers at the west end of the island. The station was abandoned 20 years later and in the late 1930s the U.S. Government sent Weather Bureau and Civil Aeronautics Administration (now FAA) personnel to Swan to establish a weather and aeronautical radio station. In 1955 Swan was levelled by a hurricane but was rebuilt and still is the site of Weather Bureau and FAA operations.

Wildlife on Swan includes large numbers of iguanas (a fearsome looking but harmless lizard), booby birds and man-of-war (frigate) birds. Vegetation, though heavy and thick, is commonplace with the exception of some manchineel trees, which can give the...
El Visits Radio Americas

unwary a nasty sting. Waters surrounding Swan abound with fish, including amberjack, barracuda, snappers and queenfish (queenfish look like large barracudas and are known to local sportsmen as wahoos). Curiously enough, there are no swans on Swan. The name is taken from its discoverer, a Captain Swann, master of the vessel Cygnet, which landed there in 1680.

At present the island is home to about 40 souls, Americans, Cayman Islanders and Hondurans. The leading question for us was how many of these souls (if any) labored on behalf of Radio Americas? There was always the possibility that the station really wasn’t there. Maybe it was floating or flying around, or possibly it was in South America. The station’s shortwave transmitter (which was off the air for a year) had recently reappeared on 6 mc and started giving a Venezuelan mailing address. (The broadcast station, which lists itself as being on 1160 kc but actually is centered on 1157 kc, continued to use a Miami address.)

The El DXpedition then hinged on our figuring out a way to get to Swan to peer through the palms for a first-person survey of the situation. El had written so much about the station that the publication undoubtedly had become a headache to the staff. Nevertheless, we set out to hook ourselves an invitation to the exclusive island.

Figuring that the most obvious start would be to come right out and ask the RA office in Miami whether we could visit Swan, we fired off a letter. To our amazement, RA director Bob Wilkinson came back with the answer that we would be welcome on Swan so long as we had permission from the FAA (which, he said, controls the island). In addition, we would have to provide our own transportation since no regularly scheduled planes or ships have Swan on their itinerary. We envisioned miles of red tape to get FAA approval.

As things turned out, the FAA was the least of our problems. Gus Atkins, chief of the FAA’s Airways Facilities Branch in the Miami region, gave us his approval and his position with the FAA makes him, in effect, manager of Swan, the whole of which is federally owned. He had been one of the government employees on Swan 25 years ago.

He even asked us to stop by his office on our way through Miami, which we did.

I wanted to get a ham license for Swan and so I applied for a 60-day authorization from the FCC. I waited and waited and nothing happened so I called a friend who works in the license-issuing end. He checked up and found that Swan licenses were issued so rarely that the computer was not programmed for KS4 calls and evidently lost its breakfast or something when given the request. Eventually the license (KS4CH) was issued by hand but for four years rather than 60 days. (I didn’t bother asking the FCC why.)

The biggest problem was arranging for transportation. To fly by private plane from Miami or Key West was impractical since we would have to skirt around the west end of Cuba, stop for refueling at Mexico’s Cozumel Island, then continue to Swan. This was long, complicated and tedious. Going by ship also was a major undertaking since it meant searching out a barnacle-covered island hopper and somehow getting the captain to wait for us while we poked around the island.

Eventually we decided to charter a DC-3 airliner from Cayman Brac Airlines. This is a Costa Rican outfit which runs an air service in the British colony of the Cayman Islands, just south of Cuba. The line had no flights on Wednesday and the DC-3 would be availa
Transmitter building (left) is made up of trucks under roof. Power station is in the background.

Blue pennant sometimes sent by R. Americas with QSL cards. Broadcast frequency actually is 1157.

ble. The way it worked out, we had to be at Owen Roberts Field on Grand Cayman at 7 o’clock on Wednesday morning for our charter flight to Swan. In order to get to Grand Cayman on time we left New York on Monday morning to fly to Miami. Monday afternoon was spent with Gus Atkins, who briefed us on some of the colorful history of Swan Island. Monday evening we met with some ex-Radio Americas employees who wanted to bet (with two-to-one odds) that a big, clumsy DC-3 would never be able to land on the short and rocky Swan strip, which was designed for nothing larger than a twin Beech. That was not exactly encouraging news.

On Tuesday morning we departed from Miami on a British West Indian Airways jet for the 55-minute hop over Cuba to Grand Cayman. Grand Cayman is a picturesque tropical paradise, quite colonial, quite British and as yet almost undiscovered by American tourists. It’s what Nassau and Bermuda were like years ago before being overrun by bands of visitors. Its coastline is dotted with ancient forts, castles, shipwrecks, secluded beaches and fishing shacks. Several luxury hotels are now being opened in expectation of future tourist trade from the States and Canada. So its days as a secluded paradise are numbered.

One thing that impressed us during our day and night on Cayman was the effect that the words Swan Island had on local Caymanians (pronounced ka-MON-ians). A few of these people have done work hitches on Swan but most of them have never been to the island and know little about it, except for the rumors all of them have heard. Almost every time we mentioned our destination we were given a look of disbelieving shock and awe.

[Continued overleaf]

Swan version of Playboy Club is in federal section. It might have live iguanas but only paper bunnies.
One taxi driver simply whistled. Two people asked us point-blank whether we worked for the CIA. Our reply, in the best CIA tradition, was to say no. (Actually, we thought later, we should have said, "The CIA—what's that?" but we were new at the 007 game.)

This general air of suspicion and seeming fear gave us the creeps in short order, though at the same time it was on the funny side and reminded us of one of those ancient horror movies where people in rented peasant suits listen intently while the landlord urges the clipped-mustache English traveler not to continue his journey after sundown.

"I beg of you," says the baron of the joint, "for your own safety, go back!"

"But I must get to Count Dracula's Castle," says the mustache, not getting the idea.

All the peasants pop their eyes wide and cross themselves like mad while the landlord yells, "Zvot nanhj haryostvl, sztjarch-vuhj!" What he's saying, of course, in Lower Transylvanian is, "Man, you outta you cotton-pickin' mind?"

Tuesday night on Grand Cayman we took bearings on RA's short-wave and broadcast signals with a receiver loaned to the expedition by Lafayette Radio. Both signals appeared to be coming from the direction of Swan.

Wednesday morning when we got to the field we were met by Frank Roulstone, Jr., a lanky American originally from Tampa who runs the U.S. Weather Bureau station on Grand Cayman. Frank had heard of our trip (by that time, it seemed, everybody on the island knew about it) and wanted to go with us to visit his Weather Bureau buddies on Swan. In Frank's 13 years on Cayman he never had been to the island. Inasmuch as our DC-3 had room for 32 passengers we bundled him aboard with us and took off to the southwest toward Swan.

The flight over shark-infested Caribbean waters in our 1938ish twin-engine airliner was uneventful but somewhat longer than any of us would have preferred. The FAA facility on Swan includes a non-directional, low-frequency (407 kc) homing radio beacon with so much moxie it can be picked up all over the Caribbean. Our Puerto Rican crew, made up of pilot Francisco Hernandez and copilot Ricardo Madrigal, homed in on the beacon but we flew through a cold front and the clouds first were thick and then broken and it impressed the heck out of us when suddenly this dot of an island appeared exactly in front of our nose, then was lost again to sight through the clouds.

When we emerged at a much lower altitude Swan looked larger than we had thought it was going to be. Our pilot made two recon runs around Swan and Little Swan, a football-field-size, uninhabited islet lying at the eastern tip of the main island. The striking thing about the main blob of land was its antenna farm. Tall radio towers sprouted all over the place. Here and there were clusters of quonset huts, concrete buildings, some wooden houses and a few white coral roads.

We also were impressed with the shortness of the landing strip and the fact it was neither concrete nor asphalt—just plain grass. The DC-3 swung in low from the west on final approach with a stiff crosswind blowing from the left. We crossed our fingers and gulped. What happened next was one of the all-time great landings any of us had seen. Francisco crabbed the plane sharply left, then straightened out at the last instant and touched down so softly on the grass that we couldn't feel the bump. Even our welcoming committee was impressed.

We taxied around and ended up back at the western end of the strip beside the buildings making up the Radio Americas compound. A light twin plane flies to Swan twice a week from Miami, bringing in supplies for the RA operation, but the sight of an airliner landing was so unusual that virtually the entire island population of 40 turned out to greet us, making us feel for the moment like celebrities.

We were welcomed to Swan by a smiling and shirtless group of Weather Bureau and FAA people and by RA's station manager, Paul Collamore. It quickly became apparent that if Radio Americas wasn't on Swan Island Collamore certainly had sold his Miami office a nifty bill of goods.

Radio Americas was there, all right, big and brassy and making no attempt to conceal itself. The transmitting site was at the southeastern end of the island and the living/recreation compound was at the southwestern side of the island and consisted of a cluster of quonset huts.

First stop on our inspection tour was the RA receiving shack and studio. The place was clattering away with radioteletype machines printing out Spanish language news from the wire services. Banks of communications receivers lined one wall, maps of Cuba and the Caribbean covered other walls.

Electronics Illustrated
Since most of the programs are sent from Miami on tape there is no need for an elaborate studio. As a result, the studio consists of a tiny room with one desk and a microphone. Live announcing is done by a two-man staff. For some reason unknown to us the announcers were about the only RA staff members we didn't meet or even see wandering around. Their dormitory was the only building not included in our otherwise comprehensive tour of the station. The announcers undoubtedly are Cubans and the long-range goal of the station assuredly is to work against Fidel Castro. However, RA always has maintained a facade as a commercial station selling products in the Caribbean. It could be that the sight of Cuban announcers might seem to conflict with this image—or maybe the men just slept all day.

Leaving the receiving shack, we drove to the eastern side of the island toward the transmitter site. Our vehicle was an International Harvester Scout which, despite the fact that its odometer read only 6,000 mi., was well beat from too many trips on the rocky Swan Island roads and too many gallops through the Swan jungle. It was a four-wheel-drive job and had to nudge Swan's cow population out of the center of the road.

Since the station isn't on the air during the day, we arrived at the transmitter while maintenance work was being performed by one of the transmitter operators.

The transmitter site is dominated by two 243-ft. towers which are used for the broadcast band. The eastern tower is favored, power-wise, by a ratio of better than two to one, producing a null in the signal pattern to the west and northwest and preventing interference with WJJD of Chicago and KSL of Salt Lake City, both 50,000-watters operating on 1160 kc.

A few hundred yards to the west of the broadcast towers are a series of smaller towers and reflectors used for the Radio Americas short-wave signal.

The transmitters themselves are housed in large trailer vans from which the wheels have been removed. The vans are close to each other, share a common roof and are joined by wooden walkways. The transmitting gear consists of a vintage 50,000-watt broadcast rig and a 5,000-watt short-wave unit which also has seen better days. Both transmitters were on standby with filaments lit.

Adjacent to the transmitter vans is a new-looking building housing two huge diesel generators which supply all of the power for RA. Two diesel engineers are in attendance to keep these babies going (they also maintain the vehicles).

In all, there are six radio operators and engineers working there for RA, plus the two diesel men. The station also employs a crew of 10 Honduran and Caymanian workers to do heavy labor and the two announcers. Two of the laborers have wives and children living with them on the island.

The laborers live in a little community of wooden buildings called Gliddentown. It looks not unlike the small communities we found on Grand Cayman and even has its own church.

Paul Collamore told us that he and the other Americans working for RA actually were employed by Philco's Tech Rep Division, an organization which rents or leases engineers to private industry. As Philco employees, they did not have access to some of the information we sought on station policy and practices.

For instance, I wanted to know why the short-wave transmitter announces the Caracas address while the broadcast station requests that mail be sent to Miami. I was told that I would have to ask the Miami office. I had the same results with a question on why there was a need for short-wave transmissions when the station ostensibly was trying to cover only the Caribbean area and was doing a whiz-bang job with its 50-gallon broadcast-band rig.

(Miami eventually told me the Caracas address was announced so they could separate broadcast reception reports from those coming in from short-wave coverage. The short-wave transmitter was used, they said, to reach Central American and South American areas, where more people have SW receivers than broadcast sets, according to their figures.)

Of the Radio Americas men on Swan and whether they are employees of Philco, I would say I have no doubt that they are, and also no desire to challenge anybody on the subject. As a matter of fact, if one found some government agency—the CIA as a for-instance—that wanted to propagandize on the air, it would make a lot of sense to contract the project out to a commercial company. It also is normal procedure for government agencies.

Continued on page 111
Without cost or obligation, DeVry Tech will give you an opinion as to whether or not you can succeed in Electronics. If you are already in the field, you will learn how DeVry's educational program can help you earn promotions.

Under the complete 5-POINT PLAN, you may prepare at home, in spare time, or in one of the three modern, well-equipped DeVry resident schools.

If you attend day or evening classes at one of these resident schools, DeVry Tech's part-time job service is a big help toward defraying your expenses.

When you complete either your Home Study or Resident program, DeVry's Placement Staff, without cost, will help you get a job that pays real money in Electronics.

In addition, DeVry Tech gives you a career-long Placement Service at no extra cost, should you wish it at any time.
PLAN for Success!

See How to Join the Many DeVry Men Now Earning GOOD MONEY in Electronics

Success is largely a matter of making up your mind to get somewhere and be somebody. In the past, many DeVry men with the same education, the same problems that you now face decided to strike out for a better way of life, a profitable career. They started as we suggest you do . . . by filling out a postage paid card to get free details. See how simple it is to join other DeVry men who made up their minds that Electronics could give them and their families many of the better things in life.

MEN 17-45 . . . AGE NO BARRIER

Whether you are 17 or 45, we urge you to send for facts on how to prepare for a good job and, through electronics, get the good things in life for yourself and your family. This formula worked for others . . . we see no reason why it should not work for you. Take the first step that helped change the lives of thousands of men and fill out the postage free card and mail it today.

THERE MUST BE A REASON

(a) Why 5,000 firms have employed DeVry Tech men.
(b) Why DeVry Tech can offer graduates career-long Placement Service at no added cost.
(c) Why DeVry Tech not only prepares so many men, but actually helps them get jobs in Electronics.

The answer is: a DeVry Tech education is recognized where Electronics is used.

ACCREDITED MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

3 WELL-EQUIPPED RESIDENT SCHOOLS

DeVry Tech is proud of its three modern, well-equipped resident schools, located in Chicago, Illinois; Phoenix, Arizona and in Canada.

DeVRY INSTITUTE of TECHNOLOGY
4141 BELMONT AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60641

Bell & Howell
These servicing and identification shortcuts will clear up the puzzlers.

NEED to replace a burnt-out transformer that has no identifiable type number? Or maybe you have a junk box full of goodies you figure are no good for the same reason. Well, here's how to find the facts. The job is done with color codes, an ohmmeter or with low-voltage AC to determine turns ratio.

Color codes are the simplest method. Coding used by nearly all manufacturers for power transformers is shown in Fig. 1, for audio output transformers in Fig. 2. Only problem is that color usually fades from the insulation (if it's cotton) after a few years. If there's no hue, don't cry. Try nicking the insulation with a razor blade. This should expose a bit of telltale color.

If you're checking an IF transformer use the diagram in Fig. 3. Older IF types also have color-coded wires leads; newer ones have unmarked lugs, identified by their position with respect to a color dot.

Check Combinations. When an aging transformer can't be identified, tackle the problem by first finding continuity between as many lead combinations as possible. (Use the ohmmeter's R x 100 scale.) Wherever two or more leads show continuity, twist them together (but don't let bare ends touch).

If you measure a power transformer, like the one in Fig. 1, you'll find that windings fall into three groups: low resistance for fila-

---

**Fig. 1 - Power Transformer Color Code**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRI</th>
<th>SEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>HIGH VOLTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED-YEL</td>
<td>C.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>YEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>YEL-BLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>YEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>GN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>GN-YEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>GN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2 - Audio Transformer Code**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRI</th>
<th>SEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLATE</td>
<td>BLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLU</td>
<td>YEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLU</td>
<td>BLU OR BRN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fig. 1 - Power Transformer Color Code*

*Fig. 2 - Audio Transformer Code*
ments, mid-range for 117-V primary, high resistance for high-voltage (B+) secondary.

Here's an example of resistance values measured in a small power transformer rated at 125-V high voltage and 6.3-V filament:

- High voltage (red to red/yellow in Fig. 1) — 260 ohms; 117-V primary (black to black) — 60 ohms; 6.3-V filament (green to green) — 0.2 ohm.

In measuring a second transformer, about twice as large, the same resistance groupings were encountered. Only now the resistances were lower, suggesting heavier wire and a higher power rating. The ohmmeter readings:

- 230-V high voltage — 300 ohms; 117-V primary — 7 ohms; 6.3-V filament — 0.1 ohm.

Some windings may contain a high-voltage center tap, needed for some full-wave power supplies. The meter finds it by showing equal resistance between each red and red/yellow pair. Center taps for filament windings are also found this way.

The same resistance checks can be performed on audio transformers. Now resistance of the primary winding generally will measure much higher than the secondary (or voice coil) side. For example, a common table-radio output transformer (single-end tube circuit) measures about 200 ohms across the primary (red to blue) and 0.2 ohm for the voice coil (enamel wires). You'll encounter lower resistances in tiny transistor output transformers. A typical push-pull model measures 6 ohms from each end of the primary to the center tap; voice coil resistance is 0.5 ohm.

Voltage Checks. An experienced technician might determine voltages of a power transformer by plugging the primary leads into 117 VAC and measuring AC across pairs that show continuity. If you elect to do this, be cautious. Keep clear of bare wires to avoid shock. With this method the voltages usually read somewhat higher than normal since the windings are unloaded.

By using the setup shown in Fig. 4 you can apply safer voltages and also perform the impedance measurements described later. You'll need a 6.3-V filament transformer with a 5,000-ohm wirewound potentiometer wired in series with one 6.3-V lead. This pot and the other 6.3-V lead are connected to the power transformer primary (black to...
SINCE early this year Korea has been back in the headlines and Korean DX has taken on new meaning. Top interest, of course, is in English-language transmissions, with those from South Korea the easiest to receive.

The Voice of Free Korea (Seoul) beams English to North America at 2200-2230 EST on 15428 kc. The lower frequency in our guide is used for the general overseas service. VOFK is the international arm of the pro-western Korean Broadcasting System. Reception averages about fair, with listeners west of the Mississippi having a decided edge.

R. Pyongyang has no English beamed our way but they do have such a transmission for Asia at 0300-0350 EST (0000-0050 PST) on 6540 kc. Pyongyang does beam transmissions to the Western hemisphere in Spanish and Korean at 1800-2000 EST on 16040 and 11763. We also have included in the guide several North Korean home-service frequencies that might prove interesting in the future.

En Garde! . . . In the fall of 1966, Radio RSA, the international section of the government-owned South African Broadcasting Corp., commenced transmissions beamed to North America. RSA's programs are soft sell with each minute of air time designed to recruit good will for the country and its policies.

Also that fall, a bill was introduced into the South African parliament to counter the effect of stations broadcasting to South Africa "with the aim of endangering the country's peace, order and public safety," to quote. The law would make it illegal for South African listeners to quote from, publish schedules of and (if the regime desires it in the future) send reception reports to any station on the government's prohibited list. The list, it appeared, could include any broadcaster the South African administration dislikes.

Soon afterward, I wrote an item critical of South Africa's way with the airwaves for an SWL club bulletin with a circulation of only about 200. I was surprised to receive a letter in response from J. A. Jooste, head of external broadcasting for South Africa. His letter said the new law was "exactly the same kind of legislation" as adopted by the Nordic countries in 1962, that similar legislation already had been proposed by the British government and that the South African legislation had been urged by the ITU and EBU.

Neither the ITU nor the EBU had urged the South African legislation, so far as I've been able to find out. And the Scandinavian and British (Marine Offenses Act) bills to which Jooste referred are directed against unlicensed stations operating from international waters.

If an objective of SWLing is to be (in the words of one club's motto) friendship through short wave, SWLs should not be expected to view dispassionately the passage of a law that appears to impose arbitrary restraints on use of the short-wave bands. Nor can we overlook the broader meaning of those restraints. Remember 1938, when an SWL club happily announced that "some idea of the stability of short-wave broadcasting is given by the advances of the German activities..."?

Song of the Lark. . . While most DXers don't know it, there is at least one satellite currently transmitting on frequencies below 15 mc. This is the ionospheric top-side sounder aboard Alouette II, Canada's second entry in the space race. When turned on, the pulse-modulated sounder samples frequencies from [Continued on page 107]
The New 1968 Improved Model 257 A REVOLUTIONARY NEW TUBE TESTING OUTFIT

- Tests all modern tubes including Novars, Nuvistors, Compactrons and Decals.
- All Picture Tubes, Black and White and Color

ANNOUNCING... for the first time
A complete TV Tube Testing Outfit designed specifically to test all TV tubes, color as well as standard. Don't confuse the Model 257 picture tube accessory components with mass produced "picture tube adapters" designed to work in conjunction with all competitive tube testers. The basic Model 257 circuit was modified to work compatibly with our picture tube accessories and those components are not sold by us to be used with other competitive tube testers or even tube testers previously produced by us. They were custom designed and produced to work specifically in conjunction with the Model 257.

COMPLETE WITH ALL ADAPTERS AND ACCESSORIES, NO "EXTRAS"

STANDARD TUBES:
- Tests the new Novars, Nuvistors, 10 Pins, Magnovals, Compactrons and Decals.
- More than 2,500 tube listings.
- Tests each section of multi-section tubes individually for shorts, leakage and Cathode emission.
- Ultra sensitive circuit will indicate leakage up to 5 Megohms.
- Employs new improved 4½” dual scale meter with a unique sealed damping chamber to assure accurate, vibration-less readings.
- Complete set of tube straighteners mounted on front panel.

BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE TUBES:
- Single cable used for testing all Black and White Picture Tubes with deflection angles 50 to 114 degrees.
- The Model 257 tests all Black and White Picture Tubes for emission, inter-element shorts and leakage.

COLOR PICTURE TUBES:
- The Red, Green and Blue Color guns are tested individually for cathode emission quality, and each gun is tested separately for shorts or leakage between control grid, cathode and heater. Employment of a newly perfected dual socket cable enables accomplishments of all tests in the shortest possible time.

The Model 257 is housed in a handsome, sturdy, portable case. Comes complete with all adapters and accessories, ready to plug in and use. No "extras" to buy. Only .......... $47.50

NOTICE
We have been producing radio, TV and electronic test equipment since 1935, which means we were making Tube Testers at a time when there were relatively few tubes on the market, way before the advent of TV. The model 257 employs every design improvement and every technique we have learned over an uninterrupted production period of 32 years.

SEND NO MONEY WITH ORDER PAY POSTMAN NOTHING ON DELIVERY
Try it for 10 days before you buy. If completely satisfied then send $10.00 and pay the balance at the rate of $10.00 per month until total price of $47.50 (plus P.P., handling and budget charge) is paid. If not completely satisfied, return to us, no explanation necessary.

ACCURATE INSTRUMENT CO., INC. Depl.561 2435 White Plains Road, Bronx, N. Y. 10467
Please rush me one Model 257. If satisfactory I agree to pay $10.00 within 10 days and balance at rate of $10.00 per month until total price of $47.50 (plus P.P., handling and budget charge) is paid. If not satisfactory, I may return for cancellation of account.
Name
Address
City
State

☐ Save Money! Check here and enclose $47.50 with this coupon and we will pay all shipping charges. You still retain the privilege of returning after 10 day trial for full refund.
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Good Reading
By Tim Cartwright


In comparison with most broad avenues of scientific research, the design of paper airplanes has been a twisting and narrow back alley of science—its shadowy darkness deepened still further by ignorance and prejudice. How many young spirits have been broken by a sharp crack across the knuckles from a backward school-teacher who simply couldn't understand the message of the creased piece of paper floating across the classroom? (A lot of them, that's how many.) While others, who simply choose to use metals instead of paper, have been rewarded with money, fame and girls.

The book, which chronicles the First International Paper Airplane Competition (sponsored by Scientific American magazine) in the winter of 1966-67, should bring paper airplane design once and for all into the bright sunlight of public understanding. It's full of nice, funny words. But its nicest feature is the set of tear-out pages with designs for entries (winners and otherwise) so you can fold them yourself. Some book!


With mobile radio growing in importance and coverage and a new generation of solid-state circuitry appearing every few months (or so it seems) there's need for a roundup book of this kind periodically. It contains thorough coverage of every important mobile application and good, if brief, handling of hardware and primary requirements. There's not enough emphasis, for my money, on the changes in circuitry but it's basically a good introduction for anyone with a beginning interest.

Confidential Frequency List. By Tom Kneitel. Gilfer Associates, Park Ridge, N.J. 35 pages. $1.95

Although the right of hams and SWLs to listen in is tacitly conceded by just about everybody using broadcast transmissions for non-public purposes, nothing much is done—understandably—to encourage them. And certainly neither a distant spy station nor a friendly local weather station ever is likely to oblige with a broadcast schedule. So Tom Kneitel has collected his own list of non-public stations, their activities, locations, frequencies and (when feasible) operating times. He covers everything from radio beacons to spy networks.


While junior is electrifying his guitar, bass and saxophone dad is preoccupied with the electronic organ. Maybe there's a communications gap between father and son but both of their hobbies are decidedly Big Business. This book is on the solider (we won't say squarer) of the two, the electronic organ, which continues to attract a phenomenal fol-

[Continued on page 107]
Now There Are 3 Heathkit® Color TV's

The NEW Deluxe
Heathkit "227" Color TV

Exclusive Heathkit Self-Servicing Features. Like the famous Heathkit "295" and "180" color TV's, the new Heathkit "227" features a built-in dot generator plus full color photos and simple instructions so you can set-up, converge and maintain the best color pictures at all times. Add to this the detailed trouble-shooting charts in the manual, and you put an end to costly TV service calls for periodic picture convergence and minor repairs. No other brand of color TV has this money-saving self-servicing feature.

Advanced Features. Top quality American brand color tube...227 sq. in. rectangular viewing area...24,000 v. regulated picture power...improved phosphors for brilliant, livelier colors...new improved low voltage power supply with boosted B+ for best operation...automatic degaussing...exclusive Heath Magna-Shield to protect against stray magnetic fields and maintain color purity...ACC and AGC to reduce color fade and insure steady, flutter-free pictures under all conditions...preassembled & aligned IF with 3 stages instead of the usual 2...preassembled & aligned 2-speed transistor UHF tuner...deluxe VHF turret tuner with "memory" fine tuning...300 & 75 ohm VHF antenna inputs...two hi-fi sound outputs...4" x 6" 8 ohm speaker...choice of installation—wall, custom or optional Heath factory assembled cabinets. Build in 25 hours.

Kit GR-227, (everything except cabinet) ...$42 dn., as low as $25 mo. $419.95
GRA-227-1, Walnut cabinet...no money dn., $6 mo. $59.95
GRA-227-2, Mediterranean Oak cabinet (shown above)...no money dn., $10 mo. $94.50

Kit GR-295
$479.95
(less cabinet)
$42 mo.

Deluxe Heathkit "295" Color TV

Has same high performance features and built-in servicing facilities as new GR-227, except for 295 sq. in. viewing area (industry's largest picture)...24,000 volt picture power...universal main control panel for versatile in-wall installation...and 6" x 9" speaker.

Kit GR-295, (everything except cabinet) $48 dn., $42 mo. $479.95
GRA-295-4, Mediterranean cabinet (shown above), 90 lbs. no money dn., $11 mo. $112.50
Other cabinets from $62.95.

Deluxe Heathkit "180" Color TV

Same high performance features and exclusive self-servicing facilities as new GR-227 (above) except for 180 sq. in. viewing area.

Kit GR-180, (everything except cabinet), 102 lbs. $35 dn., $30 mo. $349.95
GRA-180-5, table model cabinet & mobile cart (shown above), 57 lbs. no money dn., $5 mo. $39.95
Other cabinets from $24.95

Deluxe 12 Transistor Portable B&W TV—First Kit With Integrated Circuit

Unusually sensitive performance. Plays anywhere...runs on household 117 v. AC, any 12 v. battery, or optional rechargeable battery pack ($39.95); receives all channels; new integrated sound circuit replaces 39 components; preassembled, prefitted tuners; high gain IF strip; Gated AGC for steady, jitter-free pictures; front-panel mounted speaker; assembled in only 10 hours. Rugged high impact plastic cabinet measures a compact 111/2" H x 153/4" W x 93/8" D, 27 lbs.

Kit GR-104
$119.95
(less cabinet & cart)
$11 mo.

Kit GR-104, 27 lbs, no money dn., $11 mo. $119.95

No Money Down On $25 to $300 Orders—Write For Credit Form
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New! Heathkit Wireless Home Protection System for Your Family’s Safety

GD-97
Utility Transmitter for Universal Protection

GD-77 Wireless Receiver/Alarm fail-safe, always alert

Applications Unlimited . . . Customize Your Own System. Here’s reliable, low-cost, 24-hour protection for your family and property. System warns of smoke, fire, intruders, freezing, thawing, cooling, rising or receding water, pressures . . . any change you want to be warned about. Uses unique new signaling method developed by Berkeley Scientific Labs.; exclusively licensed to Heath. Your house is already wired for this system, just plug the units into any AC outlet. “Load transmitter” design (not a carrier type as in wireless intercoms) generates unusual signal that is practically undetectable in other devices or random noise sources. Solid-state circuitry has built-in fail-safe capability to avoid false operations if any unit fails, or if 50,000 hour bulb in smoke detector fails. Receiver/Alarm has 2800 Hz transistor alarm and recepacle for extra 117 VAC bell or buzzer to extend range, plus rechargeable battery (always kept charged) to sound alarm if power fails. Smoke-Heate Detector-Transmitter capability may be extended to other areas by adding extra heat sensors to its built-in sensor. Utility Transmitter accepts any type of switch or sensor for any purpose; examples: magnetic Reed switches for doors and windows to warn of entry; step-on switches for door or driveway; micro switches with trip wire around yard; heat sensors; water pressure switches warn of pump failure; thermal switches warn of freezing in gardens, or thawing in freezers; two wires act as switch to warn of changing water levels in sump-pump wells, pools, etc. Units are small and unobtrusive in beige and brown non-reflecting velvat finish. Any number of units may be used in the system. All units feature circuit board construction; each unit takes only 3 hours to build. Operating cost similar to electric clocks. Invest in safety for your family now with this unique Heath system.

Kit GD-77, receiver/alarm, 4 lbs. .................................. $29.95
Kit GD-87, smoke/heat detector, 5 lbs. ...................... $49.95
Kit GD-97, Utility trans., 4 lbs. ................................. $34.95

(numerous accessory switches available from Heath)

New! Heathkit/Kraft 5-Channel Digital Proportional System with Variable Capacitor Servos

System Kit GD-47, all of above, 5 lbs. .......................... $219.95

This Heathkit version of the internationally famous Kraft system saves you over $200. The system includes solid-state transmitter with built-in charger and rechargeable battery, solid-state receiver, receiver rechargeable battery, four variable capacitor servos, and all cables. Servos feature variable scale control for fluid, smooth control, to eliminate failure due to dirty contacts, vibration, etc.; three outputs: two linear shafts travel ½” in simultaneous opposite directions plus rotary wheel. Specify freq. 117.95, 27.045, 27.145, 27.195 MHz.

System Kit GD-47, all of above, 5 lbs. .......................... $219.95
Kit GDA-47-1, transmitter, battery, cable, 3 lbs. .............. $86.50
Kit GDA-47-2, receiver, 3 lbs. ................................. $49.95
GDA-47-3, receiver rechargeable battery, 1 lb. ................ $9.95
Kit GDA-47-4, one servo only, 1 lb. .......................... $21.50

New! Heathkit 2-Channel, 200 Watt SSB Transceivers for CAP, MARS & 160 Meters

Assembled

GW-18-1
CAP model with crystals ........................................ $179.95
Kit HW-18-1, CAP model with crystals ....................... $119.95
Kit HW-18-2, MARS model with crystals ..................... $109.95
Kit HW-18-3, 160 Meter model with crystals ................ $109.95

GW-47-2
CW model with crystals ........................................... $199.95
Kit HW-47-2, CW model with crystals ......................... $199.95

GW-47-3
SSB model with crystals ......................................... $199.95
Kit HW-47-3, SSB model with crystals ......................... $199.95

GW-47-4
FM model with crystals ........................................... $199.95
Kit HW-47-4, FM model with crystals ......................... $199.95

GW-47-5
CW/SSB model with crystals ..................................... $199.95
Kit HW-47-5, CW/SSB model with crystals ................. $199.95

GW-47-6
FM/SSB model with crystals ..................................... $199.95
Kit HW-47-6, FM/SSB model with crystals ................. $199.95

GW-47-7
FM/CW model with crystals .................................... $199.95
Kit HW-47-7, FM/CW model with crystals ................. $199.95

GW-47-8
SSB/CW model with crystals .................................. $199.95
Kit HW-47-8, SSB/CW model with crystals ................. $199.95

Good News For CAP, MARS And 160 Meter Ops. This unique series of Heathkit SSB Transceivers was designed with your needs in mind. No more adaptations, no more conversions, no more make-shift rigs. These new transceivers are tailored for your needs with the sensitivity, selectivity, power output and operating convenience that make for effective communications at a fraction of previous costs.

Compare. 200 watts PEP SSB input. 25 watts input with carrier for compatibility with AM stations. Crystal filter sideband generation. 2 channels, switch-selected, crystal controlled. Fixed tuned for any PTI operation. Transmit and receive freq. locked together for true transceiver operation. Clarityl control adjusts transceiver frequency ± 250 Hz. Relayless transmit-receive switching. Local-Distance switch prevents receiver overload from strong local stations. Built-in speaker. PTI mic. & microphone included. Carrier & sideband suppression 45 DB. Selectivity 2.5 kHz, 50 ohm coax output. Accessory power supplies (Kit HP-13, mobile, $64.95; Kit HP-23, fixed station, $49.95).

New! Solid-State Portable Volt-Ohm-Meter

So Handy, So Low Cost we call it “every man’s” meter. Just right for homeowners, hobbyists, boatowners, CB’ers, hams . . . it’s even sophisticated enough for amateur radio TV servicing! Features 12 ranges . . . 4 AC & 4 DC volt ranges, 4 ohm ranges; 11 megohm input on DC, 1 meg-ohm input on AC: 45 x 200 mA meter; battery power; rugged polypropylene case and more. Easy 3 or 4 hour kit assembly, 4 lbs.

Kit IM-17 .............................................................. $19.95

New! Heathkit Solid-State Utility Monophonic Amplifier

Kit AA-18 ............................................................. $19.95

This amazing little amplifier accepts ceramic phono cartridges. AM tuners, FM tuners, tape recorders, etc., and delivers a solid 4 watts of music power from 20 Hz to over 100 kHz at a low 1.5% THD. Drives high efficiency speakers of 4 to 16 ohms. Ideal for small music system or testing amp. for service shops. Circuit board construction is easiest; just 5 short hookup wires and 6” cable. Single knob tone control. Headphone jack, Pilot lamp. Transformer operated, 120/240 VAC, 50-60 Hz.
Build it (not supplied). Two controls adjust contained in die can add "Fuzz" tabs kit/ little You Guitar Amplifiers "Fuzz Booster" For New! watts peak power The TO-68, with bass bass high-power piggy-back amp. and matching speaker system Now you July, $17.95 Kit Heathkit TA notes; case. (flute, bright, and treble; reversible more than you'd still pay $150 (order Kit TO-68, $349.95). The Heathkit TA-17 Deluxe Super-Power Amplifier & Speaker has 180 watts peak power into one speaker (240 watts peak into a pair); 3-channel with 2 inputs each; "fuzz"; brightness switch; bass boost; tremolo, reverb; complete controls for each channel; foot switch; 2 heavy duty 12" speakers plus horn driver. Also available separately kit or factory assembled (Kit Amplifier TA-17, $175; Assembled $275; Kit Speaker TA-17-1 $130; Assembled $150; Kit TAS-17-2, amp. & two speakers $25; Assembled TAS-17-2, amp. & two speakers $345). KIT TOS-1 Organ, Amplifier & Speaker Kits (240 lbs.) $598.00 KIT TOS-2 Organ Kit, Assembled Amplifier & Speaker (240 lbs.) $698.00

New! Heathkit Solid-State "Fuzz Booster" For Guitar Amplifiers

KIT TA-28 $17.95

"Fuzz" is what it's called, harmonic distortion is what it is, and you can add it to your guitar amp with this kit. Transistor circuit is contained in die cast footswitch housing and powered by internal battery (not supplied). Two controls adjust tone and intensity of "fuzz". Build it in one evening. 4 lbs.

New! Heathkit Guitar Headphone Amplifier

KIT TA-56 $9.95

Now you can play and practice your electronic guitar in private! Just plug this miniature amplifier into the jack of your guitar and use a pair of headphones. Solid-state circuit has tailored response; automatic off-on switching; self-contained battery (not supplied); and capability of operating one or two pairs of mono or stereo headphones of 4 to 2 megohms. Ideal for practice or instruction. Easy to build. Kit TA-56, 2 lbs. $9.95

HEATH COMPANY, Dept 397 Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 In Canada, Dayton Ltd. Please send model (s) Enclosed is $ Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog Please send Credit Application. Name Address City State Zip

Heathkit 1968 CATALOG Now with more kits, more color. Foldout describes those along with over 300 kits for stereo/bi-wire, color TV, electronic organs, electric guitar & amplifier, amateur radio, marine, educational, CB, home & hobby. Mail coupon or write Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022. Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
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It's a quiet evening around the shack. You try one or two CB channels but there's only noise. Tuning from one end of the dial to the other still doesn't raise any excitement.

After about a half an hour of this back-and-forth dial twisting your wrist begins to get a little numb. In disgust you turn the rig off and go watch TV. But the boob tube doesn't have much to offer, either, so it's back to CB.

Now if you had EI's Band Scanner it would be possible to monitor the entire band repeatedly every minute without turning a knob. Here's what the setup is like.

You connect the Scanner to a Lafayette HE-210A walkie-talkie, turn both on and start the sweep. In a period of 1 minute you listen to each channel. If one sounds interesting you stop the sweep and listen. If you need a little more pulling power you can tune in the channel (indicated by an illuminated number on the Scanner's face) on your 5-watt rig. To start the sweep again you flip a switch.

Simple? You bet. Because practically every CB rig on the market has a different front-end we decided it would be more practical to design the Scanner for one specific rig rather than every transceiver—which would be virtually impossible. Hence, the reason for our using the HE-210A.

Construction. The Scanner may be built in a larger cabinet than the one shown here. Except for the plug-in RF sweep module, parts placement and wiring are not critical.

Start by making the two front-panel readout
Fig. 1—Parts are mounted in U-section of Minibox whose front panel is not shown. Front deck of S3 has resistors. If you don’t want to use specified lamps, use No. 57 pilot lamps and conventional sockets.

July, 1968
CB Band Scanner displays. (Follow this procedure only if you wish to duplicate our model by using the miniature lamps specified in the Parts List. A simpler and cheaper display can be made with ordinary 12-V pilot lamps and sockets.) Cut two of each of the following strips out of plexiglass: 6 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 1/8 in. thick, 6 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 1/4 in. thick. Cut a 6 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 1/16-in. thick piece of frosted acetate. Lightly scribe a center line lengthwise on the two 6 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 1/4-in. strips. Measure in 1/4 in. from each end of the 1/4-in. thick strips and scribe lines across the strips. (These are the strips inside the cabinet in which the lamps are mounted.) In between these two lines on which indicate the positions of the mounting holes, scribe lines every 1/2 in. Dimple all line crossings with a sharp awl and drill out the mounting holes.

Attach the two 1/4-in. thick strips to the rear of the front panel. Using a 1/16 in. dia. bit, drill 22 holes in each of strips through both the plexiglass and the front panel (on the U-section of the Minibox). Work up in three or four steps with progressively larger drills until the dia. of each hole is 1/4 in.

Remove the two plastic strips from the front panel. Carefully enlarge the holes in the strips until the indicator lamps fit snugly in the holes. Install the lamps in the strips so the front of the lamp is flush with the front surface of the strip. Apply a small dab of cement to the point where the lamps come out of the back of the strip. Set aside to dry overnight.

Lay out the two 6 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 1/16-in. thick frosted-acetate strips exactly the same way the lamp strips were laid out, except make light pencil lines instead of scribe lines. These lines serve as guide lines for the numbers which may be put on with dry transfer decals or inked on. Drill the mounting holes in the acetate strips and the two 3/8-in. thick plexiglass strips.

When the cement has dried on the lamps, solder a bus wire to one of the metal contact strips on the base of each. Watch the heat and make the connections toward the front of the metal strip—away from the base. To the remaining contact strip on each lamp solder flexible insulated wires.

Enlarge the 22 in. holes to a dia. of 3/8 in.

Parts List

C1—500 µf, 25 V electrolytic capacitor
C2—500 µf, 12 V electrolytic capacitor
C3—0.002 µf, 75 V ceramic disc capacitor
C4—6.8 µf, temperature-compensating tubular capacitor (Centralab Type TCZ, Lafayette 33 H 2138 or equiv.)
C5—22 µf, 15 V or higher capacitor
C6—68 µf, 15 V or higher capacitor
D1—8.2 V, 1 W zener diode (Motorola 1N4738 or equiv.)
D2—1N953 varactor diode (100 µf, 25 V, 46-240 µf, Q=7, Hughes, Electronics Corp., 500 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago, Ill. 60624. $4.50 plus postage)
J1, J2—Miniature phone jacks
L1—Coil: 11 turns No. 26 enamelled wire wound on J. W. Miller 47A024-4 form. (Form available for $2.25—postage included—from Tridac Electronics Corp., Box 313, Aldon, Manor Br., Elmont, N. Y. 11003)
L2—33 µh micro miniature RF choke (J. W. Miller No. 9230-56. Allied 54 E 0337. $1.41 plus postage, not listed in catalog.)
L3—NE-2 neon lamp and holder
P1 through P22—12 V pilot lamp (Sylvania 12ESB or equiv.)
MOTOR—1 r.p.m. clock motor (Olson MO-113 or equiv.)
PL1—Miniature phone plug
Q1—2N3054 transistor (RCA)
R1, R27—100,000 ohm, 1/2 watt, 10% resistor
R2—150 ohm, 2 watt, 10% resistor
R3—56 ohm, 1/2 watt, 10% resistor
R4—6,000 ohm miniature trimmer potentiometer (Mailory Type MTC-4, Allied 46 E 3674. $29 plus postage. Specify resistance when ordering.)
R5 through R25—10,000 ohm, 1/2 watt, 10% resistor
R26—56,000 ohm, 1/2 watt, 10% resistor
S1, S2—SPST toggle or slide switch
S3—2 pole, 23 position, non-shorting rotary switch (Centralab PA-4003, Allied 56 E 6245. $3.18 plus postage, not listed in catalog.)
SR1-SR4—Silicon rectifiers; minimum ratings: 500 ma, 100 PIV
T1—Filament transformer; secondary: 12.6 V @ 1.5 A (Triad F-25X or equiv.)
Misc.—3 x 8 x 5-in. cowl-type Minibox (Bud SC-2132), plexiglass, perforated circuit board, Lafayette HE-210A walkie-talkie (Stock No. 99-3127L)

Fig. 2—Crystal connectors in HE-210A walkie-talkie. Arrows point to holders in which RF module pins are inserted. Right arrow points to C6's pin.
Fig. 3—Power-supply schematic. Motor turns both of S3's wipers. S3A's wiper lights lamps; S3B supplies regulated, stepped sweep voltage to J2. Walkie-talkie power is at J1.

Fig. 4—RF sweep module. Sketch at top, left shows parts mounted on thin plexiglass. Shield in wire from PL1 must be cut off and not connected to circuitry on board. In schematic at right, pin connected to C6 gets inserted in connector in walkie-talkie to which right arrow in Fig. 2 points. Board must be size shown at lower left or it will not fit in walkie-talkie. Pins can be held to plastic with epoxy.

Fig. 5—Closeup of completed RF sweep module. Note how coil form is mounted in board and tight, even windings. On our board, the coil's slug is near bottom of form and almost out of the winding.
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Fig. 6—Sketch at right shows dimensions of switch bracket and where to drill holes in cabinet for clock motor and bracket. Because motor's shaft dia. is 1/8 in. it is necessary to put a 1/4-in. O.D. bushing on it so motor can be coupled to rotary switch with 1/4-in. shaft coupling. Switch mounting bracket is made from scrap aluminum.

CB Band Scanner

(Our model was designed for channels 2 through 23 only as they are the only really active ones in our area. For 23-channel coverage, install another 10,000-ohm resistor between the first and second lugs to the right of the wiper lug on S3B as shown in Fig. 1. Connect the additional pilot lamp to the corresponding lug on S3A.) Finish the front panel by drilling holes for the two switches and the pilot light. Lay out and drill the bottom of the cabinet for the transformer, power-supply board mounting lugs and the sweep-switch bracket. Next, make the sweep switch bracket by bending a 3 1/2 x 2 x 1/16-in. thick piece of aluminum into an L shape as shown in Fig. 6. Drill three mounting holes in the bottom of the bracket and a 3/8 in. hole, 1 1/2 in. up from the bottom of the bracket.

Remove the stops and the two ball-bearing detents from the rotary switch. Cut the switch shaft to 1/2 in. length and mount the switch on the bracket. Temporarily mount the bracket and switch on the cabinet to determine the exact position for the motor in the back panel. Complete the drilling of the back panel with two more motor mounting

[Continued on page 114]
How About A High-Flying Career In Airline Electronics?

By ALAN R. SURPIN

THE travel privileges airline employees receive these days almost qualify them as junior members of the international jet set. For example, after working one year for United Airlines, an employee and his immediate family can receive up to four passes on the line. And he receives a vacation pass good for unlimited travel on United. (Pass holders may have to relinquish their seats to paying customers but can go coast-to-coast for a service charge of around $8 to $10.) Reserved space is available to them on United and other domestic airlines for half fare, on many international airlines at up to 75 per cent off regular ticket prices. And inexpensive travel is only one of the attractive features of airline employment.

There’s a frantic search now under way for electronics technicians to keep airliners flying. The drawing above shows why. Although we have indicated only the major electronic installations aboard a typical Boeing 707, you can see that it holds a lot of gear—almost all of it absolutely vital to operation. Much of it is sophisticated equipment and it’s growing more sophisticated each year. Automatic landing equipment is already in limited use; collision-avoidance systems are just around the corner. So the need for men to service this equipment grows even faster than the airlines themselves.

In the airlines, an electronic technician is, in fact, more than an Electronic Technician. That term—together with Ground Radio Mechanic, Radio & Electronics Technician and Radio Mechanic—is out of date, superseded by the jet-age title Avionics Technician. And to win it a man must be better qualified than his predecessor. He must have a working knowledge of physics and math. In fact, according to one airline maintenance executive, most amateurs today know more about electronics than
When more than routine maintenance is needed, airborne electronic gear is replaced by standby equipment and the defective unit brought to a facility like this one in TWA's Kansas City, Mo., overhaul base.

A High-Flying Career
In Airline Electronics?

did the R&E technicians of 20 years ago.

Base pay for an avionics technician is between $8,000 and $12,000 a year with fringe benefits like hospitalization, life insurance, tuition refunds to help you pay for your training, company stock purchase programs, retirement plans and, of course, travel benefits. Details vary from airline to airline but they can add up to several thousands of dollars a year in extras.

Avionics technicians need a good theoretical background and an FCC Radio Telephone license—minimum, 2nd class—is a requirement. But this doesn't necessarily mean you have to have an FCC license to get a start with an airline.

For instance, under its Mechanics Advanced Acceptance Program, United Airlines will guarantee employment to anyone with an aptitude for electronics who meets its general employment standards—good physical condition, high-school diploma, etc. The applicant is given up to 18 months, at his own expense, to obtain an FCC license. Then he is employed at full salary and given extensive training on aircraft electronics systems. If, when he's finished, he decides to seek employment elsewhere he is free to do so.

Another opportunity is the Apprenticeship Program conducted at United's overhaul base in San Francisco. This program takes up to four years of on-the-job training and classes in college-level work before a man is qualified as an avionics technician. An FCC license is not required for acceptance into the Apprenticeship Program but, again, applicants must qualify on the basis of aptitude and 'meet United's overall standards.

United's Advanced Acceptance Program takes less time. Once the applicant has completed it he can go directly to a higher-paying job whereas the apprentice starts at a reduced salary.

Pan American World Airways will accept a man who has the aptitude but does not have a license if he agrees to attend a technical school at his own expense. Pan Am will employ him in a non-technical job while he does. When he gets his FCC license he'll be trained for full-time avionics work.

At present, Pan Am has a few employees attending classes at New York City's (public) Aviation High School. They're preparing to take the FCC exam and, on passing, will be placed in avionics technical groups.

[Continued on page 108]
6 & 10 Converter

By CHARLES GREEN, W6FFQ  WHEN it comes to sleeper bands not good for anything more than local rag chews, 6 and 10 meters used to take the prize. A few years ago, that is. Right now they're busier than a dog trying to bury a bone in a marble floor.

What's brought on all this activity? Freckles on the sun. Sunspot activity is just about at a peak now (see An Expert Looks At the New Look in Sunspots, May 1967 EI) and is putting new life in the 6- and 10-meter ham bands. During the low part of the sunspot cycle, these bands were at best local lambs. But since old sol started to break out in spots, the bands have changed into DX lions. You can span the U.S. during the daytime on 10 meters. The 6-meter band also gets active (not as world-spanning as 10) and can be full of surprises when things really start swinging.

You can listen in on the increased activity with our easy-to-build one-tube converter. Its output is at the high end of the broadcast band and can be fed to either a pocket transistor radio, an AC/DC set or a communications receiver. Two plug-in coils are used to cover about 27 to 29.7 mc and 50 to 54 mc. In addition to the 10-meter and 6-meter ham bands, the converter will pick up the Citizens Band. (The Citizens Band also is affected by sunspot activity. You'll be amazed when you hear CBers across the country.)

The converter is built in a 8 1/2 x 6 1/8 x 5-in. aluminum cabinet. It has an AC power supply and the simplified circuit makes for easy building.

Construction

Our converter is built on a 8 1/2 x 6 1/8 x 1 1/2-in.-high aluminum chassis which is supplied with the cabinet. Best way to start construction is to remove the cover, rear and bottom panels. Tape a piece of graph paper (¼-in. squares) on the top of the chassis and scale the component layout from our photos and pictorial.

Variable capacitor C5 is mounted on a 1 1/2-in.-wide x 1 5/8-in.-high heavy-aluminum bracket with a ½-in. foot. You can make this bracket from a piece of scrap aluminum.
Next, determine the correct chassis location for variable C5’s mounting bracket. Mount C5 on the bracket so it clears the chassis by approximately 1/8 in. Before mounting C5, remove the trimmer capacitor plates and screws on the side. Extend C5’s lugs through two 3/4-in. holes in the chassis as shown in the pictorial and photo in Fig. 1. Center and mount your vernier dial on the front panel as shown. Make sure that the vernier dial and C5’s shaft are aligned to prevent binding when the dial is turned. If there’s binding, drill oversized holes in C5’s mounting bracket to allow the shaft and vernier dial to be aligned. Then tighten the mounting screws to prevent movement.

Drill the holes for the remaining components and mount them where shown. Because of the high frequencies at which the converter operates, parts placement is critical. Mount all components exactly where shown in the photos. Wire the parts around V1 with short direct leads and keep them up and
Capacitors are coils. The gimmick lengths of direct winding around the远离 the chassis. Use short lengths of No. 18 wire to connect C5 to SO1 and cover the wire with sleeving to prevent shorts.

Wind 5 turns of No. 22 hookup wire around L3 and twist the wires to keep the winding in place on the coil form. Connect the wires to J2, keeping them as short and direct as possible. The gimmick capacitor between pins 2 and 9 on V1 is made of two lengths of No. 22 hookup wire twisted together 3 turns. Cut the ends off close to the turns and make sure that they do not touch. The gimmick capacitor is shown in detail in the upper left corner of the pictorial in Fig. 1.

Use the coil drawings (Figs. 2 and 3) as guides to cut the perforated boards to size. The board for the 6-meter coils is 2 1/2 in. wide x 2 in. high. The board of the 10-meter coils is 2 7/8 in. wide x 2 1/2 in. high (the holes are on 3/16-in. centers). Then insert the push-in clips which can be flea clips or Vector T-28 clips. Use No. 22 wires to wind the coils as shown, and mount the other components where indicated in the drawing. Capacitors C2 and C4 are mounted on the rear of the 10-meter coil. The other components on both boards are mounted on the front.

**July, 1968**

---

**Fig. 2—Schematic. Signal from antenna at J1 is fed to tap on antenna coil L1B or L2B (depends on band). Signal is tuned by CS5. CS5B tunes local oscillator V1B so its output is above frequency of incoming signal. Mixer V1A produces IF signal (around 1500 kc) which is coupled by L3 to output (J2).**

---

**PARTS LIST**

- **Capacitors:** 1,000 V ceramic disc unless otherwise indicated
  - C1,C3—4.40 µf midget trimmer capacitor (Allied 43 B 7079 or equiv.), four reqd.
  - C2,C4,C6,C7,C10—47 µf (NPO) zero temperature coefficient (Allied 43 B 9968 or equiv.)
  - CS5,CS5B—6.6-23 µf variable capacitor (J. W. Miller 1461-2. Available from Tridac Electronics Corp., Box 313 Alond Manor Br., Elmont, N.Y. 11003. $3.50, postage included.
  - No foreign orders; N.Y. State residents include tax)
  - no (NPO) zero temperature coefficient (Allied 43 B 9961 or equiv.)
  - C9,C11,C12,C13,C16—0.01 µf
  - C14A,C14B—50/50 µf, 150 V electrolytic
  - C15—0.1 µf
  - F1—-1/4 A pigtail fuse
  - J1—J2—Phono jack
  - L1A,L1B—10-meter plug-in coil (see text)
  - L2A,L2B—6-meter plug-in coil (see text)
  - L3—40-300 µh ferrite rod antenna coil (J. W. Miller 2002, Newark Electronics Corp. Stock No. 40F159. $1.35 plus postage.)
  - PL1—Octal tube base (2 reqd.)

- **Resistors:** 1/2 watt, 10% unless otherwise indicated
  - R1,R3—12 ohms
  - R2—1 megohm
  - R4—33,000 ohms
  - R5—47,000 ohms
  - R6—4,700 ohms
  - R7—1,000 ohms, 2 watts
  - S1—SPST switch SO1—Octal tube socket
  - SR1—Silicon rectifier; minimum ratings: 100 ma, 500 PIV
  - T1—Power transformer; secondaries: 125 V @ 15 ma, 6.3 V @ 0.6 A (Allied 54 B 1410)
  - V1—6UA tube
  - Misc.—Vernier dial, 8 1/2 x 6 1/2 x 5-in. cabinet (LMB Type W-1C, Newark 91F1085. $5.33 plus postage), perforated board

---
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6 & 10 Converter

Cut slots on the octal tube bases to slip into the slots which you must cut in the coil boards. Position the slots so that the board is facing toward the rear of the converter when the coil is plugged into SO1. Use short lengths of No. 22 wire covered with sleeving to connect the coils to the pins in the tube bases. Cement the boards to the tube bases to prevent movement.

Alignment & Calibration

Plug 10-meter coil L1A, L1B in SO1 and plug in the converter. Set S1 to on and allow the converter to warm up for a few minutes. Connect J2 to a short-wave receiver tuned to 1550 kc (or a quiet spot near this frequency). Use coax or twisted wire to connect to the antenna and ground terminals on the receiver. If the receiver does not have external antenna and ground terminals, wind 5 turns of No. 22 hookup wire around the receiver loop or antenna coil and connect to J2. Do not make direct connections to an AC-/DC receiver chassis. Indeed, connect .005 µf ceramic disc capacitors in series with each lead to this type of receiver to avoid getting a shock.

Connect a signal generator to J1 and set it to 1550 kc (or the frequency selected on the receiver). Adjust L3 for maximum signal output in the receiver.

Set C5 to a point just past center capacity (equivalent to 29 mc on our dial) or 64 on the logging scale. (Our logging scale went from 0-100.) Set the signal generator to 29 mc and adjust C1 and C3 (located on the coil board) for maximum output.

Set C5 at maximum capacitance (plates fully meshed) and tune the signal generator until you hear the signal (our converter received 27 mc), then set C5 to minimum capacitance and tune the signal generator until you hear its signal (our unit received 29.7 mc). If your converter does not cover from 27 to 29.7 mc, change the capacitance of C4 slightly and/or change the number of turns in (L1A left coil). Due to differences in layout and wiring the exact coil dimensions may have to be modified to tune the band properly. Also make sure that the oscillator is operating above the incoming signal. You check this by setting the dial to the 29 mc dial marking and tuning the signal generator until you hear the image frequency which

Electronics Illustrated

www.americanradiohistory.com
Fig. 5—Photo of coils; 6-meter is at left and 10-meter is at right. 10-meter coil board is 2¼-in. wide x 2½-in. high. Use a drop of epoxy cement to hold boards firmly to tube bases. Be sure to install boards in bases as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 so screws on trimmer capacitors are accessible from the rear of the converter.

will be at approximately 30 mc. If the band coverage is satisfactory, calibrate the dial with the signal generator.

Take out the 10-meter coil and plug in the 6-meter coil. Set C5 to a point just to the left of center on the dial (52 marking on our logging dial) and set the signal generator to 52 mc. Adjust C1 and C3 for maximum signal output, then check the band coverage with the signal generator as you did during the 10-meter coil alignment procedure. Our converter covered 50 to 54 mc. If your unit does not cover this range, change the value of C4 and/or the length of the turns in coil L2A. Also, check for a received image of 55 mc at the 52 mc dial marking on the converter. This will indicate that the oscillator is operating above the incoming signals.

Operation

For best operation, you should use an antenna cut for each band. However, this may not always be possible. An outside-mounted 10-meter whip or a good ground-plane will probably give excellent performance in most locations for vertically-polarized signals. Strong stations can be received with an 8-ft. length of wire indoors. Or you could try your TV antenna.

CB signals are usually vertically polarized, but the 6- and 10-meter bands can be either vertically or horizontally polarized. Check the Radio Amateur's Handbook for details on building antennas for these bands.

Circuit Description

Signals from the antenna are coupled via J1 to coil socket SO1. When either L1 or L2 is plugged into SO1, C5A tunes the coil (L1B or L2B) and the signals are coupled via C6 to the grid of mixer V1A. C5B tunes coil L1A or L2A in the oscillator circuit of V1B, so that the oscillator's output is always above the incoming signal's frequency. The RF output is coupled via the gimmick capacitor to the grid of V1A. The resultant IF signal (difference between the tuned incoming signal and oscillator frequencies) is coupled from the plate of V1A to coil L3 and to J3. The IF output is coupled from J3 to the receiver, which is tuned to the signal.

The DC power and heater power for the converter are supplied by T1, SR1 and filtered by C14A, C14B and R7.
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Notes from El's DX Club

One DX country that has been a bone of international contention (Spain vs. Britain) for the past year is Gibraltar. Doug J. Saylor, WA8OKL (Ohio), has worked ZB2AM of that hot spot on 15 meters.

Another hot spot that amateurs can work these days is South-West Africa. Canadian Alfred D. MacDonald, VE3ACU, boasts a QSO with ZS3LU on 15 meters around 1000 EST.

California DXer William Sparks reports occasional reception of English news from R. Yaounde (Cameroon) at 0045 EST (2145 PST) on 4972 kc. This one suffers from RTTY QRM.

Also on the Pacific coast, Bill Kenney reports reception of the Burma Broadcasting System on 4795 kc at 0645 PST sign-off.

The latest station to get into the Listeners-Club act is R. Australia. To join, it requires 12 reports within six months.

R. Free Harlem, a clandestine station that first appeared on the scene about a year ago, is reported back on 3868 kc by Bruce Ted Goldman (New York) until 0010 EST sign-off. Whether this station really has any connection with anything or is merely someone's idea of a joke remains to be seen.

At this equinox period, West Coasters should watch for the Voice of Kenya down on 4915 kc around 0700 PST.

The Zambia B.C. now has a high-power transmitter on 3346 kc. Despite the sunspot count, it often has potent signals at 2245 EST sign-on.

Bob LaRose (New York) has bagged R. Uganda's Kampala station on 4976 kc at 1600 EST. East Coasters still may have a chance at this one before summer sets in.

The VOA's three new portable 50-kw transmitters are now operating from the Philippines. This brings their SW portable total to six. Coincidentally (maybe), the last apparently was delivered just about the time that R. Americas returned to short wave.

Watch for French Cable & Radio at Lome, Togo, with test tapes and telephone traffic around 0900 EST on 23787 kc.

R. Poland again has a transmission beamed to North America. It is scheduled on 11870 kc at 2215-2245 EST—Mondays with Polish, Fridays with English.

Juris Burkevics (Washington) reports that R. Jaen (Peru), formerly off the air for repairs, is back on 5005 kc. WWV makes this one tough for North American DXers.

Southeast Asia Confusion Dept. A few issues back, El reported that R. Nacional Lao had appeared on 6199 kc with potent signals. Later, several expert SWLs identified the station not as RNL but as the communist La Voix de la Pathet Lao. But one Californian, acting on the original information, sent his report to RNL and promptly received one of their new QSL cards. Isn't RNL bothering to check reports? Or is it attempting to take credit for every station in Laos? Or could both stations be on the same frequency?

Propagation: During the summer months, a phenomenon occurring in the lower levels of the ionosphere results in good short-skip openings on the higher frequencies during daylight hours. This phenomenon, known as sporadic-E, begins in April and reaches a peak in July. As a result, excellent short-skip openings in the 10- and 11-meter bands are fairly common. Frequently, short-skip TV DX is possible because of sporadic-E. For suburbanites who live in fringe areas, sporadic-E is a cause of TVI, particularly on channels 2, 3, and 4.

During daylight hours short-wave conditions will be fair in the 13-meter band, good in the 16- and 19-meter bands. At night, all bands from 49 through 19 meters will be open from one part of the world or another. This should result in excellent DX opportunities on a wide range of frequencies.
Fed up with the thought that because you're a Novice you have to settle for equipment whose appearance and features always make you feel like a second stringer? Then put the $99.50 Heathkit HW-16 Novice transceiver at the top of your must-buy list. It has virtually everything a Novice or CW operator would want. Containing an AC power supply, the HW-16 is a nine-tube transceiver designed to operate in the CW portions of the 80-, 40- and 15-meter bands. Speaker (HS-24, $7), headphones (GD-396, $3.50) and, of course, crystals are extra.

The transmitter section uses an 80-meter crystal for the 80- and 40-meter bands and a 40-meter crystal for the 40- and 15-meter bands. The receiver utilizes the entire dial to tune (multi-turn vernier) 250 kc from 3.5 to 3.75 mc, 7 to 7.25 mc and 21 to 21.25 mc. Break-in keying is provided, as well as a built-in keying monitor. When your key is up the receiver is on. Press the key and solid-state electronic switching activates the transmitter, mutes the receiver and turns on the keying monitor (neon-lamp relaxation oscillator).

There are rear-apron jacks for the speaker, headphones (jack disables speaker), key, antenna (50 ohms), VFO input and VFO power. There are two front-panel sockets for type FT-243 and miniature crystals. The receiver leads off with an RF amplifier, followed by a crystal-lattice filter, a VFO second converter (which does the tuning), a crystal-controlled BFO, a product detector and two stages of audio. The crystal-controlled first converter provides excellent stability which approaches that of receivers priced much higher. We found that the crystal filter's bandwidth of approximately 500 cps at 6db down met Heath's spec.

The receiver's sensitivity is high and noise rejection was excellent (particularly on 80 meters). The sensitivity we measured for the three bands is shown in the chart at the end of this article. Note that this is not the usual signal-plus-noise to noise (S+N/N) rating because such a ratio is not particularly meaningful to CW reception. Instead, the sensitivity figures shown are for a 1.5-mw audio output with the receiver's AF and RF gain controls wide open. 1.5 mw is used as the reference since it produces a minimum usable output. In other words, if the level of the signal at the antenna terminals is at least equal to that shown in the chart you will obtain usable copy from the speaker.

The three-stage transmitter consists of an oscillator, buffer and final (6GES) with the final running straight-through on all bands. A dual-purpose panel meter indicates either the relative RF output power or the final's cathode current. The final's input power is rated at 90 watts, but there's a 75-watt Novice-power reference mark on the meter.

(Continued on page 115)
SOMEONE SHOULD DEVELOP AN EASY WAY
TO LEARN ELECTRONICS AT HOME

RCA INSTITUTES DID!

Here is a whole new approach to learning electronics at home! RCA Institutes, one of the nations' largest schools devoted to electronics, has developed a faster, easier way for you to gain the skills and the knowledge you need for the career of your choice. Here for the first time, is a student-proved, scientifically designed way to learn. If you have had any doubts in the past about home training in electronics—if you have hesitated because you thought you might not be able to keep up—or that electronics was too complicated to learn—here is your answer! Read how RCA Institutes has revolutionized its entire home training ideas!
NEW CAREER PROGRAMS
BEGIN WITH "AUTOTEXT" INSTRUCTION METHOD!

Start to learn the field of your choice immediately!

No previous training or experience in electronics needed!

With this new revolutionized method of home training you pick the career of your choice—and RCA Institutes trains you for it. RCA's Career Programs assure you that everything you learn will help you go directly to the field that you have chosen! No wasted time learning things you'll never use on the job! The Career Program you choose is especially designed to get you into that career in the fastest, easiest possible way!

And each Career Program starts with the amazing "AUTOTEXT" Programmed Instruction Method—the new, faster way to learn that's almost automatic! "AUTOTEXT" helps even those who have had trouble with conventional home training methods in the past. This is the "Space Age" way to learn everything you need to know with the least amount of time and effort.

CHOOSE A CAREER PROGRAM NOW
Your next step may be the job of your choice. Each one of these RCA Institutes Career Programs is a complete unit. It contains the know-how you need to step into a profitable career. Here are the names of the programs and the kinds of jobs they train you for. Which one is for you?

Television Servicing. Prepares you for a career as a TV Technician/Serviceman; Master Antenna Systems Technician; TV Laboratory Technician; Educational TV Technician.

FCC License Preparation. For those who want to become TV Station Engineers, Communications Laboratory Technicians, or Field Engineers.

Automation Electronics. Gets you ready to be an Automation Electronics Technician; Manufacturer's Representative; Industrial Electronics Technician.

Automatic Controls. Prepares you to be an Automatic Controls Electronics Technician; Industrial Laboratory Technician; Maintenance Technician; Field Engineer.

Telecommunications. For a job as TV Station Engineer, Mobile Communications Technician, Marine Radio Technician. Industrial Electronics. For jobs as Industrial Electronics Technicians; Field Engineers; Maintenance Technicians; Industrial Laboratory Technicians.

Nuclear Instrumentation. For those who want careers as Nuclear Instrumentation Electronics Technicians; Industrial Laboratory Technicians; Industrial Electronics Technicians.


SEPARATE COURSES
In addition, in order to meet specific needs, RCA Institutes offers a wide variety of separate courses which may be taken independently of the Career Programs, on all subjects from Electronics Fundamentals to Computer Programming. Complete information will be sent with your other materials.

LIBERAL TUITION PLAN
RCA offers you a unique Liberal Tuition Plan—your most economical way to learn. You pay for lessons only as you order them. No long term contracts. If you wish to stop your training for any reason, you may do so and not owe one cent until you resume the course.

VALUABLE EQUIPMENT
You receive valuable equipment to keep and use on the job—and you never have to take apart one piece to build another. New—Programmed Electronics Breadboard. You now will receive a scientifically programmed electronic breadboard with your study material. This breadboard provides limitless experimentation with basic electrical and electronic circuits involving vacuum tubes and transistors and includes the construction of a working signal generator and superheterodyne AM Receiver.

Bonus From RCA—Multimeter and Oscilloscope Kits. At no additional cost, you will receive with every RCA Institutes Career Program the instruments and kit material you need to build a multimeter and oscilloscope. The inclusion of both these kits is an RCA extra.

CLASSROOM TRAINING ALSO AVAILABLE
RCA Institutes maintains one of the largest schools of its kind in New York City where classroom and laboratory training is available in day or evening sessions. You may be admitted without any previous technical training; preparatory courses are available if you haven't completed high school. Coeducational classes start four times a year.

JOB PLACEMENT SERVICE, TOO!
Companies like IBM, Bell Telephone Labs, GE, RCA, Xerox, Honeywell, Grumman, Westinghouse, and major Radio and TV Networks have regularly employed graduates through RCA Institutes' own placement service.

SEND ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID CARD FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

ALL RCA INSTITUTES COURSES AVAILABLE UNDER NEW GI BILL.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. EI-78
320 West 31st St., New York, N.Y. 10001

RCA
**CB Corner**
*By Len Buckwalter, KQA5012*

It's encouraging news that CB manufacturers are heating up plans to show off CB's good side. As reported in our Jan. '68 issue, a group of CB makers has banded together to help nurture and protect CB's future. Since then they have met several times and started a kitty to finance some CB image-boosting on radio, highway signs and in magazines.

First signs of the campaign should be appearing soon. If you happen to hear, "KXT 1990 calling with an emergency on Route 121," don't dash to the CB rig. It might well be CB's first commercial coming over your TV loudspeaker.

**Setting the Trap**... Do television sets for blocks around get sticky pictures when you go on the air? Could be you're also transmitting on TV channel 2. Though CB rigs supposedly transmit signals on 27 mc they also squeeze out waves at double that frequency. The extra signal is the second harmonic, a technical gremlin that can't be quashed completely before it reaches the antenna.

Trouble is that the second harmonic falls on 54 mc. TV channel 2 sends pictures on about 55 mc and sound on 59 mc. Pack those 54-mc signals into a TV receiver and you'll smoother the Brothers.

The photo on the left shows a TV set reeling from CB's second harmonic. It appears as a hatching or herringbone pattern through the picture. When you speak into the mike, black bars may jump across the screen. Or your voice might be heard from the TV speaker. Some CBers try to cure the problem with a high-pass filter on the TV set. But since the harmonics is so close to the TV signal this approach is doomed to failure.

One answer is hidden inside the CB set. Most CB manufacturers build an adjustable trap inside the rig. Some fail to mention it in instruction manuals; others may tune it at the factory to a setting that won't agree with your antenna system. You may retune it yourself, as shown in the middle photo, with a small screwdriver or a hex-type tuning tool, depending on the model. With the CB rig near the TV set, press the mike button and tune for least interference while observing a picture on the afflicted channel (most likely channel 2). You may not be able to get rid of every last trace but the adjustment should help clear the air, as shown in our scene on the right.

**More famous last words**... Many are the coverup IDs of illegal operators. FCC officials recently intercepted one operator who variously used the identification Granny, Nobody and Pussycat.

What's new Pussycat? Well, Big Ben in Ol' Washington told Fox-Charlie-Charlie in the Big Marble Shack that Granny better surrender the ticket or be hustled off by Sneaky Sheriff.

One curious postscript to Pussycat's adventures: Her real name is Richard.
Fuzz your guitar and you'll have the biggest, roughest sound on the scene.

By HERB FRIEDMAN

ONCE upon a time just a plain old electric guitar could be the center of attraction at a musical happening. But a straight guitar wasn't enough. Soon reverb was added, some tremolo and finally a vibrato tailpiece. This still didn't do it. The latest extra which has been added to electric guitars is fuzz—a deliberate distortion which is added to simulate the sound of a sax.

All it takes to add fuzz to your electric guitar is our fuzz box. You connect it between the guitar output and the amplifier input to generate distortion—plain, simple distortion.

The fuzz box gives you full-range fuzz. Crank fuzz control R2 open just a little and you begin to get a real rough sound. Add a little more and with some slick fingering your guitar will sound like a bass or baritone sax. If you crank the control wide open, you'll drown out just about everything with noise.

The difference between our fuzz box and commercial units is that ours doesn't produce the distortion at its input. The first amplifier stage, Q1, operates at low distortion. Amplifier Q2 also operates at low distortion, but by overdriving its base it produces almost symmetrical clipping. The greater the input signal to Q2 the greater the clipping, hence, the greater the fuzz. If R2 is almost wide open and Q1 is also overdriven by the signal from the guitar, the effect is very severe distortion—almost all noise.

Bypass switch S2 routes the guitar's output signal around the fuzz circuits when you want normal guitar sound. Volume control R10 allows the fuzz-box output level to be made the same as the guitar's output level so when you turn the fuzz on there won't be big volume-level changes.

This allows you to both key the fuzz in and out to change the fuzz quality during a solo—with no break to reset the controls.

Although the fuzz is obtained primarily by
In pictorial at top we have shown push-button switch to right of circuit board for clarity. Actually, it is under board and board is cemented to back of it. Wiring and parts placement is not critical and unit may be built in whatever cabinet or box is available.

Fuzz Box for Swingers

overdriving Q2, it is possible to control the effect by adjusting the guitar's volume control.

Construction

The fuzz box is built in the main section of a 5¼ x 3 x 2½-in. Minibox. Because the battery will have to be changed after about 50 hours (100 hours if the batteries are alkaline or mercury), use a Bud type CU-2106A cabinet because its cover snaps in place.

The layout is not critical but the component values are. With the exception of C1, C3 and C4, do not make substitutions. Capacitors C1 and C3 can be either .2 or .25 µf—whichever is easier to obtain. The .05 µf value for C4 will generally be adequate, but for a little more bass you can use the same value as for C1 and C3, though the larger value for C4 might result in a little crowding of the components.

Bypass switch S2 is a SPDT push-push type. The connections change and remain that way each time the button is pushed. (They remain that way after the button is released.) Do not confuse this switch with a momentary-contact type, which flips the connections back as soon as the button is released.

The input and output can be standard phone jacks or permanently-attached cables as shown. If you use cables, fasten them in place with a cord clamp or tie a knot in them and pass them through rubber-grommeted holes.

Most of parts are mounted on a 2¼ x
High signal level from Q1 will overdrive Q2, which clips the signal symmetrically and produces distortion.

### PARTS LIST

- **B1**—9 V battery
- **Capacitors**: 15 V or higher
  - C1, C3: 1 µf ceramic disc
  - C2: 50 µf electrolytic
  - C4: 0.05 µf ceramic disc
- **PL1, PL2**—Phone plug
- **Q1**—2N3391 transistor (GE)
- **Q2**—2N3392 transistor (GE)
- **Resistors**: 1/4 watt, 10% unless otherwise indicated
  - R1: 22,000 ohms
  - R2: 50,000 ohm, audio-taper potentiometer
  - R3, R7, R8: 10,000 ohms
  - R4, R6: 150,000 ohms
  - R5: 6,800 ohms
  - R9: 1 megohm
  - R10: 50,000 ohm, audio-taper potentiometer with SPST switch
  - S1: SPST switch (on R10)
  - S2: SPDT push-push switch (Carling 112P or equiv.)
- **Misc.**—5 1/4 x 3 x 2 1/4-in. Minibox, perforated board, flea clips

The Carling 112P switch is available for $2 plus 40¢ postage and handling, or a complete set of parts (except misc.) is available for $8.50 plus 50¢ postage and handling from Tridac Electronics Corp., P.O. Box 313, Aldon Manor Br., Elmont, N.Y. 11003. No foreign orders.

### Wiring and Construction

- 1 1/4-in. piece of perforated board. Vector T28 terminals can be used as tie points. Any component shown with both leads on the perforated board is part of the subassembly. However, do not install capacitor C2 until all other wiring is completed. Connect resistors R1, R9 and capacitor C1 after the board is installed.

The board has no mounting screws: it is cemented to the back of S2 with either silicon rubber adhesive or a strip of two-sided picture-frame adhesive. Battery B1 can be mounted in a holder or a U-clamp as shown.

### Using The Fuzz Box

Connect PL1 to the guitar and connect PL2 to the amplifier's input. Turn on power. Press S2 once or twice to get the guitar to feed the amplifier directly. Set the guitar's volume control(s) to the normal position and adjust the amplifier for the usual level. Set R2 to mid-position. Turn on the fuzz with S2, and then while playing, adjust R10 until the fuzz level is nearly the same as the level without the fuzz. Press S2 in and out to switch from normal to fuzz while setting R10. Now adjust R2 for the desired amount of fuzz; it may be necessary to reset R10's volume setting.

As you play you can increase or decrease the fuzz by adjusting the guitar's volume control. In effect, the guitar's volume control becomes a vernier for R2. Careful adjustment of the guitar's volume control should allow you to almost drop the fuzz out entirely, or increase it till the sound is shattering noise.
Perhaps amateur radio can solve some of the puzzles raised by UFOs. As conviction grows that UFOs must be spacecraft visiting our planet it obviously behooves us to learn everything we can about them.

Poor communications have been a serious roadblock to UFO investigation. When something is spotted in upper Michigan there's no reasonable, fast way for people there to let those in lower Michigan and Indiana know that something is headed their way. If an amateur radio network were set up, covering the entire United States, it would be possible to pass the word instantly when something is sighted.

Those of you who have been reading books on UFOs know they behave oddly. They seem to defy the laws of inertia. This indicates to some that they may use some sort of gravity propulsion system that would act on every part of the craft and its occupants equally. Some sort of electrostatics or electromagnetics is present too, for radios and other electrical apparatus stop working when UFOs are in the vicinity. Measurable radiation is left behind where they touch down so there seems to be some nuclear action involved. And why are there no contrails or sonic booms from them? With adequate communications, detectors could monitor each of these factors as the UFO is tracked. And it would be possible to get good pictures of the craft.

The U.S. government is one of the few still poo-pooing UFOs. I'm afraid this adds to the old credibility gap. The Soviet government, never one to take up popular enthusiasms lightly, is giving UFOs serious investigation. An article in the February issue of Soviet Life gives details on many sightings by Russian astronomers and other scientists. They have set up the UFO Section of the All-Union Cosmonautics Committee with Air Force Major General Stolyarov as chair-

man. They will study UFO reports and set up systems for photographing and recording the radiation and magnetic disturbances UFOs cause.

Amateur radio probably is the only practical communications medium that could provide instant contact between any two spots in the U.S. We can cover both long and short ranges on our bands. Nets on 20 and 80 meters could cover the whole country.

What I propose is that every interested amateur let his police and CD departments know they are to contact him immediately if a UFO is reported in the area. The amateur can then alert the net on either 80 or 20 meters and pass along information about the direction and speed of the UFO. I would suggest using easily remembered frequencies such as 14250 and 3900 kc as net channels. Someone around the middle of the country, with lots of time and an outstanding signal, could serve as net control on each band and send an alerting tone when a report comes in.

With a project like this, amateurs could do more than ever before to be worth their salt. And just think of the possibilities once we're set up to track UFOs around the country. Then we could attempt to communicate with them. We could have lights set up waiting for them, try various radio transmissions and other signaling means. Unless we have a system set up beforehand we can't attempt any of this.

Integrated circuits may be new enough so that I'm not beating an empty teakettle for everyone. Oh, you've been reading about them a bit and undoubtedly have been exposed to a few articles showing how to apply them but I wonder how much you've really indentified with them.

I think all of us that used to enjoy building our own equipment will remember the old days with nostalgia. So here we are in 1968 and gloryowski, Zero, have things changed! And what did it? Above all, the IC. Do you know they have a complete receiver now on two lousy little chips and in a few months expect to have the whole kaboodle on one?

Yes, the chips are starting to fall. Watch the catalogs and magazines articles for info on the wide range of circuits coming out. I expect we'll be seeing a whole new generation of hams and experimenters getting into the building game.

Electronics Illustrated
Automatic FM Radio

By C. GREEN

YOU tune in your favorite FM station, set the volume and sit back in your easy chair for a few hours of relaxation. It isn't long before some unbearably loud music comes on and you're up to lower the volume.

After a while you're up again to change stations. And so it can go all evening—up, down, up, down, up, down. Sometimes you never can just sit, relax and listen for an extended period of time.

EI's Automatic FM radio can make you into a long-term armchair listener. You turn on the radio and put its remote-control unit on the table near you. The remote has tuning and volume controls on it. Should you wish to change stations or volume you simply turn the knobs and the radio (which can be 20 ft. away) responds automatically. Only time you'll have to get out of the chair again is to turn the radio off before retiring.

The device which permits tuning from a distance without motors or flexible shafts is a varactor diode. This tiny silicon voltage-variable-capacitor diode has upstaged the old large multi-blade variable capacitor.

By varying the reverse-bias voltage across the diode with a potentiometer, the diode's capacitance will change, as does that of a variable capacitor when you turn its rotor plates. And the capacitance of several diodes can be changed simultaneously by one potentiometer. Because the potentiometer controls DC and not RF, it can be located a distance away from the diodes. We used two varactor diodes in our four-tube remote-control FM receiver. One tunes the antenna circuit and the other tunes the local oscillator. In addition, the receiver can be used as an FM tuner. The rig is not difficult to build but you must be careful about layout and wiring.

Construction. The receiver is built on a 7 x 11 x 2-in. aluminum chassis. First determine the position of the speaker along the front of the chassis then locate its brackets' mounting holes.

The antenna terminal strip is mounted on a 1 x 2-in. aluminum bracket at the back of the chassis. Position the output transformer away from the power transformer to prevent hum pickup. Determine the position of all tube socket...
Fig. 1—Underside of receiver. Parts placement at top and down to T4 is critical. Ratio-detector circuit is built on 2¼ x 1½-in. piece of perforated board which is mounted on spacer at right. TS is on top of chassis.
Automatic FM Radio

Fig. 2—Underside of receiver. The 5 x 7-in. oval speaker (top) is mounted on chassis with small angle brackets but it could be attached to cabinets.

and transformer holes from the pictorial in Fig. 1. Keep the tube sockets close to the IF transformers. Use rubber grommets in all chassis holes and through which wires pass, and use lock washer when mounting the terminal strips, transformers and tube sockets.

To make wiring easier, use No. 22 bus covered with spaghetti sleeving for all the short leads. Note that the ratio-detector circuit components are mounted on a 2¼ x 1½-in. piece of perforated board with flea clips. Position the board ½ in. away from the chassis with a spacer on the mounting screw to prevent shorts. The wiring and layout are critical in the areas around V1, V2 and V3.

The gimmick capacitor is made from two pieces of No. 22 hookup wire soldered to pins 2 and 9 on V1 and twisted together 3 turns. Mount the remote-control box components as shown in Figs. 3 and 5. For a dial, we put a heavy piece of paper on the box.

Alignment and Operation. You’ll need a signal generator and VTVM to align the receiver. Plug in the tubes, turn on power and

Fig. 3—Remote-control unit. Three-conductor wire must be shielded. Ours was Belden No. 8735 and was about 20-ft. long. Use spaghetti on part leads.
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Fig. 5—Inside of remote-control unit. Box may seem large for number of components, but this is because we installed a large, easy-to-read dial.
Automatic FM Radio

let the unit warm up a few minutes.

Connect the VTVM to measure negative voltage between the junction of C23/R22 and the chassis. Set up the generator for a 10.7-mc modulated output and connect it to the junction of C2/R2 (pin 2 of V1A) and the chassis. Adjust the top and bottom slugs of T2 and T3, and the bottom slug of T4 for maximum indication on the VTVM. Keep

**FIG. 6—IF strip/ratio detector. Output at C goes to audio amplifier. (Fig. 7). Tuner output is at J1.**

**PARTS LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitors</th>
<th>Resistors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1,C6—39 µf, 500 V, 5% silvered mica</td>
<td>R8—6,800 ohms, 2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2—47 µf, 1,000 V ceramic disc</td>
<td>R9—30,000 ohm potentiometer (IRC-CTS Snap-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3,C7,C10,C20,C21,C22—470 µf, 1,000 V</td>
<td>trol CF49T or equiv. Taper: right-hand for TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceramic disc</td>
<td>contrast circuit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4—1-6 µf tubular ceramic trimmer (Centralab</td>
<td>R10,R19—1,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829-6, Allied 43 B 1402)</td>
<td>R11,R16—100 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5—30 µf, 500 V, 5% silvered mica</td>
<td>R12—100,000 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8,C13—4 µf, 50 V electrolytic</td>
<td>R13,R17,R20—1,600 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9,C14,C15,C16,C17,C18,C24,C36—0.001 µf, 1,000</td>
<td>R14—25,000 ohm, linear-taper potentiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V ceramic disc</td>
<td>R15—1.5 megohms—R18—75 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11,C19—0.005 µf, 1,000 V ceramic disc</td>
<td>R21,R22—10,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12,C25,C27,C30,C31,C32,C34,C35—0.01 µf, 1,000</td>
<td>R24—1 megohm, audio-taper potentiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V ceramic disc</td>
<td>R25—4.7 megohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C23—10 µf, 25 V electrolytic</td>
<td>R26—225,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C26—100 µf, 1,000 V ceramic disc</td>
<td>R27—1 megohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C28—8 µf, 12 V electrolytic</td>
<td>R28—220 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C29—05 µf, 400 V tubular</td>
<td>R29—50,000 ohms, audio-taper potentiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C33A,B—40/80 µf, 150 V dual electrolytic</td>
<td>S1—SPST switch on R24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1,D2—1N3182 varactor diode (Amperex, New-</td>
<td>SPKR—4-ohm speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wark Electronics Corp., 500 N. Pulaski Rd.,</td>
<td>*T1—88-108 mc antenna coll. (J.W. Miller 1447)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, Ill., 60624. 68¢ plus postage. $2.50</td>
<td>*T2,T3—10.7-mc IF transformer (J.W. Miller 1457)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimum order)</td>
<td>*T4—10.7-mc ratio detector transformer (J.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3—18 V zener diode (International Rectifier</td>
<td>Miller 1459)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12M181T10, Newark Electronics Corp., 90¢ plus</td>
<td>T5—Output transformer; primary: 5,000 ohms,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postage)</td>
<td>secondary: 3.2 ohms (Allied 54 E 2064 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4,D5—1N34A diode</td>
<td>T6—Power transformer; secondaries: 125 V @ 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6—Silicon rectifier; minimum ratings: 600 ma,</td>
<td>ma, 6.3 V @ 2 A (Allied 54 B 1411 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 PIV</td>
<td>TS1—Two-screw terminal strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1—½-A fuse and holder</td>
<td>TS2—Three-lug terminal strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1—Phono jack</td>
<td>V1—6KE8 tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*L1—88-108 mc oscillator coil (J.W. Miller 1449)</td>
<td>V2,V3—6B6J6 tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2—5 h, 65-ma choke (Triad C-6X or equiv.)</td>
<td>V4—6BM8 tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistors:</td>
<td>Misc. 7 x 11 x 2-in. aluminum chassis and bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ watt, 10% unless otherwise indi-</td>
<td>plate. 5½ x 3 x 2½-in. aluminum Minibox, tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cated</td>
<td>sockets, knobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1,R4,R6—15,000 ohms</td>
<td>*A kit of coils consisting of L1,T1,T2,T3 and T4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2—47,000 ohms</td>
<td>is available for $9.00 plus postage from Tridac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3,R23—47,000 ohms</td>
<td>Electronics Corp., Box 313, Alden Manor Br.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5—1,800 ohms</td>
<td>Elmont, N.Y. 11003. N.Y. State residents in-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7—15,000 ohms, 5-watt wirewound</td>
<td>clude sales tax. No foreign orders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7—Audio stages. Potentiometer R24 is master volume control and establishes maximum volume of receiver. Tone control R29 attenuates highs. Output transformer T5 has several secondary taps (only two are shown) for different impedance speakers. Receiver's output power is about 3 watts.

the RF voltage as low as possible (so the indication will be on the 1.5-V scale) to prevent overloading of the IF amplifiers.

Set up the VTVM for zero-center indication and connect it to the junction of R18/C20 (jack J1) and the chassis. Adjust T4's top slug for zero indication on the VTVM. Connect the VTVM to the junction of C23/R22 and chassis and readjust the bottom slug of T4 for maximum meter indication. Repeat the steps we've just gone through several times until there is no further change in the zero indication.

Disconnect the meter. Set up the generator for an 88-mc modulated output and connect it to TS1. Turn R9 almost full counterclockwise and adjust L1's slug until you pick up the signal; peak-up T1 for maximum signal. Turn R9 almost full clockwise and set the signal generator for 108 mc. Adjust C4 until you hear the signal near the high end of the dial. Repeat the adjustments for T1 and L1 at 88 mc.

The remote-control unit dial can now be calibrated with the signal generator. Transfer type makes for a neat appearance and can be easily applied. Turn the volume control on the receiver to maximum volume and control the volume with R14. Disconnect the signal generator and connect a TV antenna (outdoor or rabbit ears) to TS1.

It will take a little practice to operate the receiver with the remote-control unit and you may have to change the tuning slightly when the volume is changed. This is due to a slight narrowing of the receiver IF bandpass caused by a change of the bias on V2.

[Continued on page 119]

Fig. 8—Front-end parts shown in Detail A are located on top of receiver's chassis in the right, front corner.
NOT long ago I noted in this column that the traditional bomb—the product that didn’t work when you took it home, didn’t work when you fixed it and didn’t have a prayer ever of working as advertised—had passed (almost) from the audio scene. But it’s time to make clear that what I was talking about then was essentially the badly conceived (sometimes hopelessly conceived) product. I wasn’t trying to intimate that modern products don’t break down.

They do. Do they ever! The failure rate of some hi-fi products is disgracefully high and the disease affects manufacturers big and small, respected and fly-by-night. I don’t think anyone is being well served by the present silence on this subject in the hi-fi monthlies and other publications. It is a real problem. Ask anyone who’s bought an electronic component recently.

The source of the problem isn’t mysterious. Pressure to incorporate the newest technology in audio products is making more and more manufacturers rush things to market. So they use the consumer—instead of their own R&D departments—as the testing facility for what amounts to the pilot run of a new product (in some cases, a product so quickly superseded by a new, improved model that it never even makes it out of the pilot phase). This practice got its real start with the arrival of transistors in audio a few years ago and it has accelerated with the use of ICs and other sophisticated circuitry.

What makes matters worse—and what certainly drives most consumers up the wall when something needs repair—is that solid-state components present far more sophisticated service problems than did tubes. They are highly susceptible to mishandling by a service facility and they are by no means guaranteed proper care even at the factory stations. There the problem often is threefold: the manufacturer hasn’t kept the station up to date on products and circuitry, it hasn’t supplied the station with the most likely of his latest parts (let alone the unlikely ones), it has dragged its feet in diagnosing and correcting problems reported from the field.

There’s another factor that works against adequate warranty servicing. Service stations compete with each other for appointments as warranty repair centers because the apparent manufacturer’s endorsement helps bring in non-warranty business. Manufacturers, with an eye to customer relations, try to get the best possible warranty stations. But, knowing the desirability to the station of that warranty appointment, they usually pay next to nothing for warranty work.

The result, naturally, is that the serviceman tends to push the warranty work to the back of the bench and concentrate first on the jobs that will give him a living wage—using warranty cases only to take up the slack or rushing them out when the backlog gets unbearable. So the original aim (taking care of new, in-warranty equipment) goes down the drain.

As things stand, until you, the reader and buyer, realize a few things the problems are likely to continue and even get worse. First, of course, you must be aware that practically any kind of failure you experience with a new product isn’t a one-in-a-million case. Second, you have to let the manufacturer know directly about your troubles. (What you have to say is much more compelling than those anonymous reports from warranty stations which tend to hide basic problems under heaps of bookkeeping entries.) But, most important, you have to recognize, once and for all, that newness in an electronic product is not necessarily a virtue.

I don’t mean that you should wait until a product’s been around for a while before you buy it. The important thing in the long run—especially in a hobby industry where manufacturers often feel they must titillate you with something new, new, new—is to get to the point where you’re not nearly as impressed with newness as with goodness. When the manufacturer knows you’re at that point, things will change.

Until then, if you’re really enraged by product breakdowns, consider a job in the audio servicing industry. If there’s anything needed, it’s knowledgeable people who get angry.
Wireless CW Monitor

By HERB FRIEDMAN, W2ZLF

IT doesn't take long to develop a good case of frustration when you send dozens of CW CQs and end up with only one or two replies. Reason for the poor response is that you probably have a bad fist. Few operators will reply to or even bother to listen to uneven dots, dashes and spaces.

Prime reason for a poor fist is that you don't have a keying monitor—a device which enables you to hear exactly what you're sending, not just the click-click sound of a key. Use a monitor and you'll have a swinging fist and may even sound like an old-timer in two or three weeks.

Is it difficult to connect a keying monitor? Not at all. Just use our Wireless CW Monitor and you'll have a no-connection installation because the rig is triggered by the transmitter's RF output. There is no direct connection to either your key or the transmitter. You set the monitor anywhere you please, run a wire lead near the transmitter or transmission line, and it's ready. Everytime you hit the key the monitor will produce a moderate-level tone.

How it Works. Take a look at the schematic. Transistors Q3 and Q4 form a feedback oscillator whose frequency is controlled by R2. When there is no RF signal being fed to binding post BPI, Q2 appears as a high impedance between the negative terminal of B1 and ground. This cuts off the supply of current to Q3 and Q4.

When RF is applied to BPI it is rectified by D1, filtered by C1 and fed to Q1. Q1 conducts and causes Q2 to conduct. This connects B2's negative lead to ground through Q2. Each time RF is fed to BPI the oscillator is keyed.

The model shown costs about $10 and will work with transmitters having an output power of 30 watts or more. Transmitters whose output power is less may require a sampling loop near the final amplifier.

Construction. The monitor is built on the main section of a 5 1/4 x 3 x 2 1/8-in. Minibox. Most small parts go on a 1 3/4 x 2 in. piece of perforated board: flea clips may be used for tie points. Because a heavy RF field may block the oscillator, the subassembly must be installed in the cabinet as shown, with diode D1 as close as possible to BP1. (RF must be rectified and filtered.
Wireless CW Monitor

before it gets loose inside the cabinet.)

Use the transistors specified or their direct equivalent. Do not substitute a general-replacement type for Q1 and Q2; if the internal leakage is high, the oscillator will stay on permanently. When soldering D1 and the transistors, use a heat sink, such as an alligator clip, on each lead.

The circuit board is held to the cabinet with a single mounting screw. Since the underside of the perforated board faces the cabinet, put a ¼ in. spacer or stack of washers between the perforated board and the cabinet at the mounting screw. This will prevent the flea clips, which protrude through the perforated board, from shorting to the cabinet. The two penlight cells are held inside the cover by a dual battery holder.

Checkout. Open the negative battery lead and connect an 0-100 ma DC milliammeter in series. Apply power by turning R2. If the meter indicates reverse, swap the meter leads. If the meter indicates in excess of 100 ma quickly disconnect the power and look for a short. If you hear a slight tone in the speaker either D1 or a transistor has been damaged by excessive heat.

If the unit checks out, as indicated by no tone and a very low meter indication of about 0.5 to 1.5 ma check the oscillator. Temporarily connect (with clip leads) a 47,000-ohm resistor from Q1’s collector to its base. If all is well you should get a tone in the speaker whose pitch can be changed by R2. Note that the best sound is between 500 and 1,500 cps. If R2 is set for too high pitched a tone the meter will indicate in excess of 60 ma. Try to avoid tone frequencies that require more than 60 ma. The best tone is produced between 30 and 50 ma. When everything checks out, disconnect the meter and close the cabinet with screws.

Using the CW Monitor. Connect about 15 in. of wire to BP1 and place the wire near your transmitter, transmission line or antenna tuner. At some point you will find an RF hot spot that will key the monitor when the transmitter is keyed. If necessary, you can use more than 15 in. of wire.

When the transmitter is keyed the monitor’s tone should be absolutely clean. If it breaks out at a high pitch and rapidly drops in frequency during the first few code char-

Mount all components on a 1¼ x 2-in. piece of perforated board where shown. Input from binding post connects to junction of D1 and R1. To avoid a parts jam, mount parts standing up as shown in photo below. Use flea clips for the tie points.
RF at BPI is detected by D1, fed to base of Q1. Q1 conducts and causes Q2 to conduct. Q2 now becomes low-resistance path from negative end of B1 to ground, causing power to be fed to tone oscillator Q3,Q4.

Actors, RF pickup is insufficient. Move the pickup wire slightly until you get a clean monitor tone on every code character.

Some transmitters are so well shielded and so perfectly matched to the antenna system that there are no RF hot spots in the room. If such is the case, slip the end of the insulated pickup wire into the transmitter cabinet through a ventilation hole.

If you can't find an RF hot spot in the room, and if you can't get pickup through a ventilation hole remove some of the coax's outer insulation and slip about 6 in. or less of the pickup wire under the shield.

**PARTS LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1,B2</td>
<td>1.5 V penlite cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP1</td>
<td>5-way binding post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.001 µF, 15 V or higher ceramic disc capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.2 or 0.25 µF, 15 V or higher ceramic disc capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>1N60 diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1,Q2</td>
<td>2N2613 transistor (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>HEP-53 transistor (Motorola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>GE-2 transistor (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>4,700 ohm, 1/2 watt, 10% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>50,000 ohm, linear-taper potentiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>470 ohm, 1/2 watt, 10% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>22,000 ohm, 1/2 watt, 10% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>SPST switch (on R2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPKR</td>
<td>2 1/4 or 2 1/2-in, 3.2-ohm speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystone type</td>
<td>140 battery holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.</td>
<td>5 1/4 x 3 x 2 1/4-in. Minibox, perforated board, flea clips</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A set of parts, except those listed under Misc., is available for $7.95 plus 50¢ for postage and insurance from Tridac Electronics Corp., P.O. Box 313, Aldon Manor Branch, Elmont, N.Y. 11003. N.Y. State residents add appropriate tax. No foreign orders.
RADIO SHACK'S NEW LINE OF SCIENCE FAIR ELECTRONIC PROJECT KITS

- Challenging, Educational!
- Low-Cost Introduction to Basic Electronics! No Soldering!

Ideal for first-time kit builders! Radio Shack SCIENCE FAIR KITS let you build the way the pros do — by "breadboarding". Each kit is complete with detailed instructions, pictorials and schematics; only the battery (in DC kits) needs to be added. Get in on the fun!

28-102, 2-Transistor Radio Kit 3.95
28-100, 1-Tube DC Radio Kit 3.95
28-101, Transistor Organ Kit 5.95
28-103, Wireless AM Mike Kit 3.95
28-104, AC/DC Power Supply Kit 6.95
28-105, 3-Way Code Oscillator Kit 3.95
28-106, "OTL" Audio Amplifier Kit 4.95
28-107, Siren/Burglar Alarm Kit 5.95
28-010, 5-Tube AM Radio Kit 3.95
28-108, Wireless FM Mike Kit 6.95
28-110, Shortwave Receiver Kit 7.95
28-108, Speed Control/Dimmer Kit 6.95
28-112, Stereo Amplifier Kit 8.95
28-115, FM Receiver Kit 7.95
28-111, Night Light/Photo-Switch Kit 7.95
28-112, Bell/Buzzer/Code Key Kit 1.49

THIS IS THE BIG ONE!

50-in-1 PROJECT KIT

The Complete Self-Teaching Course in Basic Modern Electronics Featuring a 62-Page Instruction Manual!

You have an entire electronics lab right on your table top! Build 50 solid state projects, including 15 solar energy experiments! The 50-in-1 kit comes in a 17½x11x2" fitted hardwood case, complete with speaker, solar and photo cells, everything you need! The clearly written, well illustrated manual is your guide to electronics adventure. #28-201.

DISCOVER BASIC ELECTROCHEMISTRY WITH RADIO SHACK'S EXCITING NEW SCIENCE FAIR BATTERY KIT

- Make and Use 2 "D" Cell Batteries!
- Contains All Parts and Step by Step Instruction Manual!

Developed and approved by educators for youngsters from 7 to 16 — Radio Shack's new SCIENCE FAIR BATTERY KIT is an ideal introduction to the theory of electric power. Assemble two Radio Shack longer-life D cells; use them to power projects or toys; it's entertaining, educational and useful, and the completed batteries are first quality! Illustrated manual gives assemby details, theory and suggested experiments. #28-125
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Electronics Illustrated
**Radio Shack Micro Space Patrol:****

World's smallest (3-1/2 x 7-1/2 x 1-1/4") walkie talkie! No bigger than a cigarette pack, this 100MW midget has plenty of power. Double transformers and telescopic antenna give extra range and talk-power. A great gift idea! Includes Ch. 11 crystal and battery. #60-3032

---

**Radio Shack Experimenters' Perfect Box:****

Professionalizes project building; eliminates chassis cutting, drilling. Removable 3-1/2 x 6" perfboard front makes component wiring faster, easier! Drilled 3/4" speaker grille in rear. Sturdy bakelite case is 3-3/4 x 6-1/4 x 2". Hole diameters: 0.052". Ideal for hobbyists. #270-097

---

**Radio Shack Duofone Stere or Mono Headset:****

For classroom or broadcast use, anywhere you need a wide-range under-chin dynamic headphone! 2 switches in the plug select stereo or mono at either 600 or 2000 ohms. Lightweight (8 oz.), comfortable, amazing clarity of sound. For any solid state device. #33-197

---

**Radio Shack FM/AM Radio/Tape Recorder:****

The exciting FM/AM portable that makes and plays its own recordings off the air or on location! Capacitor drive: 2-1/4" reels; 10 transistors; level meter; battery indicator. Dynamic mike, batteries included. 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 x 2-1/4". Plays on 117 VAC or Batteries! #14-940

---

**Radio Shack AC/DC Voltmeter:****

1000 ohm-per-volt multimeter for home or shop use. 1-1/2" 2-color meter; handy zero adjust feature. AC or DC volts: 0-5, 150, 1000. Current: 0-150 ma. Resistance: 0-100,000 ohms. Accuracy: 3% (DC), 4% (AC). 3-1/2 x 2-1/4 x 1" bakelite case. Test leads, instructions, batteries included. #22-4027

---

**Look! Triple Play 8-Track Stereo Tape Cartridges Only 495 Ea.****

- 3 Complete Albums for the Price of One
- 30 Full-Length Tunes!

Heritage of Broadway 51-3004; Melodies of Love 51-3005; Sounds Smooth 51-3004; Say It with Strings 51-3007; Forever Favorites 51-3008; Then They Wrote 51-3009.

---

**Amazing Stereo Changer Buy!****

- Direct Factory Purchase
- Stereo Cartridge Installed!

Radio Shack's direct factory purchase brings you the same 4-speed American-made changer used in current blue-chip consoles at huge savings! Just add the leads and a base; the stereo cartridge is already installed, and we include a 45-rpm spindle free! 13 x 6 x 11-1/4". Hurry—we can't predict if a deal like this will ever come along again! #42-2293

---

**Radio Shack's Biggest Tape Buy!****

1800 "CONCERT" POLYESTER TAPE!

- Less than Half the Usual Price for the Same Type Tape!
- Pre-Tested! Double Play! Strong!
- 1.0 Mil Polyester; 1800'; 7'' Reels!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Reel</th>
<th>Lots of 3-9</th>
<th>Lots of 10-49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.55 Each</td>
<td>1.39 Each</td>
<td>1.25 Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lots of 50-Up</td>
<td>1.09 Each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clip Coupon and Mail Today To:**

Radio Shack
EAST: 730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass., 02215 Dept. XN
WEST: 2615 West 7th St., Fort Worth, Texas 76107

Rush me the items I've listed below. I enclose $ , including 50¢ for handling and postage anywhere in the U.S.A.

Name ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City ____________________________
State __________ Zip
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MUSEUM PIECES. . . The 1927 TV tubes above are part of a collection given by Dr. Philo Farnsworth, pioneer of television invention, to the Smithsonian Institution. At top is the first oscilloscope tube with internal deflection plates. Below it (left to right): first image dissector, first projection oscilloscope, primitive image orthicon with electron multiplier, first flat oscilloscope.

Electronics in the News

Look-Type Method. . . A way of controlling a typewriter by means of a beam of light has been developed in England to offer new capabilities to the handicapped. Light source is object attached to right side of patient's head. The bank of photocells next to the typewriter will respond to beam only if it remains on a single letter long enough to trip time-delay circuits, reducing errors from random motion as patient moves his head to aim beam. For patients familiar with typewriter, photocell bank is arranged like standard keyboard; for others it has most-used letters near the center to minimize head motion. Photocells may be ceiling-mounted for bedridden patients. Rolls (rather than sheets) of paper minimize assistance patient will require. System costs about $1,320 from Hugh Steeper, Ltd., London.
Miro-Light. . . Latest in the Would-You-Believe department is a lamp so small it can be held in a draftsman’s ruling pen. As shown, it is 0.375 in. long and 0.15 in. in diameter; without base it is 0.325 in. long and 0.11 in. across. Its life-expectancy rating is also impressive: 40,000 hours. It is available from IEE, Van Nuys, Calif., in several voltage ratings.

Gadgets for Execs. . . The VIP Electronic Desk, they call it. And it should make you feel like an office baron even if it keeps you from getting any real work done. It has a built-in TV for broadcast reception and closed-circuit monitoring, an alarm clock that can be set to turn on the AM/FM radio, a removable cassette tape recorder, a high-intensity light and a digital calendar—all clustered around a master control panel. It’s made by Interstate Industries of Chicago and costs $1,295. Oh yes—it also has a pen and pencil set.

Squirt-Writer. . . Teletype Corporation has developed a typewriter mechanism without type for use in high-speed data communications. In diagram at left, valving electrode passes squirts of negatively-charged ink from nozzle. Charged droplets are then controlled by deflection electrodes (much like electron beam in oscilloscope) to form letters. Actual distance from nozzle to paper is 3/8 in. Memory unit controlling deflection holds 64 characters, squirts out 120 per second.
WHAT HAVE SATELLITES DONE FOR WEATHER FORECASTING?

By J. K. LOCKE

FOR eight years now we've been hearing about weather satellites. The pictures they take—mostly showing huge white swirls and splotches that weathermen assure us are clouds as seen from space—are published in newspapers and magazines and shown on TV. But are weather forecasts any better than they used to be? Ask a random group of your friends and chances are they'll reply with a resounding no.

What has happened? We've spent hundreds of millions of dollars to design weather satellites, launch them and build the ground stations to collect the information they send back. But what do we have to show for it all?

To find out, I recently visited the National Environmental Satellite Center in Suitland, Md. (a suburb of Washington, D.C.), hub of our present weather satellite activity. I also talked to meteorologists, engineers, space authorities and other experts around the country.

By their tally we've managed to get 18 weather birds into orbit since 1960—10 TIROS, 2 Nimbus, 6 ESSAs. More will be launched soon. From these orbiting picture-takers we've received millions of weather pictures. This monster photo album has accomplished three things:

- Improved weather forecasting tremendously in some parts of the world (doing relatively little, however, for much of the U.S.—more of that later).
- Taught weathermen a lot about the basic mechanism of weather.
- Helped space experts develop the hardware for a fantastic system (now in the planning stage) that will ultimately give us accurate forecasts for up to two weeks in advance.

You can't predict tomorrow's weather until you know what's happening today. Until satellites came along weathermen knew what was happening over only about five per cent of the earth's surface with any regularity.

That changed at dawn on the morning of April 1, 1960, when TIROS I rocketed into orbit from Cape Canaveral. TIROS was supposed to be strictly experimental. But within 48 hours excited weathermen were beginning to use its pictures in making up forecasts.
Mosaic at left is pieced together from pictures of the world's entire surface photographed at the same hour (solar time) in one day by weather satellite in sun-synchronous, near-polar orbit on successive passes over daylight side of earth. Latitude and longitude are filled in by computer at receiving station, as are continental outlines (too fine to be seen here). Sands of North Africa and Arabia can be seen at top center. Most prominent storm center is over Indian Ocean. Most complex of weather satellites are Nimbus series (right). Nile is visible at left in detail of Nimbus daylight photograph of the area bordering the Red Sea (right, center). At night it uses infra-red sensors that can detect temperature difference between Gulf Stream and surrounding waters of Atlantic Ocean (bottom).

—particularly for regions, such as the Pacific Ocean, where there wasn't much other data. A TIROS satellite spotted Hurricane Carla in 1961, two days earlier than she would have been seen using regular methods. Based on satellite warnings, 350,000 people had time to evacuate in the largest operation of its kind in history.

NASA itself (which put up TIROS I and nine successors) began using the telemetered weather information almost immediately—and frequently in important ways. In August, 1965, for example, as Peter Conrad and Gordon Cooper were ready to end their historic eight-day mission, a special Weather Bureau unit checked TIROS pictures and found a tropical storm brewing in the splash-down area. So the mission was stopped one orbit early and the men landed in a safe area.

Despite such dramatic uses these space-traveling weather stations haven't made much difference in weather forecasting within the U.S. "A forecaster in Chicago or St. Louis," says Dr. Clifford A. Spohn, operations director of the National Environmental Satellite Center (NESC), "is surrounded with conventional observations. But take the man in an island location—say Hawaii. We're suddenly giving him data when he had almost none."

Most of the helpful data so far has come from the TIROS satellite series. Despite the early success of the program, though, most experts were agreed by early 1960 that Tiros was much too unsophisticated a bird to be
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a permanent part of the meteorological network. So work began on Nimbus.

The contrasts between TIROS and Nimbus are striking. TIROS spun like a top to keep itself stable in space. As it circled the globe its camera pointed at earth only about half the time and out into space the other half. Nimbus has a complex stabilization system to keep it pointing earthward. TIROS had a fairly simple picture-taking system; Nimbus has TV cameras, infra-red scanning equipment and a system called APT (Automatic Picture Transmission) that allows users anywhere in the world to get pictures of their own area directly from the orbiting bird.

To perform these wonders, Nimbus has to be far bigger (830-1300 lb. in various versions as compared to about 300 for TIROS) and more than twice as expensive. And the appearance is radically different. TIROS looks like a bass drum 4 ft. in diameter and studded with jewels (solar cells). Nimbus, with its two wings and cylindrical body, looks like a big-bottomed butterfly, 10-ft. tall.

By 1964 Nimbus was in orbit and weather men were jubilant. For one thing, it was in a polar orbit and photographed every square foot of the earth's surface twice a day. On the daylight side it used its regular vidicon camera as had TIROS. On the night side its infra-red scanners got pictures with almost as much detail.

But, despite the success of Nimbus, the Weather Bureau had already decided against it as a second-generation operational satellite even before its maiden voyage. There were several reasons for the paradoxical decision. First, the complexity of Nimbus made the chances of failure too great. Second, it cost too much. And third, the earlier TIROS had proved to be far better than anyone had anticipated.

Besides, some of the original problems with TIROS had been overcome. Take that business about pointing out into space half the time, for example. Spacecraft designers shifted the spin axis of TIROS IX by 90 degrees so the drum rolled along its orbit like a wheel rolling down a highway. The camera, on the curved outer surface of the wheel, points straight down once a revolution (about once every 6 sec.). It's simple to snap the shutter at that moment. Thus TIROS could take pictures continuously (as could Nimbus). The path of TIROS was changed, too, to a near-polar, sun-synchronized orbit. That means that the orbit was calculated so that the satellite always passes overhead at the same local time—say 9:00 a.m.—everywhere...
on the sunlit side of the globe.

With these changes made, weathermen decided that the system was no longer experimental. In January, 1966, after ten consecutive successful TIROS shots, the meteorological satellite program became operational. Control and data acquisition were transferred from NASA to NESC. The new bird launched that month, which would have been TIROS XI, became ESSA 1 for the Environmental Sciences Service Administration, the division of the Commerce Department that contains both the Weather Bureau and NESC.

The ESSA satellites, of which there are now five flying, are of two basic types. One is a stored-data bird. It snaps pictures all through an orbit, putting them on tape as it goes; on command, it plays back the 12 photos it has recorded. The other is APT. It takes a picture every six minutes, transmitting it to the ground immediately. Anybody who wants to tune in, can.

The stored-data satellite transmits its data to ground stations in Wallops Island, Va., and Gilmore Creek, Alaska. I was on hand when a relay from Gilmore Creek was to be received at NESC headquarters.

When Dr. Spohn and I entered the control center a technician was checking the line to Alaska. Green waveforms danced on oscilloscopes. Tape transport mechanisms stood ready to record data and send commands. Elsewhere around the large, low-ceilinged room stood facsimile transmitters grinding out pictures to weathermen across the country. And lining the walls were the computers—small ones for routine chores, a Control Data 6600 for the main data-handling job.

The pass itself had all the excitement of the morning milk delivery. The tape transports turned. The waveforms on the oscilloscopes changed. The technicians made occasional adjustments of the equipment.

What was really going on, Dr. Spohn explained, was considerably more interesting. Some 3,000 miles northwest of where we stood in Maryland, the satellite came rolling up over the Alaskan horizon. A signal shot from the 85-ft. dish at Gilmore Creek, asking the bird what was new. The satellite examined itself, checked temperatures at various critical points, power levels of the batteries, the positions of all switches. Then, in a few seconds of furious telemetry, it spewed out more than 80 specific pieces of information. The signals entered the dish in Alaska and were piped directly to headquarters in Suitland. There, a pen traced out a series of peaks on a roll of moving paper, a tape recorder captured the same information in magnetic form and a computer began analyzing the data and printing out a report of the bird's health and current operating conditions.

Weather Bureau office at Kennedy International Airport receives photos directly from APT (Automatic Picture Transmission) satellite on facsimile printer (far left). Separate shots are then pieced together to make a comprehensive picture of weather over Atlantic Ocean (center) and, with analytic notations, given to pilots heading overseas (this page). Information on weather at sea was almost non-existent before the program began.
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Then the orbiting picture-taker got down to business. Within two minutes, it played back the 12 stored pictures from its tape. Finally, for the remaining six minutes of contact with the antenna, Maryland control sent its commands. ESSA was told how many pictures to take and where to take them on the next orbit.

The satellite keeps track of time and its location by counting its own spins. Each time it rotates, earth sensors notify the computer aboard and it ticks off one more revolution. Obviously, precision of the spin rate is critical. Ground control computes the exact area covered in each picture by knowing exactly what spin it was taken on. The system is so accurate that when the pictures show landmarks (such as islands or continents) they're invariably within a half degree of latitude or longitude of where the computer says they should be.

To keep the spin rates accurate (5.5 to 6.5 seconds per revolution, depending on function), ground control adjusts both spin and attitude every day. Three coils are built into the satellite, one oriented along each of its three axes. When the proper switches are closed by command from the ground the coils, spinning in the earth's magnetic field, act like a DC motor and produce torque to readjust the satellite's motion. Without correction, the spin rate would be a fraction of a second slower each day.

While all the chit-chat between ground control and satellite was going on, Dr. Spohn explained that after the run the taped data are played back to make pictures. The picture strips are developed and added to those that came in previously to build up a portrait of the entire earth.

As the pictures accumulate, analysts pore over them to spot storms. When they find one, they immediately send storm warnings (hundreds of them each year) to all countries that may be affected. Then the pictures go to the National Meteorological Center in the building next door. There experts analyze them, add information they derive from the photos and send out complete analyses of world weather patterns to forecasters and weather bureaus around the globe.

ATP satellites are used differently. Anybody who wants an instant picture of the weather for several thousand miles in all directions can tune in as the ATP passes overhead. ATP was designed so that its signal can be picked up on relatively cheap, simple equipment. One company now sells a complete setup (antenna, receiver and facsimile printer) for $6,000. Many amateurs have put together their own. One ham used an old TV set, slightly modified, as the receiver. He built his own facsimile printer around a motorized rolling pin. For some of the contents of his junk box plus about $30 in cash he gets a fairly good picture. (By the way, if you write to NESC they will send basic instructions on the kind of system it takes.)

NESC knows of at least 200 stations that tune in on ATP transmissions. There undoubtedly are more. Weather-Bureau and military forecasters use it widely. So do at least 42 known foreign governments. Universities have rigs. The weather forecasters at Kennedy Airport give pilots bound overseas complete pictures of the weather ahead, directly from the ATP. And TV stations in many U.S. cities use ATP daily to bring their audiences bird's-eye views of the weather.

More important in the long run, though, is another product of the weather satellite program—a better understanding of the basic mechanism of the weather itself. "For example, we notice a curious clear band associated with cold fronts that we didn't know was there," says Dr. Spohn. "When we figure out why it's there, we'll know a good bit more about the flow pattern that produces it. And that will lead to a greater overall understanding of a storm of this sort." Scientists have also discovered strange parallel lines of clouds along each side of the equator, peculiar doughnut-shaped clouds, and other mysterious phenomena.

"We're like a fisherman who has a net with holes of a certain size," says Dr. Spohn. "As far as he is concerned, the smallest fish in the sea are the ones that are bigger than the holes in his net. But when he gets a net with a finer mesh, all of a sudden he's got a lot of new fish that he has to explain. We've got a lot of new weather phenomena. When we explain them we'll know a lot more about weather than we do now."

Scientists are now working on new ways to get far more information from our orbiting weather stations. For example, a Nimbus...
scheduled to fly soon will have facilities for sampling infra-red energy at various wavelengths. (Nimbus satellites are now used for developing experimental equipment and techniques.) If the experiment works, weathermen will be able to determine air temperature at a number of different levels in the atmosphere.

One of the most dramatic advances came with the launching of ATS (Advanced Technology Satellite), a vehicle designed to carry a number of experiments including some in the weather field. With this synchronous satellite on station over a single spot in the Pacific, NASA controllers had it snap a picture every 20 minutes. At NESC, the individual pictures were put together into a movie. "Talk about understanding the atmosphere!" says Dr. Spohn. "You actually see the weather developing before your eyes. We're seeing things we just never knew happened."

More recently, ATS 3 turned in a spectacular advance by increasing the rate at which pictures can be taken and by producing the first weather pictures in color. ATS 3 is positioned farther east so it can keep an eye on hurricane spawning grounds in the Caribbean, providing an early warning system and more basic research on the way weather forms and how it can be evaluated.

Today's scientists are designing buoys they hope to spot around the ocean to read surface winds, temperatures, humidity, and other factors. Satellites would pick up the information and relay it to forecasting centers.

Investigators from the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado, have been sending constant-altitude balloons into the sky for a year, testing a technique they hope will furnish (via satellite) still more data on wind direction and velocity, temperature, pressure and other variables.

By the mid-1970s, if present plans work out, the real payoff of the entire system should begin to appear. Synchronous satellites 23,000 miles up will snap pictures and collect and relay information from thousands of buoys, buoys and automatic weather stations. Polar-orbiting satellites will view the poles (not visible from the synchronous birds) and may also peer into the various layers of the atmosphere to collect still more data through their infra-red eyes. Huge computers, far larger than any now available, will digest these mountains of information and pour out their forecasts.

"When these elements come together in a final operational system," says David S. Johnson, director of NESC, "we'll see a very significant improvement in weather forecasting. We expect to be able to forecast the weather 10 to 14 days in advance with the same accuracy we are achieving with our present 24-hour forecasts."

When that happens, if the weatherman tells you it will rain tomorrow you'd better believe it.

Good Reading
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lowing. Richard Dorf, who runs the Schober Organ Company, is probably the most articulate expert on the theory and practice of the instrument. I seriously doubt there will be a more thorough treatment than this one. By the way, don't confuse electronic instruments with electrified ones. This book is strictly about electronic organs.

And Make Note Of ... WIRELESS WORLD GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS. Gilfer Associates, Park Ridge, N.J. 136 pages. $1.95

101 WAYS TO USE YOUR SQUARE WAVE AND PULSE GENERATORS. By Robert G. Middleton. Howard Sams, New York, Indianapolis. 160 pages. $2.95
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14500 kc down to 100 kc. The transmitter is activated by ground command and then turns itself off 13 minutes later. The sounder is on the air four or five hours a day.

Your best bet for logging Alouette II (operated by the Canadian Defence Research Telecommunications Establishment in Ottawa) is, of course, on 14500 kc where its signals most often will penetrate to the earth. An ionospheric sounder makes a swishing sound as it passes over the frequency but you will have to be careful because several other sounders also sample 14500. Pulses from Alouette II will appear on the channel once every 30 seconds. Reception always will be brief—never more than 13 minutes.
A Career In Airline Electronics
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Other airlines that have indicated they would consider a likely applicant without an FCC license are Northwest and Continental. They have no formal programs at present and judge each case on its own merits. But as Phil Leach, Northwest’s District Manager of Maintenance at Kennedy International Airport, says: “The feeling in general among airline officials is that within the next four or five years there won’t be any avionics technicians on tap unless we start doing something about the problem now.”

Just what they may have to do was voiced by E.H. Brown, American Airlines Manager of Electrical Equipment at La Guardia Airport in New York: “The airlines may have to set up training programs for avionics technicians similar to those they already have for pilots and stewardesses. As a fact of life, airlines will have to be prepared to train men who may then go out and look for better-paying jobs. But training programs are necessary if the airlines are going to get the needed personnel.”

There are two categories of avionics technicians. Line technicians do routine checks on all arriving aircraft and perform minor repairs or adjustments to equipment. If a piece of gear can’t be repaired on the aircraft they replace the defective unit and send it to the radio shop. This is where testing, calibration and extensive repairs are carried out.

The most extensive radio shops are located at airline overhaul bases such as that of Trans World Airlines in a former cornfield outside Kansas City, Mo. Since airlines’ equipment and maintenance practices are similar, a facility like this can trade off overflow work with those belonging to other lines. Here, the giant jets periodically are brought in and stripped of every piece of equipment from seats to the most complex navigational gear. Each unit is rebuilt completely. With over 6,000 items, the men naturally become specialized. Prime area of interest is the navigational field.

About 30 hams work at the TWA base. Several we spoke to indicated how valuable their hobby had been as a foundation for their careers. But you don’t need to be a ham to consider this kind electronics work with an airline. All you need is the aptitude and an eye to the future.

Electronics Illustrated
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"I have not yet, indeed, thought of a remedy for luxury..."

Benjamin Franklin

"I am not sure that in a great state it is capable of a remedy; nor that the evil is in itself always so great as it is represented.

"Suppose we include in the definition of luxury all unnecessary expense, and then let us consider whether laws to prevent such expense are possible to be executed in a great country, and whether, if they could be executed, our people generally would be happier, or even richer.

"Is not the hope of being one day able to purchase and enjoy luxuries, a great spur to labour and industry?

"May not luxury, therefore, produce more than it consumes, if, without such a spur, people would be, as they are naturally enough inclined to be, lazy and indolent? To this purpose I remember a circumstance.

"The skipper of a shallop, employed between Cape May and Philadelphia, had done us some small service, for which he refused to be paid. My wife, understanding that he had a daughter, sent her a present of a new-fashioned cap.

"Three years after, this skipper being at my house with an old farmer of Cape May, his passenger, he mentioned the cap, and how much his daughter had been pleased with it.

"'But' (said he) 'it proved a dear cap to our congregation.'

"'How so?'

"'When my daughter appeared with it at meeting, it was so much admired, that all the girls resolved to get such caps from Philadelphia, and my wife and I computed that the whole could not have cost less than a hundred pounds.'

"'True', (said the farmer) 'but you do not tell all the story. I think the cap was nevertheless an advantage to us; for it was the first thing that put our girls upon knitting worsted mittens for sale at Philadelphia, that they might have wherewithal to buy caps and ribbons there; and you know that the industry has continued, and is likely to continue and increase to a much greater value, and answer better purposes.'

"Upon the whole, I was more reconciled to this little piece of luxury, since not only the girls were made happier by having fine caps, but the Philadelphians by the supply of warm mittens."

"Poor Richard" put his finger on this simple key to an expanding economy over 200 years ago. So, isn't it strange to find people—well-meaning people—in this country today who still frown on the luxuries most of us work to enjoy? They want the government to restrict the broad range of products and services in the marketplace. And to cut back on advertising because it makes people want things they don't need.

Don't need? Well, of course, no little girl needs a bow in her hair. Yet, Mary Murphy will forever top off the apple of her eye with a ribbon. And where would the ribbon factories be without her? And the ribbon clerks?

It is just this very human desire to add the little frills to our living that has created our jobs and our prosperity...the ribbon factories and automobile factories and television factories...and the most dynamic economy in man's history. Shouldn't we be careful about how we tinker with the forces that have created all this? Because the simple, troubling truth is, nobody knows for sure how far you can regulate our economy without damaging it.
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This reminds me of one hilarious (to Beason and myself) incident in connection with that supposedly secret government organization. According to a lot of people who seem to know what they are talking about, including the authors of a book on the CIA, the Rolex wristwatch is supposed to be some kind of secret identification amulet for CIA agents. Rolexes are quite expensive and seldom seen but two of the half-dozen RA engineers we got close to were wearing them. That's quite an average for such a small population. Furthermore, I happened to be wearing one at the time and on two occasions I turned my head sharply and found the same chap staring intently at my watch.

Life on Swan Island can be quite attractive if you are not easily bored, want to stash away some money and don't mind a monastic life. The place is as quiet and removed from the cares of the workaday world as some Himalayan palace. There's no rush-hour traffic, no crime, no police, no TV, no door-to-door salesmen, no telephone company. There also are no women (except for the wives of two laborers). All Swan offers is plenty of good beaches, surf and deep-sea fishing, skin diving, short work hours with minimum pressure and recreation facilities which include a bar for the RA crew (called the Iggy Club for the iguanas on the island), a pool table, card tables, regular movies, plenty of sunbathing and even a piano player (currently out of service).

A little PX-like company store peddles everything from Baby Ruth candy bars to name-brand liquors at fantastically low prices (would you believe Johnny Walker Red Label for $2.20). And the Iggy Club is not all. Swan probably sets some kind of world record, saloon-wise, because there is yet another bar on the island, making one joint for every 20 residents. The second bar is called the Swan Island Playboy Club and is located on the federal compound, which is another clearing with a fence around it that lies a bit more than a quarter of a mile from the RA digs. The Playboy is done up in the true island manner, the walls and roof being palm thatch as put together by Caymanian laborers. The latest records blare forth from the club's phonograph and slightly mildewed Playmate pictures adorn the walls. Both bars are open 24 hours a day and are run on the honor system. You help yourself and drop a quarter in a can.

Which brings us to the most popular sport of all on Swan Island. Drinking, it is called. When work is done there is not a whole lot else to do for a bunch of men who tend to be gregarious, happy-go-lucky types. It is not that the island is populated by a bunch of drunks. Far from it. All no doubt drink in moderation, but with enough consistency that a rattlesnake would die of frustration on the island.

There is another possible pursuit. That would be going stark, raving mad. As the army found out on Pacific islands in World War II, it takes an unusual man to adapt to a life of the same boring weather and the same boring scenery and the same boring faces day after day.

The weather is typically tropic. Our day on Swan (Feb. 7) was in the middle of a cool snap and the temperature got up only to 80°. Usually it hits 85° to 87°. During the course of a whole year the lows almost never drop below 70° and the hottest summer day seldom shows 90°, partly because of constant southwesterly winds which, besides cooling the island, help keep mosquitoes away.

One last recreation is offered by the presence of a complete Collins ham station in an old panel truck parked on the RA compound. Hams from both compounds operate the station any time they desire—and have never been known to fail to get answers on a CQ call. KS4 cards are so rare that one call usually creates a six-deep pile-up.

We had heard that RA personnel and the people from the government compound did not mix but found quite the opposite to be true. Although each outfit has separate buildings the island population seemed to be a large and happy family. In fact, it sometimes is hard to tell which people work where.

Of the two compounds, the federal one is the better looking, having freshly painted white concrete block buildings arranged neatly around a well-manicured hunk of lawn, and it also is thinly populated in comparison with Radio Americas. The FAA staff consists of exactly one man, a nice chap by the name of Carr. The Weather Bureau staff consists of four people, and then there are a couple of laborers around.

The federal people normally do Swan tours
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of two to six months and then are sent to some other station. But Radio Americas people have no definite rotation and some have been on Swan as much as two years. Surprisingly, requests for second tours are not at all unusual.

Radio Americas does not have its own direct radio communications to headquarters in Miami. If an emergency arises they use the FAA's teletype facility. Indeed, while we were in the area the FAA's two-way voice equipment was used to contact the motor vessel Daydream, which calls at the island every couple of weeks with RA supplies that cannot be flown in.

These favors are reciprocated by RA's permitting licensed Weather Bureau and FAA people to use their ham station.

Curiously, while Radio Americas has no FCC license to operate its 50,000-watt broadcast transmitter and 5,000-watt short-wave rig from this little patch of U.S. territory, the ham station is licensed and so are all of its operators. We were told that an FCC broadcast operator's license is not a requirement for getting a technician's job at RA.

After returning northward we contacted the FCC and asked how this monster-size station could operate on American land without a license. Three days later the lad in Washington said there was nothing in the files on the subject, which did not surprise us. Once upon a time that question, asked on the phone, was answered by a man who said, "Government stations don't have to be licensed—no, forget I said that!"

As the day drew on we got to take a motor tour around the perimeter of Swan Island. With most of the trip requiring the vehicle to be driven with the four-wheel drive in low range to plow through the dense foliage. There were parts of the island which were so overgrown that all attempts to cut a road through had failed.

Among the exotic sights along the way were the remains of the United Fruit radio towers, now lying twisted and broken in skeleton-like sections along the beaches.

At the northeast corner of Swan lies Short Cove, a narrow inlet from the sea where a white foamy surf continuously rages. This is the nesting area for the island's booby bird population and is a dandy spot for picking up the ingredients for a big egg breakfast (the man-of-war birds nest only on Little Swan, boobies only on the larger island.)

When it came time to leave late in the
afternoon, one of the Honduran workers from RA asked if he could return to Cayman with us to get some emergency dental work done. He wanted to bring his wife, his brother and two small children along. If he went by boat it would mean a 48-hour sea trip to Cayman after it left Swan. When we agreed to take him we were surprised to learn that many of the people on Swan seemed to have something or other for us to take back.

The result was that before we could take off we stood by and watched our plane loaded with an endless stream of boxes, bags, and crates. Someone even sent along a big batch of frozen wahoo fish, which gave more than a little consternation to the customs inspector on Grand Cayman, who looked with some suspicion on our whole trip to begin with. Leaving with three people in a chartered airliner to mysterious Swan Island was bad enough, but to return that same day with extra passengers, two babies and crates of dubious content, topped off with a bunch of frozen fish, no doubt confirmed his suspicions about what was going on at Swan.

Our suspicions, at any rate, were confirmed. That’s where it’s happening. If the station we saw on Swan Island isn’t Radio Americas then someone went to a heck of a lot of trouble just to put us on.

Although no new evidence was obtained (or sought) as to CIA ties, neither did we have reason to alter previous concepts of the station’s ownership, motives or financing. Many questions remain unanswered but the biggest one, the one which has caused the most controversy, can be put to rest.

EI was honored at being the first and only publication permitted on Swan and we are grateful to those Radio Americas, Weather Bureau and FAA people who made the visit possible, informative—and enjoyable.

For the benefit of DXers, Radio Americas reception reports should be addressed to 6123 SW 68th St., South Miami, Fla. 33143 (tor Swan). The notation after the zip number assures a fast relay to the island from headquarters. RA is an excellent verifier, by the way. The FAA beacon on 407 kc can be picked up in a good part of the States. The ID is SWA in Morse, sometimes sent with a short space between the W and A. As is usual with federal stations, this one will verify if you make out the card for them to sign. The address is Box 2014, AMF Branch, Miami, Fla. 33159 (for Swan).
CB Band Scanner
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holes; two holes for J1 and J2, the line-cord hole and a hole for the motor's leads.

Mount the power transformer, power switch, sweep switch, the line cord and the pilot light. Solder a ½ in. I.D. x ¼ in. O.D. bushing on the motor shaft.

Remove the sweep switch and bracket from the cabinet. Solder the 21 10,000-ohm resistors to the front deck (S3B) of the switch as shown in the pictorial. Carefully solder the 22 wires from the display lights to the rear deck (S3A). Before mounting the rotary switch, put a ¼ in. dia. x ¾-in. long coupler on the shaft.

Build the power supply/voltage regulator on a 3 x 2¾ in. piece of perforated phenolic board and mount it with two spade lugs. Install J1 and J2 and finish the wiring.

The last step is the plug-in RF sweep module, which is built on a 1¾ x 9/16 x 1/16-in. thick piece of plexiglass as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Drill very small holes for the component leads and ¼ in. dia. hole for L1.

The form for L1 comes with fiber collars and mounting lugs on each end. Remove the collars by bending gently until the cement breaks. Close-wind 11 turns of No. 26 enameled wire on one end of the form and coat with coil dope. Mount the other end of the coil form in the plexiglass and cement it in place. The two pins are cut from No. 19 finishing nails and are cemented in place. Cut off the shield in the shielded wire from PL1 at the RF module.

Alignment. Remove all the crystals from the HE-210A transceiver and plug in the RF sweep module where shown in Fig. 2. Feed 9-V power from jack J1 to the external power jack on the HE-210A. Switch the HE-210A's channel-selector switch to C. Turn on the Sweeper and transceiver. Allow the Sweeper to run until it reaches channel 11 then turn the sweep off. Adjust R4 so that there is 6.3 V between its wiper and ground. Set up a transceiver to transmit on channel 11. (You'll find the correct alignment point more easily if the transmitter is tone modulated—whistle or sing into your mike.) Insert a plastic alignment tool in L1 and slowly turn the slug while listening for the signal from the transmitter. The signal will be picked at two positions of the slug. Only the
first one (slug almost entirely out of the winding in our coil) is the correct one. Alignment is now complete. Put a drop of wax into L1's form to keep the slug from moving.

**A Transceiver for Novices**

*Continued from page 77*

scale. (A front-panel control permits you to set the input power level.) We found the average output power into a 50-ohm load with 90-watt input power was 60 watts.

The rig consists of three sections: the receiver is assembled on a printed-circuit board with a wide-open layout. There were no assembly problems. The transmitter is wired on a well-shielded chassis and the power supply occupies the remaining space. Extreme care is required when soldering around RF chokes. The chokes are close to connections which require extra soldering heat. A slip of the iron will mean a new RF choke.

Alignment is not difficult but you must do it carefully to prevent leakage from the transmitter oscillator when you are in the receive mode. A good alignment job results in no leakage. (A small amount of leakage is provided when the key is closed to allow you to spot your operating frequency.)

The only alignment difficulty we had was during neutralization of the transmitter's final. Several components must be disconnected and things can be messy if you've installed the parts too firmly. Best bet is to read ahead in the manual and lightly solder those parts which later will be disconnected. After neutralization the parts can be soldered.

Construction time for our man, a beginner, was 20 hours, with another two hours for alignment. The manual doesn't suggest you use a signal generator for receiver alignment—it recommends you align with a tuned-in station. But a lot of worry and cursing are avoided if you use a generator.

The HW-16 is one of the greatest values and most imaginative ham products to come down the pike in years. You can't beat it as a starter to complement a Novice ticket.

**NOW OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME TO THE PUBLIC**

**GRAYMARK ELECTRONICS PROJECTS**

Hobbyist / Experimenter / Student

For years, teachers have used Graymark classroom projects to provide (1) the basics of electronics theory and (2) workable end products. Now, for the first time, Graymark offers certain of these projects to the public. You can now embark on an exciting, step-by-step journey toward the building of your own highly professional, eight-transistor or five-tube radio ... besides learning a great deal about electronics. Each project comes complete with all parts and easy-to-follow instructional manual. All parts fully warranted.

| **Antenna Terminal Sensitivity For 1.5-mw Output into a 4-ohm Speaker** |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Freq. (mc)      | 3.5             | 3.6             | 3.7             | 7.0             |
| Sens. (µV)      | .32             | .21             | .22             | .22             | .18             | .18             | .32             | .22             | .25             |

Send order today to: GRAYMARK Enterprises, Incorporated Dept. 102, P.O. Box 54343, Ter. Annex, Los Angeles, Calif. 90054

Send Projects Checked: □ COMACHO ($19.95 ea.) □ SCALLON ($21.95 ea.) □ Send Postpaid. Enclosed find check/money order for full amount. (Calif. Res. add 5% to total purchase) □ Send C.O.D. I will pay full amount, plus postage.

Name ____________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________

City & State ____________________________________________ Zip ______

CIRCLE NUMBER 40 ON PAGE 11
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Weird New Sonic Lure Caught Fish Like Crazy!

Think of it! My new vibrating lure gives loud, gurgling, splashing, bubbling sounds as you skitter it along the surface of the water! Sends out up to 200 vibrations every minute underneath that water! Looks completely unlike anything that a fresh water fish has seen before.

And has already used this weird sight and weird sound and weird sonic vibrations—in one of its very first Summer trials—to lure fish into attacking it so savagely that they actually knocked it out of the water. Hauled in trout, bass, muskie, walleye, and Pike, even when other lures had caught little or no fish right next to it! Here’s why—

CAUGHT! 120 FISH IN ONE HOUR!

At Cattail Lake, Illinois, on August 29, 1961. A hot summer day! A beautiful stream-fed pond—90 by 90 feet wide! Fishermen trying lures, flies, natural bait! But there is only an occasional strike. It looks like a wasted day!

Then, three die-hard friends try their luck with me! We cast from the edge of the water. At the end of our lines is an entirely different lure—a weird little metal monster that casts like a bullet and flutters back through the water like a drowning bat!

EXPERIENCED FISHERMEN SURPRISED

Almost at once that quiet water exploded into action! The first strike causes a shout of excitement! And then a second strike! A third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth! Beautiful rainbow and brown still shimmering from the water—being pulled in at the rate of more than one every minute!

Now the water almost explodes with fish striking! Sometimes four and five trout savagely attack one lure at the same time! Fifty—seventy—ninety fish are caught and released! People along the shore stop to watch!

In one short hour, we have caught and released 120 fish! All with the very same weird little lure that can go to work for you next week, without risking a penny!

Why did this bat-shaped lure catch fish by the stringer-full—even after ordinary lures, and natural bait have caught little or nothing? For this simple reason—

Because this lure gives off unique gurgling, bubbling, splashing surface noises plus up to 200 sonic vibrations every minute underneath that water—that fish find irresistible!

Navy Fish Biologist report about the sounds fish make between themselves in the water. Fish follow the propellers of a boat as though they were hypnotized by the sound!

Those gurgling, bubbling, splashing surface sounds and beneath vibrations—actually seem to call fish to them. Research showed me that lures, like fish, create Sonic Vibrations in the water by their movements! So I designed a lure that flutters through the water up to 200 times a minute! Wing-shaped—but-like—jerking and fluttering madly through that water—sending out irresistible sonic waves—gurgling, splashing, bubbling surface sounds that travel through water in every direction at the rate of 4,760 feet every second, the actual speed of sound under water!

READ THESE FISHCATCHING ACHIEVEMENTS

No wonder this "VIBRA-BAT" lure caught a 10 pound 7/8 ounce Northern on one of its first tests—only moments after it hit the water—hauled in six bass in sixty minutes in another test, all 2 1/2 pounds of larger—pulled in perch by the dozens in a third test at Belmont Harbor, Illinois, even after live bait and lures had scarcely a strike, and continued to land so many fish, so quickly, that fishermen watched in amazement!

Tests show this revolutionary new lure hauls in trout, bass, muskie, walleye, pike, salmon and other fresh water fish even in hard fished waters—produces strikes even when other fishermen alongside it are going almost unrewarded!

AMAZING 6-MONTHS TRIAL OFFER

You simply cannot believe the fish-catching powers of this amazing lure until you try it yourself. For 6 full months entirely at our risk! We cannot guarantee, of course, that these amazing VIBRA-BAT SONIC LURES will produce for you in every pond, river or lake everytime you go fishing but we do guarantee that these VIBRA-BAT LURES will definitely catch more fish for you. We make you agree that this is the greatest little lure you've ever used—or simply return them anytime within six full months for every cent of your purchase price back!

You and you alone are the only judge! You have nothing to lose! Send in the 6 Month Trial Coupon TODAY!

Electronics Illustrated
black). With the filament transformer plugged in, turn the pot so you read 1 VAC at the power transformer primary. After this adjustment, shift the meter to the secondary and measure the voltage. The reading quickly provides secondary voltage with an easy mental calculation: move the decimal two places to the right. For example, we measured 2.4 VAC at a secondary so the winding’s actual value is about 240 V.

This system does not work for precise measurement of filament voltages since 1 V on the primary barely produces a reading at the filament secondary. But you can use it to isolate, and temporarily tape up, dangerous high-voltage secondaries. Then it’s safe to plug the primary into 117 VAC and check actual filament voltages with a meter.

Power Ratings. Without the manufacturer’s specs, you’ll have to use some crude (but surprisingly effective) guesswork on how much power you can draw from the transformer. Begin by checking the transformer section in an electronic parts catalog. Find the transformers that most closely resemble yours in terms of voltage ratings and number of windings. After you’ve narrowed it down to a few model numbers, compare physical dimensions and, if possible, the weight. The ampere values in the catalogs for a similar-size transformer will probably be very close to your unknown unit.

Then there’s the brute-force method, based on the heat given off by the operating transformer. After running it in a circuit, cautiously touch the case with your fingers. If you can say “Anaheim, Azusa and Cucamonga” before removing your hand, chances are the transformer is within its rating. If it sizzles or fumes, you’re not even close.

Impedance. Direct measurement of an audio transformer’s impedance requires elaborate equipment. But here’s a method that tells the impedance of one winding if you know the other, based on the fact that the impedance ratio in an ideal transformer equals the square of its turns ratio. You can determine the turns ratio with the test setup of Fig. 4. The pot, however, should be a 1,000-ohm wirewound.

Let’s say you have a small transistor audio...
"The stereo doesn't sound balanced to me."

"... but he can't stand her high notes."
output transformer and measure less than 1 ohm across one winding. This almost always is the voice coil, or secondary winding. With your test set-up, apply exactly 1 VAC to that winding, using the pot and a meter for adjustment. Shift the meter leads and measure the voltage at the primary, or other winding. We'll assume it measures 3.5 VAC, as shown in Fig. 5. Multiply this voltage by itself: 3.5 x 3.5, or 12.25. Now multiply this by the impedance marked on the secondary or speaker side. If it's still in a circuit use the speaker impedance. If it is 10 ohms, you would get 10 x 12.25, or 122.5 ohms as the impedance of the primary.

It's often possible to operate the same transformer at a different impedance. If you want to use a 4-ohm speaker, just substitute 4 for 10 in the problem above to determine the effective (reflected) impedance of the primary with the new speaker. Output transformers for tube equipment have primary impedances running from about 1,000 to about 8,000 ohms, but the method is the same.

Automatic FM Radio

Continued from page 91

How It Works. Take a look at the schematic which starts at Fig. 4 and continues in Figs. 6 and 7. Signals from the antenna are tuned by T1 and varactor diode D1. Potentiometer R9 varies the voltage to D1 and another varactor diode, D2, which tunes local oscillator V1B. Oscillator V1B is tuned 10.7 mc above the incoming signal's frequency; its output is coupled to mixer V1A's grid by the small capacitance of the gimmick capacitor (3 turns of insulated hookup wire).

Zener diode D3 regulates the voltage to R9 and subsequently D1 and D2. The resultant 10.7-mc IF signal at the plate of V1A is fed to T2 and amplified by IF amplifiers V2 and V3. Remote volume control R14 controls the gain of V2.

The ratio-detector circuit consists of D4, D5, T4 and other components. The detector's audio output is fed to tuner output jack J1 and master volume control R24. The audio is amplified by V4A, V4B and is coupled via T5 to the speaker. The B+ and tube heater power are supplied by T6, D6, L2 and C33A,B.
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NOW...there is another way to get through

The new concept in antennas that gets the signal through when others fail

The Avanti PDL-27A is a polar diversity loop antenna that provides for instant switching to transmit or receive horizontal or vertical signals. Commercially available for CB'ers for the first time—the PDL-27A offers the advantages of signal diversity found in military and trans-oceanic communication networks.

HIGH GAIN—8.14 db in either horizontal or vertical.
MINIMUM INTERFERENCE—30 db front to back ratio.
LONG LASTING—rugged frame of aluminum and fiberglass.
EASY TO INSTALL—factory measured; cut and drilled for simple mount on pipe mast. Only 13½ lbs.

Patent Applied For
Write today for complete information.
SAVE MONEY • ORDER BY MAIL

**PLANS FOR SALE**

- **100 Interesting electronic projects. Simple ways to test and identify 3000 transistors. Many construction hints. For beginner or advanced hobbyist. All in "How to Use Bargain Transistors." Profusely illustrated, only $2.95. Capstone Electronics Corp., Dept. E78, 9 Danbury Rd., Wilton, Conn. 06897.**

- **MAGNETS. ALL Types. Specials—20 disc magnets, or 2 stick magnets, or 10 small bar magnets, or 8 assorted magnets. $1.00. Maryland Magnet Company, 5412-F Gist, Baltimore, Maryland 21215.**

- **CONVERT ANY television to sensitive, big-screen oscilloscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Reico A-19, Box 10563, Houston, Texas 77018.**


- **DISPOSAL—$80,000 HI-FIDELITY retail store inventory. New/used equipment; Anthony grants, Fisher others. Hewlett Packard test equipment. Free list—Marco Electronics, Box 336 B, Winter Park, Fla., 32789.**


- **INTEGRATED CIRCUIT Kits; Computer Logic Kits; Others. Free Catalog. Kaye Engineering, Box 3932-C, Long Beach, California, 90803.**

- **INVESTIGATORS. Free brochure latest electronic equipment. Witness Electronics, 228-12 141 Ave., Laurelton, N.Y. 11413.**

- **MUSIC LOVERS, continuous, uninterrupted background music from your FM radio, using new inexpensive adaptor. Free literature. Electronics, 11500-W N.W. 7th Ave., Miami, Florida 33168.**

- **INVESTIGATORS, FREE brochure, latest subminiature electronic surveillance equipment. Ace Electronics, 11500-X N.W. 7th Ave., Miami, Florida 33168.**

- **GREAT NEW Pushbutton Craig CB $99.95. Bright Star, 3514 Motor Place, Minneapolis, Minn. 55410.**

- **REINCARNATION! Prophesy! Reico's new instruments detect buried gold, silver, coins. Kits, assembled mod-**

**GOVERNMENT SURPLUS**


- **GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. How and Where to Buy in Your Area. Send $1.00. E.I. Surplus Information, Headquarters Bldg., Washington 6, D.C.**

- **PRINTING**

- **THERMOGRAPHED BUSINESS CARDS $3.49–1000, free samples. Gables, 405L Clifton, Glenshaw, Pa., 15116.**

- **PERSONALIZED ADDRESS LABELS $1.00. Capasso, 726 Juin St., #1 Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627.**

- **EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES**

- **NEED EXPERIENCED communications engineers with First Class FCC License. Radio and TV locations in three states. Contact Personnel Director, P.O. Box 1359, Fort Smith, Arkansas 72901.**

- **AUSTRALIA FOR Americans. A New Life. Government Shares Passage. Information You Need. $1.00. Pacifico, Box 43485-AB, Los Angeles, CA 90043.**

- **BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES**

- **INVESTIGATE ACCIDENTS: Earn $750 to $1,000 and more a month on your own business. Work spare time with average earnings of $5 to $8 per hour. No selling. Send for free booklet. No obligation. No salesman will call. Universal Schools, CEE-8, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas, Texas 75205.**

- **MAKE THOUSANDS Yearly sparetime. With home Mailorder Business using tested, proven, complete details, Free Service Products. P.O. Box 17274-D, San Diego, Calif. 92117.**

**BIG PROFITS in becoming a supplier to Major Industry through electroplating small parts and metalizing non-metals.**

- **Advertise for free on WJBS, 1512 Jarvis, Room CM-120-HO, Chicago 60664.**

- **MAKE MONEY writing short fillers—Brings checks by mail—Ten lesson writing course, $4.95. Free literature, Du-Rite College, 327B9. Publishing House, 17274-D, San Diego, Calif.**

**HIGHLY EFFECTIVE Home Study Course in Electronics Engineering Mathematics With Circuit Applications. Earn Your Associate In Science Degree. Free literature. Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering, P. O. Box 36185, Houston, Texas 77036. (Established 1945). B. SC. ENGINEERING. Management—Correspondence Course Prospectus. Canadian Institute of Science & Technology, 263F Adelaide St. W., Toronto.**

- **BUILD-IT-YOURSELF (OR DO-IT-YOURSELF)**

**HOBBYISTS, EXPERIMENTERS, Amateur Scientists, Students. Construction Plans—All complete including drawings, schematics, parts lists, prices, parts sources. Laser—Build your own coherent-light optical laser. Operates in the pulsed mode. In the visible light range—$6.00. Diode Laser—Invisible light (infrared) can be continuously modulated—$3.00. Reverberator (Echo) Unit—Build your own. Use with your automobile radio, home radio or hi-fi, electric guitar, etc.—$3.00 Radar—Build your own ultrasonic doppler radar. Detect motion of people, automobiles, even falling rain drops. Transitorized, uses standard small 9-volt battery—$4.00. Long-Range "Sound Telescop"—THE South-West-Pacific method can enable you to hear conversations, birds and animals, other sounds hundreds of feet away. Very directional. Transistorized. Uses 9V battery—$3.00. Or send $25 coin or stamps for complete catalog. Technics Writing Group, Box 5601, State College Station, Raleigh, N. C. 27607.
ATTENTION EXPERIMENTERS and professional builders. Introducing the "Hobbyist I" printed circuit board kit. Includes twenty assorted circuit boards totaling 288 square inches, layout materials, resist, etchant, tray and complete instructions including plans for 10 fascinating electronic projects. Only $9.95. We pay postage. Free catalog of circuit board materials, etchants, resist and layout materials upon request. Sentech Electronics, Box 2022, Kokomo, Indiana 46901.


**• • • HI-FI, STEREO**

SPEAKER REPAIR, Hi-Fi, guitar, organ speakers reconed good as new at fraction of new speaker price. For details and Reconing Center in your area write Waldom Electronics, Inc., Dept. El, 4625 W. 53rd St., Chicago, Ill. 60633.

CANADIANS HANDWOUND WIRE. W. Waldom Electronics, and Reconing of SPEAKER REPAIR. Box plans, kits materials, etchants, etc. PALERI RESEARCH. 1565 W. Goulwin Blvd., Ste. Genevieve, Que., Canada.

**• • • RADIO & TV**


**TY TUNERS** rebuilt and aligned per manufacturers specification. Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF. We ship COD. Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with tubes and write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure. JW Electronics, Box 51K, Bloomington, Indiana.

FREE GIANT bargain catalog on transistors, diodes, rectifiers, SCRs, zeners, parts. Polk Fabs, P. O. Box 962EI, Lynnfield, Mass.


RADIO JAMMER plans $1.00. T.V. jammer plans $1.00. Catalog of unusual projects, plans, kits, 20¢. Franks Scientific Co., P.O. Box 156, Martelle, Iowa 52305.

**• • • TAPE RECORDER**

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP with your record-er, phonograph or amazing new "Electronic Educator" endless tape re- cord-er. Details free. Sleep-Learning Research Association, Box 24-El, Olympia, Washington.

RENT STEREO Tapes—over 2500 different—all major labels—free brochure. Stereo-Parts, 1717 AY Terrace Way, Santa Rosa, California.

**• • • INVENTIONS & INVENTORS**

INVENTORS! HIGHEST cash sale or royalties for your inventions. Patented. Unpatented. Urgent demand from our client manufacturers. Financial Assistance available. Write Dept. 45, United Invention Brokerage, 78 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.

INVENTORS! We will develop, sell your idea or invention, patented or unpatented. Our national manufacturer-clients are urgently seeking new items for highest outright cash sales or royalties. Financial assistance available. 10 years proven performance. For Free information write Dept. 59, Wall Street Invention Brokerage, 79 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.


**• • • ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT**

FREE, NEW and Surplus Electronic Parts Flyers. Bob-Frank Electronics, P.O. Box 1327, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105.

**• • • ROCKETS**


**• • • MISCELLANEOUS**


**ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED Classified Advertising Order Form**

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

**WORD COUNT:** Zip code free. Figure one word for name of state (New Jersey); name of city (Little Falls); sets of characters as in key (M-14); abbreviation of Northwest (NW); but note separate initials as in a name (M. D. Brown), 3 words counted as a word each.

**DEADLINE FOR ADS:** Copy must be in by the 20th day of the fourth preceding month for the issue in which the ad is to appear.

**BLANKLINE:** May be placed both above and below the ad, if desired. Each blank line is charged as 5 words.

**TO: ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED • 67 W. 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036 • Att.: Classified Advertising Dept.**

**Gentlemen:** Here's our copy for the Classified Section of ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED. Remittance of $ is enclosed to cover insertion(s) in the issue(s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**YOUR NAME**

(PLEASE PRINT)

**FIRM**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY**

**STATE**

**ZIP**

**DATE:**

(PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE COPY • FOR ADDITIONAL WORDS ATTACH SEPARATE SHEET)
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BUILD 20 RADIO CIRCUITS AT HOME with the New Improved PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU-KIT®

A Practical Home Radio Course

NOW INCLUDED:

- 12 RECEIVERS
- SOLENOID CUTTERS
- SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
- SIGNAL TRACER
- AMPLIFIER
- SIGNAL PROJECTOR
- CODE OSCILLATOR
- NO KNOWLEDGE OF RADIO NECESSARY
- NO ADDITIONAL PARTS OR TOOLS NEEDED
- EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV
- SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED
- SOLD IN 79 COUNTRIES

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE

The "EDU-KIT" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a rock-bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making use of the finest materials and top-notch construction. You will instruct yourself through your own accumulative and practical servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL.

You will build and operate radios using practical schematics showing how to wire and solder in a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work with the standard type of punched metal chassis as well as the latest developments of Printed Circuit chassis. You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work with AF and RF stages, rectifiers, diodes, transistors, test equipment. You will learn and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice trouble-shooting using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying instructional material.

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Class licenses. You will build Receiver, Transformers, Square Wave Generator, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying instructional material.

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Class licenses. You will build Receiver, Transformers, Square Wave Generator, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying instructional material.

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Class licenses. You will build Receiver, Transformers, Square Wave Generator, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying instructional material.

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Class licenses. You will build Receiver, Transformers, Square Wave Generator, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying instructional material.

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Class licenses. You will build Receiver, Transformers, Square Wave Generator, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying instructional material.

The "EDU-KIT" is the product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The "EDU-KIT" will provide you with the latest developments in Electronics and Radios with many times the low price you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the kit.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE

You do not need the slightest background in electronics. If you are interested in Radio & Electronics because you want to have a hobby, or in order to add to your earning power or business or a job with a future, you will find the "EDU-KIT" an interest-inspiring investment. Many thousands of individuals of all ages and backgrounds have successfully used the "EDU-KIT" with the result that those interested in radio construction have the basis of the world, and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "EDU-KIT" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct, learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble-shooting—all in a closely integrated program designed to provide a self-taught, thorough and interesting background in radio.

You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "EDU-KIT. You then learn the function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testing and trouble-shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, using more advanced theory and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will find that you can build more advanced radio circuits and develop work like a professional Radio Technician.

During the preparation of the "EDU-KIT" course are Receiver, Transmiter, Code Oscillator, Signal Generator, Signal Injector, Square Wave Generator, All genuine circuits. These are not only high performance, professional "demonstration" instruments, but high genuine radio circuits, constructed by men of professional skill and experience. These circuits are identical with the circuits used in the instruction known as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current.

THE "EDU-KIT" IS COMPLETE

You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and electronics projects. Your "EDU-KIT" comes complete with the sockets, variable, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, teflo strips, hardware, transformers, metal chassis, printed circuitry, solder, aluminum foil, dope, copper strip, wire, solder, selenium rectifiers, coils, volume controls and switches, etc.

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit boards, printed tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a professional electric soldering iron, and a self-powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics Tester. The "EDU-KIT" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator, in addition to F.C.C. Radio Attorney License training. You will also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, Printed Circuitry Guide and a Gift Book. You receive Membership in Radio-Television Club, Free Consultation Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts, tools, instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC.
1186 Broadway, Dept. 956A, New York, N. Y., 11557

FREE EXTRAS

- SET OF TOOLS
- SOLDERING IRON
- PLOIER-CUTTERS
- VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
- BICOLOR OF MERIT TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
- HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE & QUIZZES
- DIVISION BOOK "PRACTICE TROUBLE-SHOOTING BOOK"
- MEMBERS OF RADIO-TELEVISION CLUB
- CONSULTATION SERVICE - F.C.C. "EDU-KIT" TRAINING
- PRINTED CIRCUITY

SERCING LESSONS

You will learn trouble shooting and servicing in a progressive manner. You will practice repairs on the sets that you construct. You will learn symptoms and causes of trouble in home, portable and car radios. You will learn how to use the professional Signal Tracer, the unique signal injector and the dynamic radio and electronics tester. You are learning in this practical way, to serve the public, your friends and neighbors, and charge fees which will far exceed the cost of the "EDU-KIT." Our Consultation Service will help you with any technical problems you may have.

FROM OUR MAIL BAG

J. Stanton, of 25 Poplar Pl., Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have repaired several sets for my friends, and made money. The "EDU-KIT" paid for itself. I was ready to spend $240 for a course, but I found your ad and went for your Kit."=

B. Valerio, P. O. Box 21, Manhattan, Utah: "The "EDU-Kits are wonderful. Here I can write checks on my accounts and also the answers for them. Have built radios for the last few years, but like "EDU-KIT" for the last year. I like to build Radio Testing Equipment. I enjoyed every minute in the different kits, the Signal Tester works fine. Also like to let you know that I feel proud of becoming a member of your Radio-Television Club."

Robert L. Shuff, 1534 Monroe Ave., Huntington, N. Y.: "Thought I would drop you a few lines to say that I received my Edu-Kit, and was really amazed that such a bargain could be had at such a low price. I have already started repairing radios and phonographs. My friends were really surprised in discovering the "EDU-KIT.""

The Trouble-Shooting Tester that comes with the Kit is really easy to use and can solve the trouble, if there is any to be found.

PRINTED CIRCUITY

At no increase in price, the "EDU-KIT" now includes Printed Circuitry. You will build a Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a unique carrying instrument which can detect many Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary new technique of radio construction is now becoming popular in commercial radio and TV sets.

A Printed Circuit is a special insulated circuit on which has been deposited a conducting material which takes the place of wiring. The various parts are then placed in and soldered to terminals.

Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern Automation Electronics. Further study of this subject is a necessity today for anyone interested in Electronics.

CIRCLE NUMBER 10 ON PAGE 11

Electronics Illustrated
The sure, simple way to a high-paying, solid career in electronics.

Project-Method training from National Technical Schools: For the man who wants to move up fast. It's the sure way to a career that pays big. Project-Method builds everything you need to know around practical kit experiments. It's faster, easier to learn. It not only teaches you the how and why of electronics, you get actual experience using the same equipment you work with on the job. And, NTS sends you this equipment at no extra cost. That's the Project-Method. NTS produces the kind of trained men that industry wants and will pay for.

ALL NEW KITS! ALL NEW COURSES!

More big kits than ever offered for training anywhere! A big 25" Color TV, a desk-top computer, solid-state radios. Now for the first time Training kits with integrated circuits. New test equipment, too, including Signal generator, VTVM, and tube checker. They're all you need to begin troubleshooting work. NTS shows you how to use them early in your training. You earn money repairing TV sets and electronic equipment even before you've completed the course. Brand new color catalog describes in detail all the exciting equipment that comes with each course.

GET THE FULL STORY! SEE ALL THE EXCITING NEW KITS YOU CAN GET FROM NTS! CUT OUT AND MAIL REPLY CARD FOR NEW COLOR CATALOG AND SAMPLE LESSON!

CLASSROOM TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES:
You can train at our resident school in Los Angeles. NTS occupies a city block with over a million dollars in facilities devoted to technical training. Check special box in coupon.

HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME:
NTS offers accredited high school programs. Take only the subjects you need. Study at your own pace. Everything included at one low tuition. Check special box in coupon for free catalog.

ACT NOW! DON'T DELAY!

APPROVED FOR VETERANS

TRAINING PROGRAMS TO INSURE YOUR FUTURE

Please rush new Color Catalog and Sample Lesson plus information on course checked below. No obligation. No salesman will call.

- MASTER COURSE IN COLOR TV SERVICING
- MASTER COURSE IN COLOR SERVICING
- MASTER COURSE IN TV & RADIO SERVICING
- PRAGICAL TV & RADIO SERVICING
- MASTER COURSE IN ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
- FCC LICENSE COURSE
- INDUSTRIAL & COMPUTER ELECTRONICS
- STEREO, HI FI & SOUND SYSTEMS
- BASIC ELECTRONICS
- High School at Home

Name ____________________________ Age ______________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State ______________
Zip Code __________________________

Please fill in Zip Code for fast service

Check if interested in Veteran Training under new G.I. Bill

Check here if interested ONLY in Classroom training in Los Angeles

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
World Wide Training Since 1905
4000 S. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, California 90037

www.americanradiohistory.com
Now, you may earn double-time pay without working over-time.

National Technical Schools makes it easier to double your income. All you need is your own ambition. The NTS Project Method simplifies your training... makes it easy for you to enter Electronics... a whole new world of opportunity.

YOU can have a solid career and probably double your present earnings. Start moving up today. In Color TV. Or in computer and industrial electronics. Or in communications and aerospace. It's easier than you think.

NTS will show you how!

(see inside cover for more information)
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